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ABSTRACT 

 

Youth plays a major role in progress and development of a nation as they are 

the foundation of cultural, social and economic development of a nation.  This study 

analyses the opportunities and challenges of rehabilitation center for youth 

development at Nget Aw San Boy’s Training School. Descriptive analysis is used by 

primary data and secondary data.  Primary data is collected by using structured 

questionnaire and key informant interview.  The findings indicate that juvenile 

delinquents have access to welfare, physical development, mental development and 

protection but these are poor and insufficient for all the boys.  The center has basic 

infrastructure and facilities however not in adequate capacity for the size of the 

juvenile delinquents.  Hence, the implementation of youth rehabilitation activities is 

extremely challenging for the training school.  This study finally suggests that 

sufficient resources should be allocated to the center to be able to effectively 

implement the youth welfare, development and protection in keeping with minimum 

standard of care.   
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Rationale of the Study 

Youths play a major role in progress and development of a nation as they are 

the foundation of cultural, social and economic development of the nation.  Well-

educated and properly- trained youths can contribute their skills in almost every sector 

in a developing country.  According to the United Nations, the youths are defined as 

being the age between 15 and 24 years old.  In Myanmar, the child law 1993 defined a 

person under 16 years old as a child, and those between 16 and 18 years are regarded 

as youths.  Myanmar Population and Housing Census conducted in 2014 indicated 

that Myanmar has the total population of 51.5 million where the youth (age 15 to 35 

years old) population makes up 35.58 percent, which is more than one- third of the 

total population.  It is a significant portion for Myanmar that can maximize full 

potential of youth population in building the nation.   

At this technology age, where physical infrastructure development has been 

growing day by day, there are also chances that are leading the youths going into 

wrong directions.  Unemployment, underemployment and poverty are some factors 

that deprive the youths from using their full potential.  In worse cases, lack of 

education, peer influence, unfavorable home environment, lack of disciplinary 

control, violation and abuses are some example problems that lead the youths pushing 

themselves into crimes.  A young person, particularly a teenager under the age of 

eighteen, who commits a crime or violates acts, can be regarded as a “juvenile 

delinquent”. In Myanmar, the label, juvenile delinquent is applied to an adolescent 

who breaks the law or engages in behavior that is considered “illegal”; therefore, they 

are sent to live under government care rehabilitation centers/training centers operated 

by DSW (Department of Social Welfare, 2019).   

In the developed countries, the infrastructure, technology and financial 

capacity of such institutional care facilities for juvenile delinquent youth are generally 
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strong.  However, the developing countries like Myanmar are facing many difficulties 

and challenges in regards to them.  Therefore, being hands in hands with concerned 

Ministries, NGOs, INGOs, UN agencies, missionaries, voluntary social workers and 

local authorities, DSW has been carrying out youth welfare services in two main 

components: protective measure and preventive measure.  By means of protective 

measures, DSW runs ten youth training schools for juvenile delinquents and provides 

physical and mental rehabilitation services and re-integration programs. Apparently, 

there are a total of 2243 juvenile delinquents living in these youth training schools.  In 

regards to preventive measure, government establishes youth centers, voluntary 

schools around Myanmar and provides financial and technical supports yearly.  

Besides, there are also many non-registered residential care facilities around the 

country. Although such institutional care in Myanmar should be used as a last 

resource, the numbers of children and youth are increasing.  According to the current 

UNICEF report, 600,000 children live in all institutions, including at the missionary 

schools.   

Challenges to tackle youth development activities for juvenile delinquents in 

accordance with the child law have lots of limitations along with the lack of human 

capacity and development in each rehabilitation center. As per the new child rights 

law issued on 23
rd

 July 2019, under the articles 86 and 89, it is mentioned that 

juvenile delinquent under the court justice, who is up to 20 years old, can be sent to 

government institutional cares.  With the increasing needs being against the available 

resources and capacity, it is clearly visible that the well-functioning towards the 

vision of youth rehabilitation training schools become critical; The same can be said 

to the tremendous needs and requirements of juvenile delinquents living in the 

rehabilitation training school.   

This study focuses on Nget Aw San Boys’ Training school as the school is 

the largest among all, and accommodating the largest numbers of juvenile 

delinquents in Myanmar but also providing highest number of rehabilitation 

programs.  As it is said that the youth are the future leaders of a nation, if a youth 

training center cannot fulfill the needs and the requirements of its youth development 

tasks, the youths staying in the center will not be able to make a difference to their 

future life but only wasting of their times in the center.  That may lead the goals of a 

center to develop the youths after being released to be able to contribute their society 

in return may be difficult to achieve.  Furthermore, the number of crimes committed 
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by the children and the youths may not be reduced, but the number of repeated 

arrivals to the centers can even be increased.  Thus, the future of the nation can be 

really dangerous. It means “Building the modern nation through Education”, which is 

the vision of Myanmar Education system, will still be far from the reality.   

 

1.2 Objective of the Study 

The objective of the study is to analyze the opportunities and challenges of 

rehabilitation center for youth development at Nget Aw San Boy’s Training School in 

order to support further needs and requirements of youth rehabilitation activities. 

 

1.3 Method of Study 

 In this study, descriptive analysis is applied by using qualitative and 

quantitative method.  In order to achieve the objective of the study, both primary and 

secondary data are used to analyze. Primary data were collected by survey.  The 

quantitative method was supported by structured questionnaire and the qualitative 

method is supported by Key Informant Interview.  Secondary data are collected from 

relevant books, journals, newspaper statements, previous research papers, government 

authorities and internet websites. 

 

1.4 Scope and Limitations of the Study 

This study focuses on Nget Aw San boys’ training school from the view of 

two groups: a total of 100 juvenile delinquency youths (20%) and 10 respondents 

(approx. 25%) as the school administrators such as the Principal, staff, teachers and 

all 6 heads of the hostels.  In this study, the target is placed on boys, age between 12 

to 18 years old but excluded the children under 12 who have difficulties to well 

understand and answer the survey questions correctly. 

 

1.5 Organization of the Study 

This thesis is organized into five chapters.  Chapter I is the introduction which 

presents rationale of the study, objective of the study, method of study, scope and 

limitation of the study and organization of the study.  Chapter II describes literature 

reviews including rehabilitation concepts, theory, history, models, methods, CRC 

concerning juvenile delinquency and finally reviews on the previous studies.  Chapter 

III describes Myanmar Child Rights Law, protection and youth policy, overall 
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situation of children living in rehabilitation centers in Myanmar, and finally youth 

welfare services under DSW of Myanmar.  Chapter IV analyzes the opportunities and 

challenges of the rehabilitation center focusing on Nget Aw San Boy’s Training 

School.  Chapter V is the conclusion which consists of findings and suggestions. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Concept of Rehabilitation  

The word “Rehabilitation” has been used in many contexts and in many 

different ways and is often difficult to understand.  The term comes from the Latin 

word “hails” – “ability”, and “rehabilis” – “restoration of ability.” It has long been a 

contentious topic in the fields of both criminology and penology. The term 

“rehabilitation” itself simply means the process of helping a person to readapt to 

society or to restore someone to a former position or rank through training and 

therapy after imprisonment, addition, or illness.  Theoretically, rehabilitation is the 

special programs that focus on the needs of the inmate to reunite with society (WHO, 

2011). 

In the field of criminology, the purpose of jail and prison were forms of 

rehabilitation by punishment. Removing the offender from society punishment would 

be the form of rehabilitation. Rehabilitation is a word that is used often within the 

corrections, in the prison setting. It is an attempt to change an individual attitude and 

behavior. There are programs that are to prevent habitual offenders, help a criminal 

get to their normal state of mind and not to be punished for their actions that may 

cause the criminal to change and become an outstanding citizen who follows the rules 

instead of the individual getting out and committing another crime (Alter, 2016). 

The juvenile delinquent’s rehabilitative system has serious implications on a 

juvenile’s immediate life and future wellbeing. The programmes include counselling, 

education, vocational training work and community involvement and the focus is on 

helping the youth grow out of delinquent behaviors as they take into account a 

troubled background or abuse and treat juveniles as adolescents who have room to 

learn and grow (Ziedenberg and Holman, 2006). They are meant to promote personal 

responsibility and provide offenders with real opportunities to succeed in legitimate 
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occupations. Siegal (2002) adds that educational, vocational training and specific 

counselling strategies can be effective if they are intensive, relate to programme goals 

and meet adolescent’s individual needs (Odera, 2013) 

In medical context, it is primarily a process of education of the persons with 

disabilities so that, ideally, they can cope with family, friends, work, and leisure with 

as little support as possible. Thus, rehabilitation is a process that centrally involves the 

disabled person in making plans and setting goals that are important and relevant to 

their own circumstances.  It provides a very close definition of rehabilitation: 

“Rehabilitation is a set of activities designed to provide people with disabilities due to 

illnesses, injuries and birth defects adapt to new living conditions in the society in 

which they live circumstances” (WHO, 2011).   

At the Osaka Forum, the 12th Rehabilitation International Asia and the Pacific 

Regional Conference in Tokyo defined the concept of Social Rehabilitation as “Social 

rehabilitation is a process the aim of which is to attain functioning ability. This ability 

means the capacity of a person to function in various social situations towards the 

satisfaction of his or her needs and the right to achieve maximum richness in his or 

her participation in society” (Kemppainen, 2011). 

In all rehabilitation, there is a social aspect. It is usual that family and 

community are involved. The aim of all rehabilitation is to find ways for people to 

participate in the community and in social life, for example, at home or in working 

life. In this sense, all educational, medical and vocational rehabilitations have social 

aspects: it is important to take the social aspect in rehabilitation into account.  When 

thinking about how to help improve a person's social functioning ability, we are 

looking for methods, services, and programs.  Hence, social rehabilitation aims at the 

improving of both the capacity for social activities and its conditions (WHO, 2011). 

The concept and practice of rehabilitation continues to evolve and change in 

correctional institutions. While the state and the public have a vested interest in 

prisoners leaving prison as no more of a social burden than when they went in, if 

rehabilitative efforts are to have any real impact, they must take into account the 

lessons of the past. These include considerations of individual needs, sensitivity to 

race, gender, and culture, and an awareness of many limitations the prison 

environment imposes in offering opportunities for change (Campbell, 2011). 
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2.2 Rehabilitation Theory, History and Critical Perspectives 

The origin of rehabilitation evolved from different ideas starting from the 17th 

century in England to the late 19th century in the United States. It has long been a 

contentious topic in the fields of both criminology and penology. The term 

“rehabilitation” itself simply means the process of helping a person to readapt to 

society or to restore someone to a former position or rank.  However, this concept has 

taken on many different meanings over the years and waxed and waned in popularity 

as a principle of sentencing or justification for punishment. The means used to 

achieve reform in prisons have also varied over time, beginning with silence, 

isolation, labor, and punishment, then moving onto medically based interventions 

including drugs and psychosurgery. More recently, educational, vocational, and 

psychologically- based programs, as well as specialized services for specific 

problems, have typically been put forward as the means to reform prisoners during 

their sentence.  Ideas of rehabilitation through punishment were first embodied in the 

penitentiaries, built during the Jacksonian era of the late 19th century.  Through hard 

work and a strict disciplinary regime, prisoners were meant to meditate over why they 

chose a criminal path in order to amend their ways. At this time, prisoners were 

responsible for their own rehabilitation, since the causes of crime were thought to 

result from individuals’ inability to lead orderly and God-fearing lives. In the latter 

part of the 19th century, the penitentiary gave way to the reformatory, which 

attempted to rehabilitate offenders through educational and vocational training, in 

conjunction with quasi military regimes.  Reformatories introduced a system of 

classification of prisoners that allowed for their individualized treatment. Prisoners 

progressed through graded stages on their conduct and performance in programs. 

They could even work toward early release. Reformatories, although developed 

around the concept of rehabilitation, continued to advocate physical punishment for 

nonconformity.  Prisoners have not freely chosen to participate in rehabilitation 

programs, and they are unlikely to do so without the benefit of incentives that the 

prison administration offers them in exchange for participation. These include such 

considerations as early parole, better living conditions, and increased inmate pay. 

While prisoners have the right to refuse to participate in intervention programs, the 

idea of early release is so appealing that many cooperate simply as a means to an end 

(Campbell, 2011). 
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Although rehabilitation has always been a part of correctional programming, 

the “nothing works” conclusions brought down the rehabilitative ideal that had gained 

prominence in the preceding decades.  MacKenzie, D (2006) provides an excellent 

description of model treatment and rehabilitation programs for juveniles and adults.   

Lipsey, M (2010) presents a similar analysis with juvenile offenders; both researchers 

highlight the efficacy of cognitive programming. Abolitionist literature notes that 

prisons at best do nothing to reform offenders and at worst play a central role in 

reproducing crime. From a radical point of view, rehabilitation is seen as an attempt 

by those in power to impose a repressive system of social control over vulnerable 

individuals. Such a critical perspective rejects the positivistic view of crime that 

focuses on individuals while ignoring greater social conditions of disadvantage. What 

is challenged is the notion that the offending behavior stems from a defect in the 

personality of the prisoner, who is considered amenable to change or rehabilitation 

within the prison environment. Correctional institutions strip inmates of all of their 

familiar social and cultural supports around which their personal identity had 

previously been centered. Any program of rehabilitation within prison must first 

overcome these devastating processes (Campbell, 2011). 

 

2.3 Models of Rehabilitation 

The rehabilitative model is anchored on the idea that people are different and 

thus free to express their different wills. These ‘individual difference’ shapes how 

people behave including risk factors such as lack of parental love and supervision, 

exposure to delinquent peers, the internalization of anti-social values or an impulsive 

temperament. They are more likely to be involved in crime than people not having 

these experiences and traits. The model is traced to the positive criminology which 

argues that given proper care and treatment, criminals can be transformed into 

productive law-abiding citizens.  The rehabilitative model has been used to 

differentiate between traditional prisons and modern rehabilitation schools. Whereas 

the traditional prisons were considered as secure confinement for prisoners and 

punishment for their wrong doings by making prison life so unpleasant that the 

prisoner will hesitate to commit crimes, the core principal in the modern rehabilitative 

schools is treatment to cure the inmate off his criminality and rehabilitate him from 

his fallen state (Odera, 2013). 

https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780195396607/obo-9780195396607-0046.xml#obo-9780195396607-0046-bibItem-0006
https://www.oxfordbibliographies.com/view/document/obo-9780195396607/obo-9780195396607-0046.xml#obo-9780195396607-0046-bibItem-0005
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In the past, rehabilitation services for people located in a facility with trained 

professionals providing services. While this model still predominates, the trend today 

is toward more community-based rehabilitation models, and more options are 

available than ever before. Rehabilitation service delivery and funding are changing 

rapidly as managed care continues to replace the traditional fee-for-service and 

indemnity insurance plans.  In other counties, there are a few rehabilitation companies 

which focus on providing acute rehabilitation within the home, or community setting. 

Once medically stable, some persons with an injury may be able to participate in such 

a program, if there is such a program in their community plans.  

Community - Based Rehabilitation (CBR): It was initiated by WHO following 

the Declaration of Alma-Ata in 1978 in an effort to enhance the quality of life for 

people with disabilities meet their basic needs; and ensure their inclusion and 

participation. CBR is implemented through the combined efforts of people with 

disabilities, their families and communities, and relevant government and non-

government.  Institution-based rehabilitation: This term is taken to signify a situation 

where most or all services for rehabilitation are delivered in an institution. Institutions 

may be general that are providing long term boarding services.  The goal is to re-

integrate offenders back into society by helping them regain the most independent 

level of functioning possible (WHO, 2019). 

Community re-entry programs generally focus on developing higher level 

motor and cognitive skills in order to prepare the person to return to independent 

living and potentially to work. Treatment may focus on safety in the community, 

interacting with others, initiation and goal setting and money management skills. 

Vocational evaluation and training may also be a component of this type of program.  

Transitional Living programs provide housing for persons with the goal of regaining 

the ability to live as independently as possible. Sometimes, programs will have 

several different levels, depending on the level of need of the individual. In addition 

to physical, occupational, speech and recreation therapists, these programs usually 

have life skills technicians, who assist the person to acquire skills and learn 

compensatory techniques so they can live in the most independent setting (McMillan, 

1993). 

The rehabilitation process is different for everyone. Rehabilitation programs 

should be individualized, catering to each person's unique needs.  Cultural, religious, 

social and economic backgrounds must always be taken into consideration when 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_integration
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_integration
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planning a person's rehabilitation program.  Rehabilitation is not a process that is done 

(Brain Injury Alliance of Idaho, 2019).  Rehabilitation is a social project as well as a 

personal one. Whether we cast it in deontological terms as being concerned with the 

requalification of citizens, or in utilitarian and correctional terms as being concerned 

with their re-education or re-socialization, it raises profound political questions about 

the nature of (good) citizenship, about the nature of society, about the relationship 

between citizenship, society and the state, and about the proper limits of legitimate 

state power (McNeill, 2012) 

 

2.4 A Successful Rehabilitation Method and Applications for Prisoner 

A successful rehabilitation of a prisoner is workable if convicted persons are 

not placed in health-threateningly bad conditions, enjoy access to medical care and 

are protected from other forms of serious ill-treatment, are able to maintain ties to the 

outside world, learn new skills to assist them with working life on the outside, enjoy 

clear and detailed statutory regulations clarifying the safeguards applicable and 

governing the use and disposal of any record of data relating to criminal matters.  By 

looking at applications in Norway's prison system, it is based on the principle of 

normalization, in which inmates have access to amenities they would have outside of 

prison, such as an exclusive mini fridge, flat-screen TV, private bathroom, and access 

to outdoor environment.
 
This, along with a shared kitchen and living area “to create a 

sense of family” among inmates and the absence of traditional prison uniforms 

contributes to Norway's rehabilitative normalcy system.  Halden Fengsel stated that 

the “world’s most humane maximum-security prison” embodies the country's goal of 

reintegration by aiding inmates in sorting out housing and employment before leaving 

the prison.  Rehabilitative measures involve education, job training, workshops to 

acquire a trade, and therapy along with the humane treatment they receive from 

personnel who have to complete 3 years of training to become prison guards.
 
 The 

effectiveness of Norway's methods is evident as they hold the lowest recidivism rate 

worldwide at less than 30% “Better out than in” is Norway's Correctional Service 

unofficial motto that is in view with their rehabilitative system as a justice to society 

by integrating inmates as functioning members of society upon release (Alchetron, 

2018). 

In Germany, prison is not meant to punish, it is designed to mirror normal life 

as much as possible. Among the privileges enjoyed by German prisoners: immaculate 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_care
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criminal_record
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facilities, organized sports, video games and keys to their own cells. Inmates can wear 

street clothes and can freely decorate their own cells -- keeping all sorts of household 

objects.  Prisoners who demonstrate good behavior can even leave prison for work or 

weekend getaways (CBS News, 2016) 

In Finland, there are not any gates, locks or uniforms for the prisoners, this is 

an open prison. Prisoners go to work every day and earn certain amount per hour for 

working. They have cell phones, do their grocery shopping in town and get three days 

of vacation every couple of months. They pay rent to the prison; they choose to study 

for a university degree in town instead of working; they get a subsidy for it; they 

sometimes take supervised camping and fishing trips.  Open prisons have been around 

in Finland since about the 1930s. Back then, they were more similar to labor colonies. 

A few decades ago, Finland had one of the highest rate of imprisonment in Europe. 

Then, in the 1960s, researchers across the Nordic countries started investigating how 

much punishment really helps reduce crime. The conclusion was, it does not.  Over 

the next three decades, Finland remade its penal policy bit by bit. By the end of the 

period of demarcation, Finland had one of the lowest rates of imprisonment on the 

continent; notably, crime did not increase as a result.  What did work was a gradual 

reintroduction into normal life, the kind that the open prisons offer. About a third of 

Finnish inmates are housed in open prison, and Finland’s Criminal Sanctions Agency 

says inmates who go through open prisons are less likely to be arrested again. The 

reoffending rate drops almost 20 percent.  Open prisons also cost less by eliminating 

the need for extra security systems and personnel. There is even an open prison 

at Helsinki’s top tourist attraction, Suomenlinna Island. The island is a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site, and it swarms with tourists in the summer.  The lesson from 

Finland was that it was perfectly possible to drop the use of imprisonment that did not 

disturb the crime trend development in Finland (Bichell, 2015). 

 

2.5 The CRC Concerning Juvenile Delinquency 

 

 The Convention on the Rights of the Child is a UN human rights treaty 

outlining the distinct rights of children. It is the first legally binding code of child 

rights in history.  The CRC was adopted by the UN General Assembly on 20
th

 

November 1989 and came into force on 2
nd

 September 1990. The CRC is structured 

around four core principles: 1) non-discrimination; 2) child’s best interests; 3) child’s 
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right to life, survival and development; and 4) consideration of the child’s individual 

opinions.  The CRC also contains specific guidance for countries to maintain the 

human rights of youth in conflict with the law.  All people under 18 years of age are 

to be considered as children under the law (Article 1).  Children must be allowed to 

express their views and opinions on their legal proceedings (Article 12) (NJJN, 2010).  

The convention focuses on Juvenile Justice in two very important Articles 

which guarantee that rights of the child are fully respected at all stages of the 

proceedings from apprehension Children’s Rights: from Theory to Practice to 

adjudication and, where deprivation of liberty is found to be the only option, in 

detention. These are Article 37 and Article 40. These two articles encapsulate the key 

elements of other international standards with regard to youth justice.  Article 40 of 

the CRC under the administration of juvenile justice states that a child in conflict with 

the law has the right to treatment which promotes dignity and worth taking the child’s 

age into consideration with the aim of reintegrating the child into society. The child 

offender is entitled to basic guarantees as well as legal or other assistance. Today’s 

enactment of the Child Rights Law demonstrates Myanmar’s commendable efforts to 

align national policies and regulatory frameworks with the UN Convention on the 

Rights of the Child that Myanmar ratified in 1991.  Under the newly enacted Child 

Rights Law, a child is defined as anyone under the age of 18. Today, all children born 

in Myanmar are guaranteed to the fundamental and unconditional right to register at 

birth. Birth registration is the first right of the child and a stepping stone to enjoying 

other rights such as the right to health, education and protection.  The new chapter on 

proper regulation of care arrangements puts importance for children’s welfare 

wherever they reside. Stability and certainty regarding who provides for a child’s 

basic needs is a necessity to make children feel safe. All forms of violence against 

children are prohibited.  

The introduction of diversion and alternative mechanisms for children in 

conflict with the law demonstrates a significant departure from a punitive-focused 

juvenile justice system to a more child-centered, restorative and rehabilitation-

oriented one. It also includes a chapter on the protection and assistance of child 

victims and witnesses who come into contact with the law. The law also recognizes 

that children affected by armed conflict need special protection by criminalizing grave 

violations against children and providing stronger legal protection for children in the 

context of armed conflict (UNICEF, 2019). 
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2.6 Review on Previous Studies 

 The empirical review on this study is collected from the studies of local 

researcher as well as from international sources findings on causes of crimes by 

juvenile delinquents and the rehabilitation programs including trainings, 

psychological assessments and some of the challenges and solutions.  

The first study was done by the local researcher, Cho Cho Lwin (2017). She 

studied on the title “Causes of Juvenile Delinquency among the Juvenile Delinquents 

at Nget Aw San Boys’ Training School”, using both quantitative and qualitative 

approach, including seven case studies on the causes of crimes. The result showed 

that the highest cause is due to “Peer Influence”, the second highest was due to 

“Financial Difficulties” and the third was due to “Emotional Effects”.  It should be 

noted that problems originated from both social and economic causes; therefore, the 

solution to this problem needs to take into consideration or the social and economic 

aspects which are indeed a challenging process for the country as a whole. 

Soe Wuttye Htoo (2012) in her thesis “A Study on the Main Causes of 

Juvenile Delinquency in Nget-Aw-San” focused on 100 juvenile delinquents 

randomly selected from four hostels in Nget Aw San.  The result of the research 

indicated that the main causes of juvenile delinquency in Nget Aw San Training 

school are poverty, lack of education, peer influence, lack of disciplinary control and 

media influence.  The results of the study indicated that most juvenile delinquents’ 

parents cannot provide both education and enough security of their children.  On the 

other hands, most of them are misbehaved or addicted persons such as alcoholics, 

gamblers of which factors are extra-consequences of poverty.  Inconsistent ways of 

parenting or disciplining their children (e. g by spoiling them) may cause children to 

disregard or disrespect other people or agencies called upon to exert formal discipline 

in society.  As a result of this study, the children are properly shaped by their parents; 

they may face the challenges in life.  

Banks. C (2011) in her study “Strengthening the Juvenile Justice in Myanmar” 

described about bringing children into compliance with Convention on the Rights 

of the Child (CRC).  Interviews and treating of children during and after the whole 

process of screening need to distinguish children from perpetrators of crime.  She 

recommended using the term “children in contact with the law” instead of “law-

abiding children” in the project documents and reports.  She recommended DSW as a 

key stakeholder to develop the knowledge and capacity of local staff in child 
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protection activities as a priority.  Consequently, she also recommended to 

reviewing the standard operating procedures in collaboration with DSW, to 

develop an effective M&E framework, plan and allocate appropriate staff 

resources.  By regularly interacting with stakeholders (police, courts, organizations, 

lawyers, families and communities), probationers can play a key role in child 

protection.  Linking with the 10 ASEAN countries as recommended is indeed 

providing Myanmar with a relevant context for comparison on progress.   

Finally, Dr. Banks recommended to conducting a baseline study of children in 

residential care specifically taking into account UNICEF Juvenile Justice 

Indicator by coordinating and harmonizing strategies with donors and UN 

agencies working in the justice sector.  The base line study was then accordingly 

conducted by MSWRR in collaboration with UNICEF in the same year. 

Fidenza. E (2017) in his study on the “Psychological Assessment” selected 30 

youths (8 to 17 years) out of 300 at that time living in Nget Aw San; he analyzed on 

behavior of the organization and its staff, monitoring and investigation on their 

vision and understanding of the rehabilitation training school and the 

development process of children there. He aimed to support on facts and data 

collecting, monitoring and evaluating system for policies and strategy formulation 

with regards to mentally unhealthy youths living there and also to support FTR.  

His study focused more on individuals who are living there in keeping with the 

standard of living defined by the project using two methods of measuring and 

analyzing the status of feelings of the children.  The first method is called “Thematic 

Apperception Test” (TAT) which is a story telling by looking at the given pictures. 

The second method is called “Draw A Person Test” (DAP) which gives the children 

freedom to express their hidden feelings which they do not normally open to anyone. 

In his finding with TAT, 25 out of 26 stories found the feelings of Frustration, 

Anxiety, Depression and Anger almost in all children.  Anxiety is the first 

consequences after frustration and helpless feelings.  In DAP, the result was even 

more worrying as there is a lack of life value system in the minds of the children but 

show the effects of criminal mindset and they are badly lack of self-protection.   

Odera. T (2013) in his study on the “Effectiveness of Rehabilitation 

Programmes on Juvenile Delinquents in Kenya” recommended that vocational 

training courses should not be gendered as the current society does not distinguish 

between the male and female skills but should address areas where the juveniles are 
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strong and areas of interest. Training in other courses should also be made more 

interesting especially education which improves on the country’s literacy levels. The 

stakeholders should put the necessary efforts to make living conditions more 

favourable for the children and learning facilities should be provided to facilitate 

effective delivery of the rehabilitation programmes. The government should increase 

the staffing/personnel of the juvenile rehabilitation schools and ensure that they are 

adequately trained to aid the juveniles through rehabilitation process. Boys need to be 

assessed on the challenges that are impeding on their rehabilitation process. The boys’ 

schools should evaluate the conditions provided in the institutions which seemed to be 

the greatest challenge while that of the girls should be given more favourable 

conditions to enhance their rehabilitation process. 
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CHAPTER III 

YOUTH WELFARE SERVICES UNDER DSW MYANMAR 

 

3.1  Myanmar Child Right Law, Protection and Youth Policy 

 Recent enactment of the Child Rights Law demonstrates Myanmar’s 

commendable efforts to align national policies and regulatory frameworks with the 

UN Convention on the Rights of the Child that Myanmar ratified in 1991. 

 Under the newly enacted Child Rights Law, a child is defined as anyone under 

the age of 18. Today, all children born in Myanmar are guaranteed to the fundamental 

and unconditional right to register at birth. Birth registration is the first right of the 

child and a stepping stone to enjoying other rights such as the right to health, 

education and protection.  With the establishment of a minimum age of marriage (18 

years) and to employment (14 years), the value of childhood is recognized and helps 

allow children be children. The new chapter on proper regulation of care 

arrangements puts importance for children’s welfare wherever they reside. Stability 

and certainty regarding who provides for a child’s basic needs is a necessity to make 

children feel safe.  All forms of violence against children are prohibited.  The law also 

recognizes that children affected by armed conflict need special protection by 

criminalizing grave violations against children and providing stronger legal protection 

for children in the context of armed conflict.  The introduction of diversion and 

alternative mechanisms for children in conflict with the law demonstrates a significant 

departure from a punitive-focused juvenile justice system to a more child-centered, 

restorative and rehabilitation-oriented one. It also includes a chapter on the protection 

and assistance of child victims and witnesses who come into contact with the law 

(UNICEF, 2019). 

As defined in the UN convention on the Rights of the Children, society 

through good governance must provide measures to ensure that child is protected 

from all forms of abuse and exploitation, such as child labor, child prostitution, street 

children, children with disabilities, and children under armed conflict.  Social 
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protection programs such as child rights advocacy/awareness programs, youth 

programs and family allowances etc are to be provided (NJJN, 2010). 

UNHCR acts to protect children (persons who are under 18 years of age) by 

responding to their specific needs and the risks they face. It protects and campaigns 

against all forms of discrimination, prevents and responds to abuse, neglect, violence 

and exploitation, ensures immediate access to appropriate services, and provides 

durable solutions in the child's best interest. Situations of forced displacement and 

emergency have devastating effects on children's lives, and boys and girls are 

uniquely vulnerable due to their age and social status.  The international humanitarian 

system recognizes child protection is a life-saving priority. Child protection responses 

must be established from the start of an emergency, or children's lives and well-being 

will be put at risk. The most important outcomes of child protection are to prevent 

violence and abuse, and to give displaced children access to protection services, by 

establishing or supporting national and community-level child protection systems.  

‘Unaccompanied' and ‘separated' children (UASC) have distinct definitions. 

‘Separated children' are separated from both parents, or from their previous legal or 

customary primary caregiver, but not necessarily from other relatives; they may be 

accompanied by other adult family members. ‘Unaccompanied children' are separated 

from both parents and other relatives; in consequence, they are not cared by an adult 

who, by law or by custom, is responsible for their care (UNHCR, 2019) 

Youth policy was drawn for Myanmar Youth to become Multi-developed 

citizens by leading of Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement with the 

supports of UN organizations, NGOs and INGOs.  It was then adopted by Cabinet in 

November 2017 and was launched in January 2018.  Since March 2018, concerned 

Ministries and Government of State & Region in cooperation with youth 

Representatives are developing National Strategic Plan for Youth policy (Department 

of Social Welfare, 2019). 

The government ministries concerned with children and youth are the Ministry 

of Health, the Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement, Ministry of 

Education, Ministry of Information, and Ministry of Religious Affairs. The Ministry 

of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement is the leading ministry in implementing 

the national function for children and youth.  For abused and exploited who are in 

needs of protection from the government, the Department of Social Welfare has 
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established ten training schools for boys and girls to provide physical and mental 

rehabilitation services and re-integration programs.  

The National Committee on the rights of the Child (NCRC) was established in 

1993 as a main coordination mechanism to systematically enforce the Child law and 

the Monitoring and Evaluation Subcommittee was founded in 1999, which also aims 

to share information and knowledge in Asia-Pacific countries. 

 

3.2 Overview Situation of Children in Rehabilitation Centers in Myanmar 

This assessment was conducted by Myanmar Survey Research with the 

support of Department of Social Welfare and UNICEF during August 2011. 

One of the most significant findings of this assessment is that institutional care in 

Myanmar is not used as a last resort. Instead, nearly three-quarters of children in 

residential care facilities in Myanmar have one or both parents alive, and know where 

their parents or relatives live. Indeed, in the case of just over half of the children, it is 

their parents or relatives who brought them there in the first place. 

The research highlighted many concerns regarding the protection, safety, 

health, and wellbeing of children in residential care facilities, and showed an 

alarming discrepancy between the provisions laid out in the Minimum Standards, and 

the reality in practice. The health care situation in the majority of facilities poses great 

risk to children’s wellbeing, with the majority of facilities neither providing regular 

medical checks or immunization, nor frequent access to medical personnel. 

Furthermore, medical record-keeping is minimal. Not all children are receiving three 

meals a day, and food varies greatly between the facilities. Other basic necessities 

such as clothing and bedding are not available in adequate quantities. 

Although interaction with the neighboring communities is often frequent – 

mainly because the children leave the facilities to attend the local school – few 

residential care facilities invest in promoting linkages between children and their 

families. Only a small fraction of facilities has procedures in place that concern about 

a child’s safety.   

The majority of facilities have rules to manage children’s behavior, but the 

punishments meted out if any rules are broken or are often unregulated, and can 

include physical punishment as well as manual labour. Children in just about all 

facilities are expected to partake in regular chores and duties that contribute to the 

running and upkeep of the facility.  Just about all facilities allow children to attend 
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school – though not all children do so – and approximately half the facilities have 

books and materials essential to a child’s learning. Less than half have staff who have 

been trained on child-centred education methods. 

Child participation is often cursory – with children being informed of 

decisions once they have been made, or given only a superficial opportunity to 

participate in the decision- making process; however, when it comes to issues 

regarding family reunification, children are more likely to be given the opportunity to 

participate in decisions.  

In general, children are given the opportunity to play, and have access to 

recreation. The time and access to materials vary greatly across facilities, but the 

process often involves interacting with children from the local community. However, 

religious freedom is not respected at the majority of facilities, although speaking one’s 

ethnic language is allowed. 

The standard, upkeep and appearance of buildings and premises vary greatly: 

some have insufficient sleeping space, some dormitories cannot be looked, and only 

half of the facilities provide a separate locker, drawer or box for children to keep their 

personal belongings. 

Even where facilities have a Code of Conduct or child protection guidelines, 

they are not clearly displayed and many staff lack knowledge of them. Children’s 

confidentiality is not respected in the majority of facilities. 

Most caregivers expressed sympathy for children as their main motivation 

in their work. Less than half have ever received training on childcare and 

development. They work on average 60 hours a week and are responsible for 48 

children on average. 

Admission and record-keeping are particularly weak, with approximately half 

of the facilities making and maintaining a case record. Information collected is not 

thorough, and children – or their next caregiver – rarely receive a copy of the child’s 

file upon departure. Little effort is made to promote contact with family and relatives, 

and less than twenty percent of facilities are currently trying to look for the parents of 

children in their care. 

Despite many concerning findings of this assessment, it is important to 

acknowledge that many of the residential care facilities are run and staffed by 

committed and caring people, who are working to improve the lives of children. 

Their intentions are honorable, but as a result of different factors, they lack the 
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knowledge, ability, or understanding to provide adequate care and protection for the 

children under their care. Thus, the necessity of issuing the Minimum Standards as a 

Directive – and therefore making it mandatory for all residential care facilities in 

Myanmar – becomes obvious. 

Finally, the importance of the facilities in providing food, shelter, and especially 

education to children should not be underplayed. During his Focus Group 

Discussions, children mentioned these factors – as well as having the chance to 

watch TV, and playing games – as things they felt were good about the facilities. 

So, whilst it is important to ensure that children are reintegrated with their families 

– and therefore reduce the number of children in residential care facilities – it is equally 

important that steps are made to improve the quality of children’s lives within their 

families and communities (UNICEF, 2011) 

 

3.3 Youth Welfare Services in DSW 

The Department of Social Welfare (DSW) is performing as focal Department 

in providing Social Welfare Services for those who are facing with social problems.  

As the focal department, the major responsibilities of DSW are being taken measures 

on prevention, protection and rehabilitation programs for children and their families, 

youth, women, person with disabilities, elderly, ex-drug addicts and people who are 

facing with social problems. Moreover, organizing the contribution of the voluntary 

organizations and supporting them play the main roles in the implementation of DSW. 

 

Background, Objectives and Functions of DSW 

In 1947, before Myanmar gained her independence, the Provisional National 

Government established “Women and Child Welfare Association.” In 1949, it was 

transformed into “Women and Child Care Division” controlled by the Government. 

On 1st April 1953, Women and Child Care Division was transferred as Division of 

Social Development under Ministry of Health. On 15th September 1953, it was 

handed over to Ministry of Relief and Resettlement. On 25th November 1953, the 

name of the Division of Social Development was changed to the Division of Social 

Welfare. In 1972, Department of Social Welfare was established. DSW has laid down 

the policies, objectives and programs based on social justice and integration strategies 

to provide welfare service to the community (Ministry of Social Welfare., 2012-

2019).  
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The objective of DSW is to contribute towards the social objective “Uplift of 

Health, Fitness and Education Standards of the Entire Nation” by contributing 

towards the development of human resources, assisting those who are facing social 

problems, taking preventive measures to control occurrence of social problems, 

turning out voluntary social workers and finally giving assistance to the State in some 

ways by implementing social development tasks and giving social assistance. 

The DSW implements different social welfare service programs namely Early 

Childhood Care and Development (ECCD) and Child Protection Programme, Youth 

Development Programme, Women Development Programme, Promoting Decent Life 

and Care of the Aged, Care of the Persons with Disabilities, Grants in Aids to 

Voluntary Organizations, and Social Protection Programme.  DSW is carrying out 

social welfare services through Preventive programme (education, awareness, 

programme, community development, income generation and training programme) 

and Protective programme (training programme for law enforcement, protective 

measure in accordance with the provisions, protection of children, family and 

community).   

With regards to Protective measure, DSW is carrying out institution-based 

child protection system as well as community-based child protection system. DSW is 

running the following (10) youth training schools for children who are between 8 and 

18 years of age.  

 

Table (3.1) DSW Rehabilitation Training Schools around Myanmar 

Name of School                                                                                  Location                                                                              No. of 

Student 

No. of 

Staff 

Nget-Aw-San Boy’straining 

(KawtHmu) 

Yangon 524 37 

Thanlyin  Boy’s training school                Yangon 506 30 

Kyaik Wine Boy’s training school             Yangon 104 28 

Mawlamyine Boy’s training school Mawlamyine 181 22 

Mandalay Boy’s training school                 Mandalay 515 22 

Lashio Boy’s training school                      Lashio 50 10 

Labutta-Lu-Ngal-Ar-Mann school             Labutta 45 16 

Training school for Girls (Mayangone)           Yangon 135 18 

Training school for Girls (Mandalay)        Mandalay 44 15 

Training school for Girls (Htuk-Kyant)  Yangon 85 19 

PSource: DSW Headquarter and Website 
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There are 2243 children at these training schools (at the time of collection).  

As part of schools’ formal education, several rehabilitation programs such as, sports 

trainings, vocational trainings, life skills trainings, meditation, excursion and social 

counseling for mental and moral development are given in order to reduce youth and 

children’s feeling and stress.  After they have been given formal education and 

vocational education, they have to return to their parents/guardians.   DSW 

cooperation with Tdh has been implementing re-integration process of children from 

training schools and street children.  There are 427 children to reintegrate with their 

families / guardians from 2011 to 2017.  443 children attended formal education, and 

292 children got training by mean of vocational education. 

In return to Preventive measure, it means actions aimed at preventing the 

occurrence of physical, intellectual, psychiatric or sensory impairment (primary 

prevention) or at preventing from causing a permanent functional limitation or 

disability (secondary prevention).  Preventing may include many different types of 

action, such as primary care, prenatal and postnatal care, education in nutrition, 

immunization campaigns against communicable diseases, measures to control 

diseases, safety regulations, programs for the prevention of accidents in different 

environments including adaptation of workplaces to prevent occupational disabilities 

and diseases, and prevention of disability resulting from pollution of the environment 

or armed conflict.  

Government has established youth centers, voluntary schools around 

Myanmar for children who cannot attend the formal schools for various reasons. 

There are 70 youth centers with the aim not to become juvenile delinquent.  A total of 

7584 youths involves in the youth activities to prevent wasting their time and to spend 

their leisure time usefully. There are 89 voluntary schools opened by the community.  

A total of 252 volunteer teachers are teaching to total number of 5842 students.  DSW 

provides financial and technical supports in these youth centers yearly.   

 

3.4 Implementing Case Management System 

Case management is the primary vehicle for building a comprehensive child 

protection system.  DSW is taking the lead in ensuring that children are protected 

from violence, abuse, exploitation and neglect, an approach which is fundamental to 

an effective system building.  The majority of cases addressed by the CMS were 
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found to be cases classified as children in conflict with the law; followed by cases of 

physical violence, sexual violence and domestic violence (Hamilton, 2017)  

By leading the role of MSWRR in cooperation with UN Agencies, NGOs, 

INGOs, Case Management System (CMS) was implemented in (27) townships in 

2015 and extended (10) townships in 2016. CMS Standard Operation Procedure 

(SOP) was launched in November 2015.  CMS is defined as a manager who deals 

with social problems in community with the help of the trained- social workers using 

the resources. Currently, there are total number of (110) Case Managers in (37) 

townships.  These case managers handled total number of (2328) children cases from 

2015 to March 2018. Although (37) townships set up case management, child related 

cases may occur every time and everywhere. Therefore, DSW needs to nurture new 

case managers and give them short-term course case management trainings at Social 

Welfare Training School.  These case management system, DSW case managers may 

handle and re-integrate statuary child cases: children in conflict with the law, physical 

& sexual abused children, missing children, trafficked children, children with armed 

conflict, children in institutions, and unaccomplished children etc.  At present, DSW 

in collaboration with UN Agencies is being carried out SOP amendment process to 

handle not only Child Protection cases but also Gender Based Violence. (Department 

of Social Welfare, 2019)   

In the case of children in conflict with the law, DSW in collaboration with Tdh 

is carrying out the family tracing and re-integration program for juvenile delinquents 

under protective measures.  The procedure is that Tdh receives the list of the children 

submitted by juvenile rehabilitation schools in the first place, then meets the child 

individually and collects data and background information.  Based on the assessment, 

Tdh traces the parent’s location, and investigates the social and economic status of the 

parents.  Then, Tdh explores the possible job opportunities in the region that the 

parents are living in order to be able to equip their child with available jobs in the 

region after release.  Tdh reports the condition to the school.  Therefore, the school 

can provide the child with suitable vocational trainings, so the child can earn for 

living after having released from rehabilitation school.  Tdh provides assistances and 

funding for parents, guardians, and relatives to be able to make a visit to school and to 

connect with their child. 
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3.5 Minimum Standard of Care and Protection for Children 

 The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child states that 

interventions must be in the best interests of the child (article 3), they should facilitate 

the return of children to their families (articles 8-10) and all placements must protect 

children and be subject to periodic reviews (articles 20 & 25). All childcare and 

protection workers should have the tools and knowledge to adequately assess how to 

support a child. This includes knowledge on the effects of institutional care and child 

development information.   

 Myanmar became a member in UN Convention on the Rights of the Child in 

1991 and ratified the Child Law in 1993. Furthermore, many social scientists and 

psychologists described that Residential schools should be the last resort.  Over the 

years, DSW and UNICEF in Myanmar have cooperated to improve the situation of 

children in residential care facilities, and in 2009, the Minimum Standards of Care 

and Protection of Children in Residential Care –which sets out provisions that are 

necessary to provide the best possible care to children in residential facilities – were 

developed. Joint training events for care givers of both the department of Social 

Welfare, and private residential care facilities, on the Minimum Standards and 

provision of quality care for children have been held, and UNICEF, though partners, 

has provided educational, recreational and reintegration support in selected 

institutions.  There are eight main elements as the principles of good care practices.  

These are the Assessment and Placement Monitoring, Child Participation, 

Permanency Planning, Gatekeeping, Transforming Institutional Care, Child 

Development, Temporary or Interim Care and Leaving Alternative Care and Re-

integration (UNICEF, 2019). 

The Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement of Myanmar, with 

the support of UNICEF, launched a set of guidelines and minimum standards, 

alongside monitoring and oversight plans, by aiming to the betterment for the lives of 

children in residential cares. In addition to detailing the steps, residential facilities will 

need to register and be eligible for Government support, meanwhile the guidelines 

should be established, describing the services that these institutions will have to 

provide to children such as accommodation, health care, hygiene, nutrition and 

education, including vocational training. Minimum standards of quality for all these 

essential services are also stipulated in the guidelines.  The guideline is structured in 

17 articles, namely the definition, objectives, basic principles, administration, in-take 
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placement, record taking, health, environment and personal hygiene, food and 

nutrition, clothing and bedding, education, protection, participation, recreation, 

reintegration with family and community, monitoring behaviors, infrastructure, 

complaints and protection by law, and finally the article for early childhood care 

program.  Minimum Standard of Care guideline concludes with individual care 

system and monitoring and evaluation system.  (See Annex) 

.   
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CHAPTER  IV 

SURVEY ANALYSIS  

 

4.1 Survey Profile 

This survey is conducted at Nget Aw San boys’ Training School, one of the 

ten youth rehabilitation centers run by Department of Social Welfare (DSW) under 

the Ministry of Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement. The DSW is carrying out 

youth welfare services through Preventive, Protective and Rehabilitative measures 

focusing on juvenile delinquents: the street children and the children in contact with 

the law 47/d.  The training school is located in Kawhmu Township, about a 2-‐hour 

drive in the South of Yangon. It was before named as “Bostal and Senior Training 

School” in 1.6.1931, and then from 1.4.1975 onwards, the name has been changed as 

“Nget Aw San Boys’ Training School. The total number of juvenile delinquents in 

this training school is 524 persons. It houses 2 categories of boys:   street children 

who need protection as the child law 1993 (80 persons) and children in contact with 

the law 47/d (444 persons).  Basically, the school provides basic needs (food, 

clothing, and shelter), health care, education (primary, secondary, higher education) 

and sports.   

The vision of the school is, to re-integrate the children in contact with the 

law 47/d, when they become 18 years old, they come into society with good behavior 

and attitude.  The missions are to provide rehabilitation programs in order to develop 

the youths as physically, mentally and ethically strong persons, to give formal and 

non-formal education and vocational education based on the ability, capability and 

quality performance, and then to give employment and income opportunity, to 

protect the lives of the children by parenting, to socially and psychologically 

develop the children to be in the right attitude, knowledge and education and to 

develop the children to be good citizens. 
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4.2 Survey Design and Methodology   

This study is analyzed by using quantitative and qualitative method.  In order 

to achieve the objective of the study, both primary and secondary data were used in 

analyzing. Secondary data were collected from relevant books, journals, newspaper 

statements, previous research papers, government authorities and internet websites.  

Primary data were collected by making survey with the use of structured 

questionnaire and key informant interview.  The survey team was clearly explained 

about the structured questionnaires before conducting the survey.   

To analyze the opportunity and challenges of the school and its rehabilitation 

programs, a qualitative approach was supported by Key Informant Interview with the 

Principal of the school and with teachers, staff and all the heads of hostels.  Key 

questions were designed in five different parts.  Type of interview was face to face 

and interview was audiotaped with the permission of the interviewees. 

The quantitative approach is supported by the questionnaire to allow the boys 

to easily answer the required information especially on their basic needs such as 

living condition, education, health care and protection. The questionnaire has been 

divided into four sections (see Appendix) and also included some open type questions 

to allow the boys to be able to openly express what they like and dislike about the 

school. 

According to the following Yamane (1973) formula, the required total sample 

at the survey area would be 83.97; however, a total of 110 respondents including 

youths and school administrators were selected for this study using simple random 

sampling. 

  
 

       
 

n = Sample Size 

N = Total Number of Population (524) 

e = Error (0.1) (e= 0.1 means 90% level of significant) 

 From above vales sample size “n” was calculated as follow: 
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4.3 Survey Analysis 

The survey analyzed the opportunity and challenges of rehabilitation center for 

the development of juvenile delinquents in Nget Aw San Boys’ Training school.  

Juvenile Delinquents were hampered by the welfare, development and protection 

programs available within the institution.  It was then further affected by the 

infrastructure of the school, manpower resources, management policies and 

guidelines, and finally monitoring and evaluation system for the staff and students.  

The challenges and the opportunity of those in the institution affect the final benefits 

of the development of juvenile delinquents.  

 

4.3.1 Analysis on Infrastructure, Organizational Structure, Welfare 

Development and Protection Programs of Nget Aw San 

 

A. School Infrastructure 

Table (4.1) School’s Infrastructure on Buildings and Facilities 

Particular Quantity 

Hostels 6 buildings hosting 80 to 90 boys per hostels 

Additional Hostels 4 (New- being built) 

Dining Hall 2 rooms 

Library 1 room 

Hair Saloon 1 room 

Primary education 1 building (Primary Formal and Non-Formal School) 

Practical training 2 buildings 

Music room 1 building 

Life-skill training  1 building (Donated by NHM) 

Sport Hall / Assembly Hall 1 hall 

Kitchen 2 buildings 

Office 1 building 

Source: Field Data (2019) 

Table (4.1) shows the school’s infrastructure on buildings and facilities.  The 

school is located on the 36.02 acres of land and has 6 hostels for trainee 

accommodations.  There are 6 different hostels namely, Sagaing, Pinya, Taungoo, 

Shwebo, Bagan and Tagaung.  The school has two dining halls, one library, TV 

room, one hair cutting center and an assembly hall.  NHM has recently donated a new 

building for training purpose, and eventually life skills trainings are given there.  The 

school has three separate trainings and education, purposefully for primary education 
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up to 4
th

 grade, non-formal school and life-skills trainings.  There are also two 

practical training rooms, one music room and one sport hall with basic sport facilities 

such as Balls, Chinlones, Sport Shirts for the youths, etc.  Administration offices are 

in one building and kitchen and preparation are in two separate buildings.  Currently, 

4 additional hostels are being built by the support of DSW.  The school has access to 

pipe water, tube well, hand dug well, electricity, and also has a generator for 

emergency use.  In terms of security and emergency response, first aid kits and fire 

extinguishers are available.  School administrators, staff and teachers only use public 

telephone line and fax line for information and communication and also use their 

personal mobile phones but no computerized information and communication system 

are supplied.  

 

B. Structure and Organization of the School 

 

Table (4.2) Comparison of Approved Manpower and Current Manpower   

No. Rank Current Staff Number Structured Staff Number  

1 Principal 1 2 

2. Vice Principal 1 1 

3. Branch Clerk 2 1 

4. Grade (2) Officer 4 2 

4. Grade (3) Officer 7 7 

5. Grade (4) Officer 7 5 

6. Grade (5) Officer 6 10 

7. Senior Clerk 6 13 

8. Junior Clerk 1 1 

9. Cook 1 2 

10. Gardener 1 1 

11 Driver - 1 

12 Security Guard - 1 

Total 37  47  

Manpower Shortage % 21.27%  

Source: Field Data, (2019)  

There are currently a total of 37 staff including the Head Principle, (deputy 

Director level in Government term) Deputy Principle and two Branch Clerks, 24 

social and teaching officers, and 7 Clerks, followed by one gardener and one 

cook.  The school currently detains 524 boys.  It houses 2 categories of boys: street 

children who need protection as per the Child Law 1993 and children in contact 

with the law 47/d.  There are 6 different hostels and each hostel is taken care by 
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one head.   Sagain, Pinya and Bagan Hostels has 90 boys each, Taungoo and 

Shwebo has 88 boys each and lastly, Tagaung has 78 boys that make a total of 

524 boys.  There is one nurse living 24 hours a day in the institution and giving 

basic health treatment to the boys. Voluntary doctors come to the institution two 

times a month and are sponsored by the New Humanity Myanmar. There are five 

primary school teachers from the Ministry of Education and teach the boys up to 

the 4th grade as formal primary education, and level 1 and 2 of non-formal 

primary education (NFPE).  According to the structured manpower, there should be 

two Principals but in reality, there is only one, especially lacking manpower in the 

ground implementation levels, particularly Grade (5) Officer and Clerk.  Furthermore, 

there is no security guard, nor the driver employed.  Overall, a total of manpower 

shortage is 21.27%.   

 

C. Welfare, Development and Protection activities 

Table (4.3) shows Nget Aw San Boy’s different rehabilitation services 

available within the school; in the fields of mental and physical development, 

knowledge and education development and vocational trainings.  For mental 

development of the boys, the school is giving counseling, and motivating activities 

such as working with the team, meditation and various educational programs.  For 

physical development of the boys, the school offers daily physical exercise programs, 

and additionally the boys can choose one preferred traditional sport activities such as 

soccer or chin-lone.  In the past, there was a volleyball play field too, but it is no 

longer available now.  A recreational and arts program was sponsored by UNICEF 

up to until March 2011.  The range of activities included guitar lessons, 

keyboard, and sports, including football.  

The boys have three meals a day (Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner) with fish or 

meat in every meal except for breakfast.  The school receives a daily meals budget at 

1000 kyat per student from April 2017. It is more than the double amount received 

before as it was only 432 kyats per day per person before.  As for the basic health 

care, Ministry of Health provides a nurse standby 24 hours a day, who is living in the 

school compound for over 20 years now.  Therefore, the boys have access to the basic 

health care service every day. If there is an emergency, the school arranges an 

admission to Kawthmu District Hospital and / or Yangon General Hospital. 
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Table (4.3) Youth Welfare and Development Activities of Nget Aw San 

Mental 

development  

activities 

Social Method: Individual counselling, team working, 

Educational 

Method: 

Ethic, Discipline, National sprits, Politeness and 

Dhama 

Physical 

development  

activities 

Sport: 
Football, Volleyball, Chin-lone, Group Physical 

Exercises 

Food: Breakfast (Fried Rice and Bean) 

  Lunch (Bean soup, one fish or meat) 

  Dinner (Fish/Meat, Egg and Soup) 

    

Health Care: One nurse in house  

  

Two times per month visit by a Volunteer 

Doctor  

  

Emergency, admission to Kawthmu hospital or 

Yangon General Hospital for treatment 

Education 

and 

 Trainings 

Formal 

Education: 

Primary school level inside the school 

Middle and High School level in the Kawthmu 

township 

 

Non-Formal 

Education: 

 

Primary Grade (1) and (2) 

Ah Thone Lone 

 

Vocational 

Trainings: 

 

Motor Cycle repair 

Hair Cutting  

  Bamboo / Cane Crafting 

  Electrician 

  Woodworking  

  Welding 

  Agriculture and Livestock 

    

Recreation: Library 

  Television 

  Meeting guests 

  Group singing, game playing 

  Group folk music and performance 

  Excursion outside 

Source: Field Data, (2019) 

The school is in collaboration with other INGOs such as Center for Vocational 

Training (CVT), Education For Youth (E4Y), New Humanity Myanmar (NHM) and 
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NGOs for their vocational education, national registration card and health care and 

family unification assistance.  Vocational trainings such us hair cutting, cabinet-

making, basic electrical installation, iron joinery, basic welding, motor vehicle 

repairing, bamboo / cane crafting, martial art boxing training etc are opened for the 

boys.  In regards to non-formal education, the school often organizes for politeness 

and knowledgeable training, meditation, excursion and social counseling for mental 

and moral development to reduce youth and children’s feeling and stress.  As for the 

formal-education, the school provides Primary Education up to 4
th

 grade.  There are 5 

primary school teachers from the Ministry of Education teaching to the boys up 

to the 4thgrade, and level 1 and 2 of non-formal primary education (NFPE).   

Boys who do well and wish to continue their education can continue 

their studies starting at grade 5 in the community middle schools at Nget Aw San 

quarter, Kawthmu township. At present, a total of 104 boys learning formal and 

non-formal education.  Among them, 56 boys are in the formal primary 

school, 17 in the non-formal primary school while 26 boys attend middle school 

in the community. 5  boys are attending high school in the community. Table 

(4.4) shows nearly 20% of total boys are in either Formal or Non-Formal 

Education. 

Table (4.4) Formal and Non-Formal Schooling  

Schooling Location Number of boys 

Formal Primary Education In-House NAS 56 boys 

Non-Formal Primary Education In-House NAS 17 boys 

Middle School Kawt Hmu Township 26 boys 

High School Kawt Hmu Township 5 boys 

Total Schoolings  104 boys 

Total Students at School 524 boys 

FPE & NFPE Schooling %  19.8% 

Source: Field Data (2019) 

Boys also participate in sports/recreational programs, this too create a 

more peaceful atmosphere in the institution.  The school aims not only to provide at 

least two kinds of vocational trainings but also to provide working materials and tools 

to boys who are about to be released.   So that assist the boys get the job and income 

and that they can rebuild their life into good society.  If there are behavioral 

problems, especially fighting, the guilty boys are called to speak with the 
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principal. The caregivers deal with minor issues within the barracks through 

verbal reprimands.   

Children’s family visits are recorded in register.  Caregiver takes the 

opportunity to discuss the boys’ behavior with their parents, especially those 

boys who are being considered for early release. This institution has a complaints 

system in that once a month they permit boys to express their concerns in writing 

to the warden and principal.  The principal holds regular morning briefing section 

on every Monday and Friday.  The institution has received assistance from Terre 

des hommes (Tdh) in family tracing, since 2010 in partnership with DSW.  The 

school gives the list of boys who are about to release to Tdh who then performs the 

family tracing accordingly.   

 

4.3.2 Analysis on the Current Status of Students in Nget Aw San 

 

A. Demographic Information of Respondents 

Survey analysis starts with demographic information of juvenile delinquents in 

Nget Aw San Boys’ Training School such as names, ages, natives, races and religions.  

Percentage of visits and non-visits of parents / families in relation to natives of 

respondents have also been included. 

Table (4.5) Nationality and Religion of Respondents 

Nationality/Religion Buddhist Christian Hindu Islam Total 
Percentage 

% 

Kachin   1     1 1 

Kayah         0 0 

Kayin 2 1     3 3 

Chin         0 0 

Burmese  82       82 82 

Mon 1       1 1 

Rakhine 5       5 5 

Shan   1     1 1 

Other 1   1 5 7 7 

Total 91 3 1 5 100 100 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

According to the table (4.5), in population race and religion, the most 

respondents are Bamar (82%), followed by Rakhine (5%) and others (7.0%), Kayin 

(3.0%) Shan, Mon and Kachin are the smallest (1%) each. The largest number of 
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religion is Buddhist (91%) and all are Bamar. The second religion of respondents is 

Islam (5%), followed by Christian (3%) and Hindu (1%).  The findings from this 

survey show the most respondents are Bamar Buddhist. The table illustrates that 

causes of juvenile delinquents are not tied to ethnicity or religious faith. 

 

Table (4.6) Natives of Respondents and the Visit of Families  

Native Number 
With Visits No Visits 

Yes Percentage% No Percentage% 

Yangon 32 23 23 9 9 

Bago 25 14 14 11 11 

Ayeyarwaddy 16 11 11 5 5 

Magwe 2 2 2 0 0 

Sagaing 2 2 2 0 0 

Mandalay 1 1 1 0 0 

Tanintharyi 7 6 6 1 1 

Mon 3 1 1 2 2 

Shan 2 1 1 1 1 

Kachin 0 0 0 0 0 

Rakhine 6 4 4 2 2 

Kayin 4 3 3 1 1 

Kayar 0 0 0 0 0 

Chin 0 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 100 68 68 32 32 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

The data is dominated by respondents who are born in Yangon (32%). Apart 

from Yangon, (25%) of respondents came from Bago, (16%) from Ayeyarwaddy, 

(7.0%) from Tanintharyi and (6%) came from Rakhine respectively. There are no one 

from Kachin, Kayah and Chin states. 68% of respondents have ever been visited by 

parents, guardians or relatives who are mostly from Yangon, Bago, and Aeyarwaddy 

divisions while the rest 32% of respondents have never been visited. 

 

B. Types and Causes of Crimes 

In order to find the challenges of juvenile delinquents at the school, the survey 

should also include information, presenting the reasons why they are in the 

rehabilitation center.   Types of crimes committed and the causes behind can 

differentiate between the age groups of juvenile delinquents. 
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Table (4.7) Type of Crime According to the Age Group 

Type of Crime 

And 

Age Group M
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12 to 14 years 
 

1 1 
 

1 
 

2 
 5 5 

15 to 18 years 14 23 4 
 

21 1 30 2 95 95 

Total 14 24 5 
 

22 1 32 2 100 100 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

According to table (4.7), 95% of crimes are committed by age between 15 to 

18 years, and the rest 5% are committed by the age group of 12 to 14 years old.  The 

highest type of crime is theft (32%), the lowest is robbery (1%) and both committed 

by age group 15 to 18 years old. Drug is the second largest type (24%) followed by 

rape (22%) and murder (14%) which are committed by the age 15 to 18 years old.  

The age group between 12 to 14 years old does not commit murder, but there are very 

few numbers who committed crimes on theft, drug, hurt and rape. 

 

Table (4.8) Type of Crimes and Causes of Crimes 

Type of Crimes 

And 

Cause of Crimes 
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Peer Effect 2 7 0 0 2   7   18 18 

Emotional Effect 7 8 2 0 5   4   26 26 

By Force 1 0 0 0 0   0   1 1 

Financial problem 0 3 0 0 0   9   12 12 

Incidentally 3 3 1 0 11   5 2 25 25 

Other 1 3 2 0 4 1 7   18 18 

Total 14 24 5 0 22 1 32 2 100 100 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

According to table (4.8), (26%) of crimes are due to the reason of emotional 

effects, followed by the reason of incidentally (25%) and by the peer influence (18%). 

Rape cases are mostly happened incidentally.  Most theft cases are seen due to the 

reason of financial difficulties (12%) and drug cases are occurred mostly due to 

emotional effect and peer influence.  Murder case (1%) is occurred because of 

someone’s pressure.  Both age groups in the table do not concern about politics 
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C. Education, Training, Rehabilitation, Health Care, Protection 

In order to identify both opportunities and challenges that juvenile delinquents 

are receiving with regards to health care, education, welfare development and 

protection, and their feelings of personal safety and security while living inside the 

school, the following data were collected.  Another reason is to be able to learn their 

goals and hopes after release, this section in the survey is important to be focused. 

 

Table (4.9) Formal Schooling before and during Nget Aw San 

Age Groups 
Schooling before Nget Aw San 

Yes No 

12 to 14 years old 4 1 

15 to 17 years old 83 5 

18 and above 7 0 

Total 94 6 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

According to table (4.9), 94% of respondents have ever received formal 

education before arriving to Nget Aw San, but the rest respondents (6%) have not 

received.  All respondents from the age group of 18 years and above have even 

received formal education before arriving to Nget Aw San. 

 

Table (4.10) Formal School /Vocational Training Opportunity at Nget Aw San 

Age Groups 

Attending 

Formal School 

Attending 

Vocational Trainings 

Total 

Yes No Yes No  

12 to 14 year 1 4 3 2 5 

15 to 17 year 10 78 55 33 88 

18 and above 2 5 6 1 7 

Total 13 87 64 36 100 

Source: Field Data, 2019         

 

 Table (4.10) describes that all age groups are receiving either formal school 

(13%) and/or vocational trainings (64%). The table in a way states that the majority of 

those who are not attending formal education system shows at (87%), but some of 

them are having opportunities to take vocational education.  (36%) of respondents are 

still not having vocational education.  
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Table (4.11) Type of Vocational Trainings Received in Nget Aw San 

Electrical 
Furniture 

Making 
Welding 

Hair 

Cut 

Making 

Brooms 
Other Total 

Percentage

% 

1 
  

4 
  

5 5 

10 9 10 18 4 14 65 65 

3 
 

1 1 
 

1 6 6 

14 9 11 23 4 15 76 76 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

 According to table (4.10) and table (4.11), age group of 12 to 14 years old 

respondents are having mainly haircutting training.  The rest age groups are on 

different vocational trainings where (23%) are receiving haircutting trainings, 

followed by electrician training (14%), welding training (11%), furniture making 

training (9%) and broom fabrication training (4%).  Others include motorcycle repairs 

and so on.  Both mentioned tables describe there are more than 10% of respondents 

who are receiving more than one type of vocational training opportunity. 

 

Table (4.12) Different Type of Health Care Opportunities 

Type of Health Care   Number of People Percentage% 

Regular Medical Checkup 54 54 

Vaccination 67 67 

In-House Clinic when sick 93 93 

Close Care under head of hostel when sick 70 70 

Not at All 4 4 

Source: Field Data, 2019                  n = 100 

Table (4.12) describes that (93%) of respondents are going to in-house clinic 

for health care and (4%) of respondents are not having any health care service. (70%) 

of respondents says that they are under the close care of their head of hostel when 

they are sick. (67%) of respondents have ever taken Vaccination occasionally and 

(54%) of respondents have ever taken regular medical checkup. 
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Table (4.13) Respondents’ Expressions of Problems, and Protection  

Expression 

of 

problems 

solved by 

Head 

of 

Hostel 

Friend Teacher 
School 

Admin 

Message 

Box 

No 

one 
Total 

Percent

% 

Totally 

Solved by 
19 15 8 1 1 2 46 46 

Not Solved 
 

5 
   

14 19 19 

Partially 

Solved by 
6 24 1 1 1 4 

35 35 

TOTAL 25 44 9 1 1 20 100 100 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

The table (4.13) shows that most respondents (44%) express their feelings of 

problems, inconveniences and concerns to their friends. (20%) of respondents do not 

express any of their inconveniences with anyone. (25%) of respondents express that 

they consult with their head of hostel, and all are totally solved or partially solved. 

(44%) of respondents say they express their problems to their friends but it is found 

out that some are unsolved. (9%) of the respondents express their feelings to their 

teachers and all are mostly solved. Only (1%) of respondents express their concerns to 

admin and through message box, and they are partially solved. Respondents’ 

expressions of feelings and problems are totally solved statistically about (46%), 

partially solved about (35%), and (19%) are not solved. 

 

Table (4. 14) Respondents’ Feelings of Personal Security 

Description Frequency Percentage % 

Inside the hostel 80 80 

inside the classroom 3 3 

somewhere in the school compound 2 2 

somewhere outside the school compound 15 15 

Total 100 100 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

 Table (4.14) describes that while (80%) of respondents feels secured to stay 

inside their own hostels, (15%) feels secured to stay somewhere outside of school 

compound. 
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Table (4.15) Respondents’ Future Intension after Release   

Age Groups 

Reunite with family,  

good community 

and earn for living  

Back to 

formal 

School 

Other 

ideas  
Total 

Percentage

% 

Age 12 to 14 3 2 
 

5 5 

Age 15 to 17 60 9 19 88 88 

18 and above 5  2 7 7 

TOTAL 68 11 21 100 100 

Source: Field Data, 2019 

As per the table (4.15), (68%) of respondents says they would like to re-unite 

with family and integrate to good society and earn for living. Over (10%) of the 

respondents say they would like to go back to formal education system.  No one from 

the age of 18 years old and above would like to go back to formal education.  Others 

(21%) have no plan or ideas what they would like to do after they are released. 

 

D. Likes and Dislikes of Juvenile Delinquents 

 In order to analyze the opportunity and challenges in broader perspectives of 

juvenile delinquents, some open questions as what they like and what they dislike in 

the school are included in the last part of interview questionnaire. 16% of respondents 

did not express anything about what they like and what they do not like in the school. 

According to the survey, most respondents freely expressed their desire to 

have the opportunities to attend vocational trainings, especially for their mates who do 

not have parents, or guardians or relative visits.  Respondents thanked and appreciated 

to the donors who are donating their basic needs, such as food, clothing etc and asked 

for more donation especially for their mates who do not have parents, or guardians or 

relative visits.  Respondents prefer playing sports, music, having freedom and school 

disciplines. Few respondents said they like about the guidance of the Principal. 

The respondents strongly expressed their dislikes about the fights and rudeness 

between students.  They also pointed out their dislikes such as poor condition of 

infrastructure such as old and crowded building, broken roofing etc and insufficient 

basic needs such as food, clothing, slippers, sportswear, toiletries, and so on.  They 

are frustrated about morning physical exercises.  In particular; they do not like to 

stand for a long time during the weekly morning briefing section from the Principal of 

the school where they have to listen the briefing too long in the field.  They do not 
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like some works for example, firewood collecting, physical exercises and so on.  They 

do not like when students are unfairly treated; therefore, they wish to have equal rules 

for all students.  One student mentioned he dislikes about the manner of drunken 

teacher. 

 

4.3.3 Analysis on the Perception of School Administrators 

In order to analyze the opportunity and challenges from a deeper perspectives 

of school administrators, key informant interview with a total of 10 school 

administrators; the Principal, teachers and all the heads of the hostels was conducted.  

Key questions are designed in five different parts as mentioned below.   

A. Manpower, Responsibilities and Rights of the School Administrators 

B. Guidelines, Standard Operation Procedure, Minimum Standard of Care 

C. Monitoring and Evaluation System Related to the Performance of Staff and 

the Children  

D. Welfare, Protection and Rehabilitation Programs  

E. Infrastructure 

During the key informant interview, all respondents expressed on the needs of 

manpower resources.  They need to work nearly every day and even on days-off, they 

come to school for morning briefing, especially keeping themselves in the loop of 

information and updates as they are worried about their children during their absence.  

80% of total staff are natives from the same town; so they can easily show up to 

school anytime they want.  The principal said;  

“The school is so big so we have to come to school every day even on day off; 

otherwise there will be a lot of gaps”. 

One head of the hostels who has been working in the school for 7 years said that 

he and his co-workers have never had an opportunity to attend any trainings offered 

directly by MSWRR due to limited manpower in the school but ever joined meetings 

and workshops offered by some aids organizations.  He also added that if they will 

have one or few professional psychologists in house for professional counseling 

activities for all students, that will help the school and the students a lot. Because, 

they are unable to concentrate only on counseling as they have many other important 
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day-to-day tasks and try to rotate all the tasks within their available manpower.  All 

the rest respondents supported his inputs.  

"I am working here for more than 7 years, I have never attended any training 

provided by directrict office but we have in-house trainings given by some NGO 

or INGO, actually we would like to be called by our directrict office for the 

trainings but in the end we also understand in the position of a head why he 

cannot send his people due to limited manpower in-house" 

Staffs provide guidance to boys who misbehave by fighting. The boys are 

expected to participate in what was referred to as civic lessons during weekdays. 

The Principal said that because boys were focused on the activities, incidents of 

misbehavior reduced dramatically as well as attempts to escape. Boys have some 

freedom to go outside nearby village twice a day for buying snacks for 

themselves, particularly 8 am to 9 am in the morning and then 4pm to 5 pm in the 

afternoon.   Only one or two boys run away per month, it can be assumed that 

those are usually new comers who do not fit into the program yet or have done 

something wrong inside the school.  In such cases, school needs close co-

ordination with community and related township and district authority to trace 

them back into school and gives counseling to the running boys.  Heads of the 

hostels and up to their assistant level staff are well aware of guidelines, standard 

operation procedures and how to perform in keeping with minimum standard of care 

as they often participate and gain knowledge from in-house trainings or workshops.  

They described the benefits of training to include staff treating children “more 

gently” due to improved communication skills and better management of 

behavioral problems. Three of the respondents said: 

“Our motivation to come to school every day is our students.  We are very 

worried about our boys, so even if we are on day off, we would like to come by 

once either in the afternoon or in the evening to make sure things are running 

well”  

However, in particular to the new child rights law that states that juvenile 

delinquents up to 20 years old under the court investigation can be sent to the youth 

rehabilitation centers, they are worried how to handle those adult juvenile delinquents. 

Apparently, there are around 20 adult juvenile delinquents over 18 years old who have 
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just arrived to school during the last two months after the new child right law has been 

approved.  5 out of 6 heads of hostels shared that child rights law in theory has a lot of 

difficulties in practice on the ground.  One of them said: 

“Where are our rights, in case if we face dangerous situation while we are 

sleeping at night among 90 or, 100 students inside the same hostel room? Heads 

of Hostels are also human being, they also have angers and sometimes cannot 

control the anger and react immediately on the situation, then where is the 

protection for us? 

When it comes to rehabilitation programs for the children, the school is providing 

vocational trainings based on observation on the potential job opportunities in the 

region where they are returning to.  But in reality, rarely the children are applying the 

skills they have learnt in the school.  It means, trainings and works are not engaged in 

real life.  One of the big barriers is that they are asked by employers to provide 

“documentation of crime clearance endorsed by related township police office” that is 

obviously impossible to fulfill.  All respondents suggested to develop a sort of own 

business run by the school, related to vocational trainings.  They believe such 

approach will help more effectively to the school, and the children.  One of the 

respondent teachers said: 

 

“The school has big land, and able to accommodate enough rehabilitation 

facilities, if government can support enough staff and finance, we can effectively 

run all sorts of development programs such as sport programs with decent sport 

facilities, more effective vocational programs, proper counseling rooms, meetings 

and sharing rooms for the children etc but in the end, whatever the school 

provides, it depends on the mindset of a child who would like to take it or leave it 

for their living”. 

 

One added that: 

 

     “We have more than 500 students, if we can operate our own workshop running a       

      labor intensive business, for example “printing stickers on the shirts” or     

      something like that, such program will open the mindset of our children, that they     

      can apply it in connection between their own business and their school”. 
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The principal said: 

“We are trying to equip our children if possible two to three kinds of vocational 

trainings because when they return their town, only one type of vocational 

training is not enough for earning and living” 

 

Family tracing starts from the day of admission to the school and up to now, there 

are not less than 600 boys who were reunited around with their families over the years 

since 2010. School has a continuous assessment and daily reporting system as well as 

for monthly tasks and review. Student progress report every three months are done by 

related head of the hostel for his/her hostel, in keeping with minimum standard of 

care.  The principal said: 

 

“We are trying to follow minimum standard of care, which was recently revised in 

2017 but with the exception of required infrastructure standard”. 

 

Finally, interview questions about the infrastructure, all respondents described 

current infrastructure are not enough with the size of the school.  For example, one 

hostel needs to accommodate around 90 boys.  There is not enough building for 

vocational trainings and there is also no proper counseling room. In general, all 

buildings are old, too crowed and needs refurbishment. Currently, MSWRR is 

financing for four additional hostels in consideration of newly arrival of over 18 years 

old youth.  The principal said  

 

‘We need at least one more building for vocational trainings, enough hostels for 

the size of the students.  MSWRR is providing funds for four new hostels, now 

being under construction in consideration of newly arrivals of over 18 years old 

youth, but we still need facilities inside the hostels and we do not have the fund 

yet”. 

 

Respondents are happy with easier and faster communication due to the access to 

mobile phones, internet and social media.  They said, 

 

"Nowadays, family tracing processes are much faster than before due to the social 

media communication” 
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Table (4.16) Analysis on Opportunities and Challenges of Nget Aw San  

Opportunities Challenges 

 

Manpower, Responsibilities and Rights of the School Administrator 

 

-Multiple functions and skills  

 

-Rights to recommend to the court for the 

children’s application on appeal matter to 

reduce criminal punishment / judgments  

 

-Opportunities to attend job-related 

trainings such as accounting, computer 

literacy trainings, child rights, capacity 

building / development trainings etc.   

- Manpower power shortage 37 staff out    

of 47 in the organizational structure 

 

- Heavy workload and responsibilities so 

no work-life balance 

 

- Insecurity; staff facing their personal 

safety and security  

 

- Staff unable to move the workplace 

even after job promotion 

 

- Staff unable to join any training offers 

by MSWRR 

Guidelines, Standard Operation Procedure, Minimum Standard of Care 

 

-Senior staff are well aware of guidelines, 

standard operation procedures and how to 

perform in keeping with minimum 

standard of care 

 

-Junior level staff are not fully aware yet 

so to keep giving opportunity to learn 

 

-  

- Lots of limitation to follow everything 

according to the law, due to limited 

resources (financial, manpower) 

 

- Adult juvenile delinquent arrival due to 

the new Child Rights Law 2019. Hard to 

handle adult Juvenile delinquents. 

 

- The rights for a released child to get a 

job facing a big barrier.  The children are 

asked by the employers to provide 

“documentation of crime clearance 

endorsed by related township police 

office” 
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Monitoring and Evaluation System Related to the Performance of Staff, and 

Children 

-Daily situational assessments and 

reporting system among the staff, heads of 

hostels and the principal 

 

-Daily irregularity report 

 

-Monthly review meeting by the principal 

with both administrators and students 

 

-Student progress report every three 

months 

 

-Regular inspection from District Office 

 

-No written M&E system in place at the 

school 

 

-No track record on the after-release 

follow up  

 

- No record on rehabilitation programs’ 

output nor outcome statistic  

 

-School has no sufficient information on 

re-integration process as it is now 

handled by third part aid organization. 

 

Welfare, Protection and Rehabilitation Programs 

-Access to mental development 

programs, physical development 

programs, educations, trainings and 

recreations 

 

-Student-family reintegration programs 

reduce on the problems of behaviors and 

attitudes. 

 

 

-No sufficient vocational trainings. 

-No sufficient health care 

 

-No professional psychologists for 

professional counseling activities 

 

-Extremely limited budget for day to day 

rehabilitation and development tasks 

 

-Poor quality of food, clothing, and basic 

amenities 

Infrastructure 

-School has big land, the environment is 

green and in good privacy.  The school 

compound is sufficient enough to develop 

proper infrastructure and rehabilitation 

facilities. 

-Better access to communication due to 

mobile phone and Facebook.  

 

All are very old buildings, also crowded 

 

No sufficient vocational training rooms. 

No practical training workshop 

No proper counseling room 

 

No sufficient sleeping space, dinning 

space for the children 

 

No sufficient budget for proper 

infrastructure, facilities and equipment in 

keeping with minimum standard of care 

Source: Field Data, 2019 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

5.1 Findings 

This study focuses on the findings of opportunity and challenges of Nget Aw 

San rehabilitation training school operated by DSW with the objectives to support 

further needs and requirements of juvenile delinquents, school administrators and 

training school.  The study was analyzed on making survey with the use of structured 

questionnaire and key informant interview with school administrators, caregivers, and 

juvenile delinquents.  

As per the analyzed data, most respondents come from Burmese Buddhist 

families, and born in Yangon though the types and the causes of the crimes are not 

tied to ethnicity or religious faith.  The respondent group who are age between 12 to 

14 years old commits the type of crimes such as theft, drug, hurt and rape, but they do 

not concern with murder, robbery and politics.  The respondent group of 15 to 18 

years old commits mostly theft cases, followed by drugs, rapes and murder.  Most 

crimes are committed due to the reasons of emotional pressure and incidentally.  85% 

of the respondents commit the crimes as the first time but the rest 10% do more than 

two to three times and 5% do more than four times and above before arriving to Nget 

Aw San. 2% of respondent are the repeaters to Nget Aw San. 

Respondents have access to welfare, development and protection.  Findings 

show that juvenile delinquents are receiving either formal education or non-formal 

education and vocational education.   But this is unfairly received particularly when it 

comes to vocational training and health care opportunity.  More than 10% of 

respondents have more than one type of vocational trainings while 36% of the total 

respondents still do not have an opportunity to attend one type of vocational training.  

They describe the benefits of vocational training received and take opportunity to 

apply within the school internal projects, but they mainly hope to apply and earn on it 

for living upon they are released.  In reality, the rights for a released child to get a job 

face a big barrier.  The children are asked by the employers to provide 
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“documentation of crime clearance endorsed by related township police office” which 

is impossible to fulfill.  With regards to medical care, nearly half of the respondents 

do not have the opportunity to regular medical check-up, also over one third of the 

respondents do not have Vaccination although one nurse is provided by Ministry of 

Health living standby inside the school.   

As part of physical development activities, respondents are given opportunity 

to have access to recreation, watch TV, play games, access to library and music 

facilities but often time and facilities are limited.  The study also brings that other 

basic necessities such as clothing, bathing facilities, schoolbooks and materials begs 

are available but they are not in adequate quantities.   

As for the mental development activities, respondents receive regular 

counseling section, meditation, occasionally meeting with parents and/or guardians or 

relatives as part of family tracing task of the school.  The study shows 67% of 

respondents have ever been visited by parents or relatives but the rest have no chance 

yet.  Respondents have opportunity to express their feelings of problems, 

inconveniences and concerns to their heads of hostels, teachers or via message-box, 

whereas nearly half of the respondents (44%) express their feelings to fiends.  The 

study shows whiles 85% of respondents feels more secured living inside their own 

hostels, rather than in the classroom, or somewhere in the school compound, 10% of 

the respondents mentioned they feel secured living outside of the school compound.    

Finally, 68% of respondents desire to re-unite with their parents, work for 

living and integrate into good society while 21% have no ideas what to do and where 

to go after they are released. 11% of respondents desire to continue formal education 

after they are released. 

Although the school should be the last resource as an institutional care, it 

could be an opportunity for youths who need protection and prevention from 

committing crimes.  With the size of student number, and the spacious school 

compound with big empty land, opportunities of sufficient sleeping, dinning, 

recreations, rehabilitation programs and facilities can be hosted.  Almost all buildings 

are very old, the basic facilities such as water, electricity, and sanitation are available. 

There could also be an opportunity to develop a proper in-house workshop for 

multiple vocational practical trainings where juvenile delinquents are regularly trained 

for practical competences.  From there, the school can develop an income generation 

concept or kind of cost covering concept by using the competences of students, not 
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for profits but for training purposes for the benefits of juvenile delinquents.  In terms 

of security and emergency response, first aid kits and fire extinguishers are available, 

although the facilities are lack of features such as clear markings of exits, or a clearly 

advertised system alarm and evacuation procedures in writing / pictures.     

In terms of manpower, a total of 37 people including the Principle, care givers, 

staff and teachers is obviously found at 20% lack compared to official structure.  

Particularly for almost all hostel heads as they need to take care nearly a hundred of 

students. If not more so, there is also a need for personal security and safety for each 

caregiver who lives together with nearly a hundred of juvenile delinquents in the same 

hostel every day.  Due to very limited manpower and financial resources, 

effectiveness, efficiency and productivity of staff performance is extremely 

challenging.  This is an important message of every person who expressed in the 

focus group discussion.  The school uses public telephone and fax line for information 

and communication and also use their personal mobile phones; therefore, staff are 

happy with easier and faster communication system. However, it is seen that 

computerized information and communication system is not applied.  Finally, there is 

a big room for improvements and opportunities, but the main challenges to all of the 

above issues are the bottle neck of lacking human resources and financial resources. 

 

5.2 Suggestions 

Much of the problems and challenges identified in this study were based on 

the interview findings of school administrators, caregivers, and juvenile delinquents. 

Based on these explanations, concerning their situation is the most important factor in 

their hoped rehabilitation. In particular, their views about improvements in the 

requirements of man powers, human resources development, and infrastructure 

development and rehabilitation programs in the whole rehabilitation system cannot be 

ignored simply because their assessment may be subjective.  

The suggestions for school administrators can be defined as to keep proposing 

to government with the requirements of adequate resources (financial and human) to 

be able to effectively implement minimum standards of care.  The school needs to 

increase cooperation between parents, relatives, local authorities, as well as between 

government departments in order to effectively protect the children in contact with the 

law.  More importantly, the school should perform more active involvement in the 

family tracing and meaningful job engagement between the released-boys who are 
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ready for the jobs and the employers who are giving the jobs.  It is also important for 

the school that they strengthen collaboration with International Agencies, local 

stakeholders to develop more social and health care programs, educational programs, 

especially vocational trainings and employment engagement programs for juvenile 

delinquents.  One of the logics to suggest is that to develop a proper in-house 

workshop for multiple vocational practical trainings where juvenile delinquents are 

regularly trained for practical competences and then to formulate an in-come 

generation concept or kind of cost covering concept by using the competences of 

students, not for profits but for training purposes.  On the other hand, to provide 

regular training opportunities for staff in the school, especially the implementers on the ground 

level to promote more in-depth knowledge, understanding, and application of child 

protection principles. 

The suggestions can be proposed to MSWRR that it should allocate more 

resources (financial and human) to be able to effectively implement the minimum 

standards of care.    Thus, MSWRR should urgently support human resources 

management and development, adequate infrastructure requirements, and ensure that 

all rehabilitation centers are subject to regular inspections and appropriate regulations.  

Adequate funds should be made available to meet the basic needs of children such as 

food, clothing and many more. Even though custodial placements are sometimes 

proper and necessary, children feel marginalized and stigmatized if they are taken 

away from their parents.  In addition, government shall refurbish the center to full 

capacity but before that, all the schools under DSW should develop a strategy together 

particularly how to balance between rights and responsibilities of both care-givers and 

juvenile delinquents in keeping with minimum standard of care.  As a continuous 

mission, Government should develop a strategy to reduce crimes committed by the 

children and youth, in collaboration with International Agencies and local 

stakeholders. 
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Appendix 

Questionnaire 

A. Demographic Information of Respondents 

1. To Which age group below? 

12 to 14 15 to 17 18 and above 

   

 

2. What is your religion and race? 

Buddhist Christian Hinduism Islam ္ Other 

     

Race ( ________________ ) 

 

3. Where was your birthplace? 

Yangon  Mon  

Bago  Shan  

Ayeyarwaddy  Kachin  

Magwe  Rakhine  

Saganin  Kayin  

Mandalay  Kayar  

Tanintharyi  Chin  

 

4. Did your parents / guardian / relatives meet to you in NAS? 

Yes (……….)   No (……….) 

 

 

 

 

 



B.  Types and Causes of Crimes 

 

5. What is the main reason for committing this crime? 

Peer 

Influence 

Emotional 

Effect 

By Force Financial 

Difficulty  

Accidental 

Event 

Other 

      

 

6. Types of crimes committed 

Murder  Thief  

Drugs  Rape  

Hurts  Gambling  

Politics  Robbing  

 

7. How many times have you committed crime before? 

First Time Two to Three Four and Above 

   

 

8. How many times have you ever stayed in NAS? 

First Time Two to Three Four and Above 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Section. C Education, Training, Rehabilitation, Health Care, Protection 

 

9. Have you ever attended the school before Yes or No? Yes (……)  No (……)

  

Government School  

Other School  

  

10. Do you have opportunity to attend the formal school in NAS?  Yes (……)No 

(…….) 

 

11. Type of vocational training received in NAS?  

Electrical Furniture 

making 

Welding Hair 

Cutting 

Producing 

Brooms 

Others 

      

 

12. Do you have any opportunities to participate in the following programs? 

Music  Chinlone  

Mediation  Physical Exercise  

Fire Fighting  Excursions  

First –Aid  Others  

Football    

 

13. How often have you ever applied your learning? 

Regularly Sometimes Always Never 

    

 

 

 



14. How often you change your clothes? (in day) 

1 2 3 4 5 

     

 

15. Different types of health care opportunities 

Regular Medical Checkup Yes No 

Vaccination Yes No 

Going to Clinic Yes No 

Close Care Yes No 

Not at All Yes No 

 

16. Have you ever made the following things in school every day? 

Watching TV (……….)    Study (……….)   

Playing (……….)     Others (……….) 

Working (……….)   

 

17. Have you ever visited outside of the school? 

Yes (……….)   No (……….) 

 

18. Respondents’ expressions of problems and protection? 

Head of Hostel  School Admin  

Friends  Message Box  

Teachers  No one  

 

 

 



19. How far the problem solved? 

Solved Unsolved Partially solved 

   

 

20. Where is the safest place for you? 

In the Hostel (……………..) 

In the Classroom (……………..) 

Somewhere inside the school compound (……………..) 

Somewhere outside the school compound (……………..) 

 

21. What is your future goal? 

Will reunite with family, good community and earn for living  

 (……………) 

Will attend formal School      

 (…………….) 

Others         

 (…………….) 

 

 

D. Likes and Dislikes in the School 

23. What are the things you like in the school? 

………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

24. What are the things you dislike in the school? 

……………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

 

 



KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 

 

A. Manpower, Responsibilities and Rights of the School Administrators 

1. Please explain what are the current manpower in the school including their 

main responsibilities and rights? 

2. Does the school provide training and development programs for the staff?  If 

yes, what kinds of programs does the school offer? 

 

B. Guidelines, Standard Operation Procedure, Minimum Standard of Care 

1. Please explain if and how far all the staff are aware of standard operation 

procedure, guidelines and minimum standard of care related to their 

responsibilities? 

 

C. Monitoring and Evaluation System Related to the Performance of Staff, Children 

and Programs 

1. How do you perform monitoring and evaluation system related to the 

performance of staff and the children? 

2. How many cases of family re-unification completed up to now? If and how is 

the family tracing and follow up system working for a child after-released? 

 

D. Welfare, Protection and Rehabilitation Programs  

1. Please explain all different kinds of welfare, protection and rehabilitation 

programs has the school been offering to all students? 

2. What aids organizations are currently providing financial, technical 

assistances in offering welfare programs? 

 

E. Opportunities and Challenges  

1. What are the opportunities and challenges in implementing the youth welfare, 

rehabilitation programs? 

2. What are the current and future requirements in implementing effective youth 

rehabilitation programs? 



 

 

 

 

 

Number of Student list 

          Students 

Survey Team at Nget Aw San 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Individual Survey with Students 

Individual Survey with Students 

Individual Survey with Students 



 

Nget Aw San Location on Google Earth 

 

 

Nget Aww San Location on Google Map 
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အဖည စထသင ပပည ုသငထဴေကေ ငငထဵပ ိုသငထငဳတကငတွငထပ လူမှုေရဵပညငရှငထ၊ပ စုတထပညငရှငထမျငဵကပ ေလဴလငပ

ေဖငထထသတထသုရှုခဲဴကေ ပါသညထ။ 

 ကေလဵသူငယထအခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵဆုသငထရငပ ကသလသမဂ္ဂညီလငခဳပ သေဘငတူစငချုပထပါပ

အေခည ခဳမူ(၄)ရပထတွငထပကေလဵသူငယထ၏ပအေကငငထဵဆသဳဵအကျုုဵစီဵပွငဵပေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဟသ ပါရှုရငပ

လူငယထဖွဳ့ ဖီ ုုဵေရဵပရဟုတ ေဂဟငမျငဵသညထပ မုမုတုသ့၏ေတငေတငငထေရေမည သဘငဝ၊ပ ယဥထေကျဵမှုအရပ

ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ပအေကငငထဵဆသဳဵအကျုု ဵစီဵပွငဵကုသပအေကငငထအထညထေဖငထေဆငငထရွကထရငတွငထပပေဂဟင/ 

သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတစထခသတွငထပ အနုမထဴဆသဳဵရှုရမညထဴပ ပည ုစသေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထခည ငထဵိငှထ ဴပ အကငအကွယထေပဵခည ငထဵ 

ဆုသငထရင စဳချုနထစဳေွှနထဵမျငဵ (Minimum Standards)ိှငထ ဴအညီေဆငငထရွကထရနထပလုသအပထပါသညထ။ 

 သုသ့ပါ၍ပလူမှုဝနထထမထဵ၊ပကယထဆယထေရဵိှငထ ဴပည နထလညထေနရငချထငဵေရဵဝနထကြ ီဵဌငန၊ပလူမှုဝနထထမထဵ 

ဦဵစီဵဌငနသညထပUNICEF (မည နထမင)ိှငထ ဴပူဵေပါငထဵ၍ပေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵတွငထပအနုမထဆဴသဳဵ ရုှရမညထဴပ

စဳချနုထစဳေွှနထဵမျငဵကုသပညှုိုှုငထဵပည ုပည ငထေရဵဆွခဲဲပဴါသညထ။ 

  ဤအနုမထဴဆသဳဵပ စဳချုနထစဳေွှနထဵမျငဵ(Minimum Standards)ကုသ တုသငထဵေဒသကြ ီဵ/ပည ညထနယထပ

လူမှုဝနထထမထဵရသဳဵ မျငဵ၊ပ ကေလဵသူငယထအကျုုဵေဆငငထရွကထေပဵေနေသငပ ဆကထစပထဝနထကြ ီဵဌငနမျငဵ၊ပ

သကထဆုသငထရငေဒသအငဏငပုသငထမျငဵ၊ပ ပရဟုတေဂဟငမျငဵ၊ပ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ပ အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ ပ

အကျုု ဵစီဵပွငဵကုသပလကထေတွ့အေကငငထအထညထေဖငထေဆငငထရွကထေနေသငပအဖွဲ့အစညထဵမျငဵ၊ပ ပသဂ္ဂုု လထမျငဵပ

ထဳသုသ့ပဖည နထ့ေဝေပဵမညထ ပဖည စထပါသညထ။ပ ဤစငအသပထပါအတုသငထဵပ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵအကျုု ဵ 

စီဵပွငဵကုသေဆငငထရွကထေပဵမညထဆုသပါက    /                       ပပည ုစသထုနထဵသုမထဵေစငငထဴေရှငကထ 





 

     /                                                                              
                                           

မငတုကင  

စဥထ အေကေ ငငထဵအရင စငမျကထိှင 

၁။ နုဒါနထဵ ၁ 

၂။ အခနထဵပ(၁)ပအမညထိှငထပဴအဓုပ္ပါယထေဖငထပည ချကထ ၂ 

၃။       (၂)             ၃ 

၄။ အခနထဵ(၃) အေခည ခဳမူမျငဵ ၃ - ၆ 

၅။ အခနထဵ(၄) စီမဳအသပထချုပထမှု ၆ - ၁၀ 

၆။ အခနထဵ(၅) ကေလဵအငဵလကထခဳခည ငထဵ၊စီမဳခနထ့ခွဲခည ငထဵိှငထဴမှတထတမထဵပည ုစသခည ငထဵ ၁၁ - ၁၅ 

၇။ အခနထဵ(၆) ကျနထဵမငေရဵ၊ပတထဝနထဵကျငထိှငထဴတစထကုသယထေရသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵ ၁၅ - ၁၇ 

၈။ အခနထဵ(၇) အစငဵအစငိှငထဴအငဟငရ ၁၇ - ၁၈ 

၉။ အခနထဵ(၈) အဝတထအထညထိှငထဴအုပထယငအသသဳဵအေဆငငထ ၁၈ - ၁၉ 

၁၀။ အခနထဵ(၉) ပညငေရဵ ၁၉ -၂၀ 

၁၁။ အခနထဵ(၁၀) ကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထေရဵ ၂၀ - ၂၁ 

၁၂။ အခနထဵ(၁၁) ပူဵေပါငထဵေဆငငထရွကထခည ငထဵ ၂၁ - ၂၂ 

၁၃။ အခနထဵ(၁၂) ကစငဵခည ငထဵိှငထဴအပနထဵေဖည ခည ငထဵ  ၂၃ 
၁၄။ 

 
အခနထဵ(၁၃) ရပထရွငမုသငဵစသိှငထဴပပသမှဳနထဆကထသွယထခည ငထဵ၊ပမုသငဵစသိှငထဴပပည နထလညထ 
ပပပပပပပပပပပပပပပပပပပေပါငထဵစညထဵေရဵ 

၂၄ - ၂၅ 
 

၁၅။ အခနထဵ(၁၄) အပည ုအမူထုနထဵေကျငငထဵေပဵခည ငထဵ ၂၆ - ၂၇ 

၁၆။ အခနထဵ(၁၅) ဝငထဵခီ ဳဥပစငိှငထပဴပအေဆငကထအအသဳ ၂၇ - ၂၉ 

၁၇။ အခနထဵ(၁၆) တုသငထတနထဵမှုိှငထဴဥပေဒေကေ ငငထဵအရအကငအကွယထေပဵခည ငထဵ ၂၉ - ၃၁ 

၁၈။ 
 

     (၁၇)             (၅)                                 
                                            

၃၁ - ၃၄ 
 

၁၉။        ၃၄ 

၂၀။ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ကုသယထေရဵအချကထအလကထ ေနငကထဆကထတွဲ(က) 

၂၁။ ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီ၏ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထ ေနငကထဆကထတွဲ(ခ) 

၂၂။                                                             ( ) 





 

    /                                                                              

                                           

နုဒါနထဵ 

၁။ ပမည နထမငိုသငထငဳသညထ “ကေလဵသူငယထအခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵဆုသငထရင ကသလသမဂ္ဂညီလငခဳသေဘငတူ 

စငချုပထ”(UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, CRC)ကုသ ၁၉၉၁ခသိှစထတွငထ ပါဝငထလကထမှတထ 

ေရဵထုသဵ ပီ ီဵေနငကထ ၁၉၉၃ခသိှစထတွငထ “ကေလဵသူငယထဥပေဒ”(The Child Law)ိှငထ ဴ၂၀ဝ၁ ခသိှစထတွငထ 

“ကေလဵသူငယထနညထဵဥပေဒ” (Rules Related to the Child Law)ကုသ ပပည ဋ္ဌငနထဵခဲဴပါသညထ။ 

ဤနညထဵအငဵဖည ငထဴ ပပည ညထေထငငထစသသမတတမည နထမငိုသငထငဳေတငထသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏အခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵအငဵ 

အကငအကွယထေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ မုဘမဴဲကေလဵမျငဵိှငထဴ အ ္ိတရငယထကျေရငကထလွယထေသင ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ 

ရသပထပုသငထဵိှငထဴစုတထပုသငထဵဆုသငထရင ေရရှညထဖွဳ့ ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵတကထမှုရုှေစေရဵတုသ့ကုသ ေဆငငထရွကထသွငဵရနထ သေဘငတူညီ 

ခဲပဴါသညထ။ 

၂။ “ကေလဵသူငယထအခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵဆုသငထရင ကသလသမဂ္ဂညီလငခဳ သေဘငတူစငချုပထ ” (UN 

Convention on the Rights of the Child, CRC) အရ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့သညထ မုဘိှငထဴအတူ 

ေနထုသငထခွငထဴရှပုါသညထ။ တငဝနထရှုပသဂ္ဂုုလထတစထဦဵက ကေလဵသူငယထအကျုု ဵကုသေမှေငထကုသဵပီ ီဵ ကေလဵသူငယထပ

သညထ မုဘိှငထဴအတူေနရနထပ မသငထဴေလျငထေကေ ငငထဵ ဆသဳဵဖည တထချကထကုသ တရငဵရသဳဵ  သုသ့မဟသတထ တရငဵခွငထ 

တစထခသခသက စုစစထပီ ီဵသညထဴအခါမျုုဵ၌သင ၎ငထဵ၏မုဘမျငဵိှငထဴ သီဵခည ငဵထငဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ။ ကေလဵ 

သူငယထဥပေဒအရလညထဵ ကေလဵသူငယထသညထ ၎ငထဵ၏အကျုုဵစီဵပွငဵဆသတထယသတထခည ငထဵ မရှုပါက 

မုဘိှငထဴအတူ ေနထုသငထခွငထဴရှုရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ မုဘတုသ့၏ပည ုစသပျုုဵေထငငထမှုကုသလညထဵ ခဳယူိုသငထခွငထဴရှုရမညထဟသ 

အခွငထအဴေရဵေပဵထငဵပါသညထ။ 

၃။ ကေလဵတစထဦဵသညထ     ၏အမုထပတထဝနထဵကျငထိှငထဴ ယငယီ သုသ့မဟသတထ အမီ ဲတမထဵကငထဵကွင 

ေနခည ငထဵ သုသ့မဟသတထ ၎ငထဵ၏အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵအကျုု ဵစီဵပွငဵအလုသ့ငှင ထငဵရနထမသငထေဴလျငထေသငအေခည အေန 

မျုု ဵတွငထရှေုန     ကေလဵသူငယထသညထ အထူဵကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုိှငထဴ ိုသငထငဳေတငထမှ ပဳဴပုသဵမှုကုသ 

ရရှုခဳစငဵိုသငထရပါမညထ။ 

 

 

 

 



 

     (၁) 

                             

၄။                        /                                                               

                                                                       ။ 

၅။                                                                             

               - 

 (က)ပကေလဵသူငယထ ဆုသသညထမှငပအသကထပ၁၈ပိှစထပမပည ညထဴေသဵေသငသူကုသပဆသုသညထ။ 

 (ခ) ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထသူ ဆုသသညထမှငပ ကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုလုသအပထေသငပ ကေလဵပ

သူငယထအငဵပ ဥပေဒိှငထဴအညီပ ပည ုစသထုနထဵသုမထဵေစငငထဴေရှငကထထငဵရနထပ တငဝနထယူေသငပ

သူကုသပဆုသသညထ။ 

 (ဂ) မုဘမဲပဴ ဆုသသညထမှင                                    သကထပ ၁၈ိှစထမပည ညထဴေသဵပ

သညထပဴပ         အငဵလသဳဵ       သညထ။ 

 (ဃ) ဝနထထမထဵ ဆုသသညထမှငပ ပသဳမှနထ၊ပ အချုနထပုသငထဵစသညထဖည ငထဴပ တငဝနထထမထဵေဆငငထေနသူမျငဵကုသပ

ဆသုသညထ။ 

 (င) ေဂဟင ဆုသသညထမှငပေစတနငဴဝနထထမထဵပသဂု္ုဂ လထကဖည စထေစ၊ပလူမှုေရဵအဖွဲ့အစညထဵ၊ပအစုသဵ ရပ

သုသ့မဟသတထပ အစုသဵ ရမဟသတထေသငပ အဖွဲ့အစညထဵကဖည စထေစပ ကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုပ

လုသအပထေသငပကေလဵသူငယထကုသပကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထရနထိ ှငထဴပ ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထရနထပ

ရညထရွယထ၍မုမုတုသ့၏အစီအစဥထဖည ငထပဴတညထေထငငထထငဵေသငပအဖဲွ့အစညထဵကုသပပဆုသသညထ။ 

 (စ)                                                                       

                                                                      

      ။ 

 (ဆ) စီမဳအသပထချုပထမှုဝနထထမထဵဆုသသညထမှငပ ေဂဟင၏ပ နုစ္စဓူဝအသပထချုပထေရဵပုသငထဵကုသပ တငဝနထယူပ

ရေသင                      (      ဝနထထမထဵ    )ကုသဆုသသညထ။ 

 (ဇ) စွနထ့ပစထခဳဳကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵပ ဆုသသညထမှငပ မုဘိှစထပါဵိှငထဴေဝဵကွငေနပီ ီဵပဥပေဒေကေ ငငထဵပ

အရဖည စထေစ၊ပ  ေလဴထသဳဵ တမထဵစဲထလငအရဖည စထေစပ တငဝနထယူေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုကုသပ မခဳရပ

ေသငပကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသဆုသသညထ။ပ 

 

၂ 



 

     (၂) 

            

၆။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵတွငထ အနုမထဴဆသဳဵရှုရမညထဴ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထခည ငထဵိှငထ ဴ အကင 

အကွယထေပဵညခငထဵဆုသငထရင စဳချနုထစဳေွှနထဵေရဵဆွဲရသညထဴ ရညထရွယထချကထမှင ေအငကထပါအတုသငထဵဖည စထပါသညထ - 

 (က) ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵသညထ                           ိှငထ ဴအပည ညထပည ညထဆုသငထရင  

  ဥပေဒမျငဵ၊ ပပည ဋ္ဌငနထဵချကထမျငဵတွငထ ေဖငထပည ထငဵရှုသညထဴ အခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵ၊ အေခည ခဳမ ူ

မျငဵကုသ ခဳစငဵရရှုိ ုသငထ   ၊ 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵသညထ မုသငဵစသိှငထဴရပထရွငအသုသငထဵအဝုသငထဵအတွငထဵ အထူဵသဖည ငထဴ 

တစထအူတသဳဆငထဵမုသငဵစသိှငထဴ  မုမုေမွဵဖွငဵခဲဴသညထဴ  ရပထရွငအသုသငထဵအဝုသငထဵကေ ငဵ၌ အမှနထ 

တကယထ ရှငထသနထကြ ီဵပည ငထဵလငေစေရဵ၊ 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ပ ရှငထသနထမှုိှငထ ဴ ဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵမှုရရှလုငေရဵအတွကထ ကျနထဵမငေရဵဆုသငထရင 

ဝနထေဆငငထမှုမျငဵ၊ အခမဲဴပညငေရဵိှငထဴ စုတထလူမှုေရဵပုသငထဵဆုသငထရင ပဳဴပုသဵ ကူညီမှုမျငဵကုသ 

အမှနထတကယထလကထလှမထဵမီရရှေုစေရဵ၊ 

 (ဃ) ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵအေနဖည ငထဴပ လကထခဳထငဵေသငပ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသပပ

ပပည ုစသေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထရငတွငထပနညထဵစနစထကျကျပေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထမှုမျငဵေပဵိုသငထေရဵ။  

 

အခနထဵ(၃) 

အေခည ခဳမူမျငဵ 

၇။ မုဘ/အသပထထုနထဵသူမျငဵကုသယထတုသငထ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထခည ငထဵသညထ ကေလဵ     မျငဵအတွကထ 

အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထခည ငထဵ နညထဵလမထဵဖည စထသညထ။ အကယထ၍ အေကေ ငငထဵအမျုု ဵမျုု ဵေကေ ငငထဴ 

ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵသုသ့ ပုသ့ရမညထဴအေခည အေနမျုု ဵတွငထ  စဳချုနထစဳေွှနထဵ   

           မျငဵိှငထဴအညီ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ အကျုုဵစီဵပွငဵကုသ ေရှဵ ရှုေဆငငထရွကထ 

ေပဵရမညထဖည စထသညထ။ 

၈။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသုသ့ ပုသ့အပထခည ငထဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအတွကထ ေနငကထဆသဳဵ  

နညထဵလမထဵ သုသ့မဟသတထပပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထခည ငထဵဖည စထေကေ ငငထဵ ရပထရွငလူထသသုသ့  အသုပညငေပဵရမညထ။ 

၉။ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵတွငထ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထေပဵခည ငထဵထကထ 

ပဖည စထိုသငထပါက မုဘရငထဵိှငထဴအတူ ေနထုသငထခွငထဴရရှုေအငငထ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ ေဆွမျုု ဵသငဵချငထဵမျငဵမှပ

၃ 



 

ေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထမှုေပဵိုသငထရနထပ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ပ ယငယီပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထမညထဴ မုသငဵစသထဳ ပုသ့ေဆငငထ 

ေပဵပခည ငထဵ၊ တရငဵဝငထေမွဵစငဵမညထဴ မုဘမျငဵထဳ အပထိှဳေပဵခည ငထဵတုသ့ကုသ အဆငထဴဆငထဴေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထ 

ပဖည စထပါသညထ။  

၁၀။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအငဵ လကထခဳေစငငထဴေရှငကထခည ငထဵကုသ 

ေနငကထဆသဳဵနညထဵလမထဵအေနဖည ငထဴလညထဵေကငငထဵ၊ ယငယီ                တစထရပထအေနဖည ငထဴလညထဵေကငငထဵ 

ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵသငထဴပါသညထ။ 

၁၁။ အကယထ၍ ေရှငငထလွှဲမရဘဲ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵသုသ့ ပုသ့ရမညထဴ အေခည အေနမျုု ဵတွငထ 

ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ    ၌ စဳသတထမှတထချကထမျငဵကုသ အေကငငထအထညထေဖငထ ေဆငငထရွကထခည ငထဵ၊ 

ထုနထဵ  က ငငထဵတညထမဴတထခည ငထဵိှငထဴ အကဲဖည တထခည ငထဵတုသ့ကုသ               “ကေလဵသူငယထအခွငထဴအေရဵ 

မျငဵဆုသငထရင ကသလသမဂ္ဂညီလငခဳသေဘငတူစငချုပထ” (CRC)အေခည ခဳမူ(၄)ရပထိှငထဴအညီ ေဆငငထရွကထ 

သွငဵရပါမညထ- 

 ( )  ကေလဵ၏အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ အကျုု ဵစီဵပွငဵကုသေရှဵရှုေဆငငထရွကထခည ငထဵ (The best interest of 

the child) ။   ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ၌ ေနထုသငထသူ ကေလဵသူငယထပတစထဦဵချငထဵ 

စီအတွကထပလသပထေဆငငထချကထမျငဵသညထပကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ပပအေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ  အကျုု ဵ 

စီဵပွငဵကုသသင ဦဵတညထေဆငငထရွကထေသင ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထခည ငထဵမျုု ဵ ပဖည စထရပါမညထ။ 

ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵအေနဖည ငထ ဴလညထဵပ ပ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသပ ပ ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထခည ငထဵ၊ 

အကငအကွယထေပဵခည ငထဵတုသ့ိှငထဴ ပတထသကထ၍ ဆသဳဵဖည တထချကထ ချရေတငဴမညထဆုသလှေငထ 

ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ အကျုုဵစီဵပွငဵကုသ ထညထသွဴငထဵစ ထဲဵစငဵ၍ ေဆငငထရွကထ 

သွငဵရပါမညထ။ ဤသညထတုသ့ကုသ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵိှငထဴပတထသကထ၍ ေနရငချထငဵ 

စီမဳမှု၊ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ ပသမှဳနထသသဳဵ သပထချကထမျငဵိှငထ ဴအခည ငဵ မှတထတမထဵတငထထငဵေသင 

ဆသဳဵ ဖည တထချကထမျငဵကုသ ေလဴလငခည ငထဵဖည ငထဴ ပမည ငထသငိုသငထပါသညထ၊ 

 (ခ) ခဲွခည ငဵမှုမရုှေရဵ (Non – discrimination)။  ိုသငထငဳေတငထသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵ 

၏ မျုု ဵရုသဵ ဗီဇ၊ ေမွဵရပထ၊ လုငထ၊ လူမှုေရဵေနငကထခဳ၊ ဘငသငတရငဵကုသဵကွယထမှု၊ လူမျုုဵ 

သုသ့မဟသတထ အခည ငဵမညထသညထဴအေခည အေနမျုု ဵကုသမဆုသ ထညထသဴွငထဵစဲထဵစငဵခည ငထဵမပည ုဘဲ 

အငဵလသဳဵကုသတနထဵတူအခွငထဴအေရဵေပဵရမညထပဖည စထသညထဟသပကေလဵသူငယထအခွငထဴအေရဵ 

မျငဵဆုသငထရငပကသလသမဂ္ဂညီလငခဳသေဘငတူစငချုပထ(CRC)တွငထပ ေဖငထပည ထငဵပါသညထ။ 

ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵသညထ ခွဲခည ငဵမှုမရှေုသင တနထဵတူရညထတူ အခွငထဴအေရဵကုသ 

၄ 



 

ရရှုကေ ရပါမညထ။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အငဵ 

အမျုု ဵမျုု ဵေသင ခွဲခည ငဵမှုမျငဵမှ ကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရငှကထ ေပဵသွငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊ 

ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီ၏ အခွငထအဴေရဵမျငဵကုသ ပမည ှငထဴတငထေပဵမညထဴ အပည ုသေဘငေဆငငထ 

ေသငလသပထေဆငငထချကထမျငဵကုသ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ။ ဝနထထမထဵလမထဵေွှနထ 

မျငဵတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ လူမျုုဵေရဵ၊ ယဲထေကျဵမှု၊ အသကထ၊ ကျငဵ/မ၊ 

မသနထစွမထဵ မှု၊ ဘငသငတရငဵ၊ လုငထပုသငထဵဆုသငထရင သုသ့မဟသတထ ိုသငထငဳေရဵအမည ငထမျငဵိှငထဴ 

ပတထသကထ၍ ခွဲခည ငဵ၊ ဘကထလုသကထ၊ ဖုိှပုထေသငအပည ုအမူ၊ အေပည ငအဆုသမျငဵကုသ လသဳဵဝ 

ေရငှငထကေ ဲထကေ ရနထ ေဖငထပည ထငဵရပါမညထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ပူဵေပါငထဵပါဝငထေဆငငထရွကထခည ငထဵ (Participation)။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵ၌ 

ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ ပူဵေပါငထဵပါဝငထမှုကုသ အသငဵေပဵေသငအေခည အေနမျုုဵကုသ 

ဖနထတီဵေပဵထငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအေပါ် အကျုု ဵသကထေရငကထမှုရုှမညထဴ 

ဆသဳဵဖည တထချကထမျငဵချမှတထရငတွငထလညထဵ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့ိငှထဴ တုသငထပငထေဆွဵေိွဵပ

မှုရှုရပါမညထ။ အသကထအရွယထိ ှငထ ဴ ရငထဴကျကထမှုအလုသကထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵသညထ 

ဆသဳဵ ဖည တထချကထမျငဵပည ုလသပထေသငအခါ ပါဝငထိုသငထခွငထဴရုှရပါမညထ။ ဆသဳဵ ဖည တထချကထဟသဆုသရင၌ 

ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတွငထပ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအငဵပ ေနရငချထငဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

ဆကထလကထထငဵရှုရနထ မလုသေတငဴခည ငထဵတုသ့တွငထ ဥပေဒနညထဵလမထဵကျနစွင ေဆငငထရွကထ 

သွငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ အခါအငဵေလျငထစွင ပပည နထလညထသသဳဵ သပထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏သေဘငထငဵအမည ငထ (Respect to the child's opinion)။ 

ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့သညထ ၎ငထဵတုသ့အေပါ် အကျုု ဵသကထေရငကထမှုရှေုစမညထဴ ကုစ္စရပထ 

အငဵလသဳဵတွငထ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ အေတွဵ အေခါ်ိှငထဴ ထငထမည ငထယူဆချကထတုသ့ကုသ လွတထလပထစွင 

ဖွငထဴဟေပည ငဆုသိုသငထခွငထဴရှုရပါမညထ။ ဖွငထဴဟေပည ငဆုသေသင အချကထမျငဵကုသ ကေလဵသူငယထ 

၏ အသကထိှငထဴရငထကဴျကထမှုကုသလုသကထ၍ အေရဵယူ စ ထဲဵစငဵေဆငငထရွကထေပဵသွငဵရပါမညထ။ 

၁၂။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵတွငထ ေနထုသငထရေသင ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵအငဵ မုမုိှငထ ဴ

အခည ငဵေသင ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏  ရပုသငထခွငထဴိှငထဴအခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵကုသ   နငဵလညထသေဘငေပါကထရနထ  

အသုေပဵထငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ ေအငကထေဖငထပည ပါ အဓုကကျေသင အခွငထဴအေရဵ(၄)ရပထကုသ ေသချငစွင 

သုထငဵေစရပါမညထ  - 

 ( )  ဘဝရှငထသနထမှု (Survival)။ မုမုတုသ့၏အသကထရှငထသနထခွငထဴ၊ ပပည ညထစဴသဳေသင အဓုက 

အေခည ခဳလုသအပထချကထမျငဵိှငထဴ လူေနမှုအဆငထဴအတနထဵတစထခသ ရရှေုရဵအတွကထ 

၅ 



 

လုသအပထေသင ေနစရင၊ အစငအငဟငရ၊ သနထ့ရှငထဵေသငေရိှငထဴ အေခည ခဳကျနထဵမငေရဵ 

ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှု စသညထတုသ့ကုသ ခဳစငဵခွငထဴရှုရပါမညထ၊ 

 ( ) ဖဳွ့ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထမှု (Development)။ မုမုတုသ့၏စွမထဵရညထကုသ အမည ငထဴဆသဳဵ ေဖငထထသတထ 

ိုသငထရနထလုသအပထသညထဴ ပညငေရဵ၊ ေဆငဴကစငဵ အပနထဵေဖည မှု၊ သတငထဵအချကထအလကထ 

မျငဵရရှုိ ုသငထမှု၊ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုိှငထဴ ပဳဴပုသဵကူညီမှုေပဵိုသငထမညထဴ ပတထဝနထဵကျငထတုသ့  

လညထဵ ရှရုမညထဖည စထပါသညထ၊ 

( ) ကငကွယထေစငငထေဴရငှကထမှု (Protection)။ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အငဵ ပသဳစအဳမျုု ဵမျုု ဵဖည ငထဴ 

လွဲမှငဵစွငပည ုမူခည ငထဵမျငဵ၊ အကေ မထဵဖကထခည ငထဵမျငဵ၊ လျစထလျူရှုခည ငထဵမျငဵိှငထ ဴ ေခါငထဵပသ ဳ

ပဖည တထမှုမျငဵ မခဳရေစရနထပအထူဵေစငငထေဴရှငကထပဳဴပုသဵ မှုမျငဵ ရရှုိ ုသငထရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ၊ 

(ဃ)  ပူဵေပါငထဵပါဝငထေဆငငထရွကထခည ငထဵ(Participation)။ ကေလဵအငဵလသဳဵသညထ မုမုတုသ့ 

အတွကထအေရဵပါေသင ဆသဳဵဖည တထချကထချရငတွငထ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏အသကထအရွယထိှငထဴ 

ရငထဴကျကထမှုအလုသကထ ထငထမည ငထယူဆချကထမျငဵကုသ ဖွငထဴဟေပည ငဆုသိုသငထခွင        ထဴ       

               ရှုရမညထ ပဖည စထပါသညထ။ 

 

အခနထဵ(၄) 

စီမဳအသပထချုပထမှု 

၁၃။  ကေလဵသူငယထ ကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထေရဵလသပထငနထဵကုသ ေဆငငထရွကထလျကထရှုေသင ပရဟုတ 

ေဂဟငမျငဵအေနဖည ငထ ဴ လူမှုဝနထထမထဵဦဵစီဵဌငန၏ပ တညထေထငငထခွငထ ဴပည ုမုနထ့ရရှုိုသငထေရဵအတွကထ တရငဵဝငထ 

မှတထပသဳတငထထငဵကေ ရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ သတထမှတထချကထမျငဵအတုသငထဵ လသပထေဆငငထကေ ရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ။ 

၁၄။ ေဂဟငမျငဵတွငထ လသပထငနထဵမျငဵကုသ ဦဵေဆငငထလမထဵေွှနထမှုေပဵိုသငထရနထ နငယကအဖွဲ့ ိှငထဴ 

တငဝနထယူ ပကြ ီဵကေ ပထေဆငငထရွကထရနထ ပကြ ီဵကေ ပထေရဵ       အဖွဲ့ မျငဵ ဖွဲ့စညထဵထငဵရပါမညထ။ 

ယငထဵအဖွဲ့မျငဵကုသ သကထဆုသငထရင နယထေမည အငဏငပုသငထအဖွဲ့အစညထဵမျငဵ၏ ဦဵေဆငငထလမထဵေွှနထမှုဖည ငထဴ 

ဖွဲ့စညထဵရမညထပဖည စထပီ ီဵ နငယကအဖွဲ့တွငထ သကထဆုသငထရငလသပထငနထဵမျငဵကုသ စုတထပါဝငထစငဵသူ(၃)ဦဵ သုသ့မဟသတထ 

(၅)ဦဵဖည ငထဴ ဖွဲ့စညထဵိုသငထသညထ။ နငယကအဖွဲ့သညထ သဳဃငေတငထမျငဵဖည ငထ ဴ ဖွဲ့စညထဵထငဵခည ငထဵဖည စထပါက 

သကထဆုသငထရင ပမီ ုု့နယထ/ ရပထကွကထ/ေကျဵရငွ       သဳဃငဴနငယကအဖွဲ့ဝငထ(၁)ပါဵ၊ ေကျငငထဵထုသငထ 

ဆရငေတငထ(၁)ပါဵဖည ငထဴပါဝငထ ဖွဲ့စညထဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊ ပကြ ီဵကေ ပထမှုေကငထမတီကုသ လသပထငနထဵ ပမငဏအလုသကထ 

လူမှုေရဵလသပထငနထဵမျငဵတွငထ စုတထပါဝငထစငဵသူ လူပသဂ္ဂုု လထအနညထဵဆသဳဵ(၁၁)ဦဵမှပ အမျငဵဆသဳဵ (၁၅)ဦဵဖည ငထဴ 

၆ 



 

ဖွဲ့စညထဵရမညထ။ ထုသပသဂ္ဂုု လထမျငဵသညထ ေဂဟငတညထရှုရငမီ ုု့နယထ သုသ့မဟသတထ ရပထကွကထ သုသ့မဟသတထ 

ေကျဵရငွအသပထစသ၏ သကထဆုသငထရင ကုသယထစငဵလှယထမျငဵ၊ လူမှုေရဵအဖွဲ့အစညထဵမျငဵမှကုသယထစငဵလှယထမျငဵ၊ 

                                          ဌငနဆုသငထရငမျငဵမှကုသယထစငဵလှယထမျငဵ၊ လူမှုေရဵ 

လသပထငနထဵ ကုသ စုတထပါဝငထစငဵ၍ အမှနထတကယထ ပါဝငထေဆငငထရွကထိုသငထသူမျငဵဖည စထရမညထ။ 

စီမဳအသပထချုပထသူ၏တငဝနထဝတ္တရငဵမျငဵ 

၁၅။ စီမဳအသပထချုပထမှုတငဝနထကုသယူထငဵေသင အသပထချုပထေရဵအဖွဲ့သညထ ေအငကထေဖငထပည ပါအချကထ 

မျငဵကုသ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ - 

(က) ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ ကုသယထေရဵမှတထတမထဵမျငဵကုသ လှေုု့ဝှကထသုမထဵဆညထဵထငဵရနထ 

အတွကထ လမထဵေွှနထမှုမျငဵကုသ ေရဵဆွေဲပဵရပါမညထ၊ 

(ခ)  အသစထဝငထေရငကထလငေသင ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵအငဵ လသပထငနထဵ ခွငထမုတထဆကထအစီအစဥထမျငဵ 

ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ ဝနထထမထဵအသစထတုသငထဵသညထ အစမထဵခနထ့ကငလတစထခသတွငထ 

တငဝနထထမထဵေဆငငထကေ ရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ၊ 

(ဂ)  ကေလဵတစထဦဵ ေပျငကထဆသဳဵခည ငထဵ၊ ဖမထဵဆီဵ ခဳရခည ငထဵ၊ ထွကထေပည ဵခည ငထဵိှငထဴ ေသဆသဳဵခည ငထဵ 

မျငဵေပါ်ေပါကထပါက လုသအပထေသင အေရဵယူေဆငငထရွကထမှုမျငဵ ပပည ုလသပထိုသငထရနထ 

သကထဆုသငထရင လူမှုဝနထထမထဵရသဳဵ                                               

ချကထချငထဵ အေကေ ငငထဵကေ ငဵရပါမညထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ၏ ရညထရွယထချကထိှငထဝဴနထေဆငငထမှုမျငဵကုသ             

                     ရှငထဵလငထဵတုကျစွငေဖငထပည ေပဵရပါမညထ၊ 

 (င)  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အငဵ မေတငထမတရငဵပည ုကျငထမဴှုကုသ ကငကွယထရနထအတွကထ ဝနထထမထဵ 

မျငဵလုသကထနငရနထ လမထဵေွှနထမှုိငှထဴ လသပထထသဳဵလသပထနညထဵမျငဵ    ရှငထဵလငထဵစွင ေရဵသငဵ 

ေဖငထပည ပီ ီဵ ဝနထထမထဵအငဵလသဳဵမည ငထသငသညထေဴနရငတွငထ ချတုထဆွဲေဖငထပည ထငဵရပါမညထ၊ 

 (စ)  ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵအငဵကေလဵသူငယထကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထေရဵ အသုပညငေပဵခည ငထဵ 

မျငဵကုသ ေဆငငထရွကထရမညထဖည စထသညထ။ သဳသယရှပုါက ေစငငထဴကေ ညထဴခည ငထဵိှငထ ဴပကေလဵ 

သူငယထမျငဵိှငထ ဴ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူအငဵ သီဵခည ငဵခွဲ၍ ေဆွဵေိွဵခည ငထဵမျငဵ ပပည ုလသပထ 

ရပါမညထ၊ 

 (ဆ)  ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵအတွကထ ထမထဵေဆငငထရမညထဴတငဝနထ၊ လုသကထနငရမညထဴစညထဵကမထဵ၊ ေစငငထ ဴ 

၇ 

၇ 



 

   ထုနထဵရမညထကဴျငထဝဴတထမျငဵကုသ အေသဵစုတထရှငထဵလငထဵစွင ေဖငထပည ေပဵထငဵခည ငထဵဖည ငထဴ 

ထငထရငပမည ငထရငကုသ မှနထဵဆလသပထခည ငထဵေကေ ငငထဴ ပဖည စထေပါ်လငမညထဴ ဆုသဵ ကျုုဵမျငဵကုသ 

ေလျငဴပါဵေစိုသငထပီ ီဵ၊ ဝနထထမထဵတုသ့၏ကျွမထဵကျငထမှုကုသ ထုေရငကထမှုအရှုဆသဳဵ လသပထေဆငငထ 

ေစရပါမညထ။ မှငဵယွငထဵလသပထေဆငငထချကထမျငဵအတွကထ စညထဵကမထဵပုသငထဵဆုသငထရင အေရဵ 

ယူမှုလညထဵ ပပည ုလသပထရပါမညထ၊ 

 (ဇ)  ပပည ငထပဧညထသဴညထမျငဵ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵသုသ့ လငေရငကထလညထပတထသညထဴ 

အချုနထတုသငထဵ သကထဆုသငထရင               ခွငထဴပည ုချကထရယူရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ ေဂဟင 

အတွငထဵလှညထလဴညထစဲထ ဝနထထမထဵတစထဦဵက        ေပဵရပါမညထ၊ 

 (ဈ)ပ  ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ၏ အေခည အေနအငဵ ပသဳမှနထအကဲဖည တထခည ငထဵကုသ အမီ ဲမပည တထ 

ပပည ုလသပထေပဵရပါမညထ။ 

ဝနထထမထဵေရွဵချယထခနထ့ထငဵခည ငထဵ 

၁၆။ စီမဳအသပထချုပထသူမျငဵအေနဖည ငထဴ ဝနထထမထဵေရွဵချယထခနထ့ထငဵရငတွငထ ေအငကထေဖငထပည ပါအချကထ 

မျငဵကုသ ထညထဴသွငထဵစဥထဵစငဵ၍ ေဆငငထရွကထရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ - 

(က)  ဝနထထမထဵ၏ရငထူဵေပါ်မူတညထ၍ အရညထအချငထဵသတထမှတထချကထမျငဵကုသ ထသတထပည နထ 

ထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  ရငထူဵအလုသကထကျွမထဵ ကျငထမှု အတတထပညင/သငထတနထဵသုသ့ပ တကထေရငကထပီ ီဵပဖည စထရ  ၊ 

(သငထတနထဵဆငထဵလကထမှတထ သုသ့မဟသတထ အေထငကထအထငဵ) 

 (ဂ)  ခနထ့အပထမညထဴဝနထထမထဵသညထ ရငဇဝတထမှုကျူဵလွနထခဲဴဖူဵသမူဖည စထေစရ  ၊ 

 (ဃ)  အကျငထဴစငရုတ္တေကငငထဵမွနထေကေ ငငထဵ သကထဆုသငထရင ရပထကွကထ/ေကျဵရငွ             

ရဲစခနထဵေထငကထခဳချကထမျငဵပါရုှရနထ၊ 

 (င)  အနညထဵဆသဳဵ အေခည ခဳပညင                    ပဖည စထရနထ၊ 

 (စ)  ယခငထအလသပထလသပထခဴဲဖူဵသူဖည စထပါက ေပည ငငထဵေရွှ့ရသညထဴ အေကေ ငငထဵရငထဵအငဵ မှတထတမထဵ 

ထငဵရှုရနထ(ပဖည စထိုသငထပါက ယခငထအလသပထမှေထငကထခဳစငပါရှုရနထ)။ 

ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵိှငထဴပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထသူမျငဵ 

၁၇။ ေဂဟငမျငဵတွငထ ဝနထထမထဵဖွဲ့စညထဵပသဳကုသလညထဵ ေဂဟငမှူဵ၊ စငရငထဵကုသငထ၊ပ ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထသူ၊ 

ထမငထဵချကထ၊ပသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵ စသညထဖည ငထဴ ဖွဲ့ စညထဵထငဵရှုရမညထ။ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵိှငထဴ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ ေဆွမျုုဵ 

အသုသငထဵအဝုသငထဵမျငဵကေ ငဵ အဆကထအသွယထမပည တထသွငဵေစရနထ ကွငထဵဆငထဵတငဝနထထမထဵေဆငငထေပဵမညထဴ 

၈ 



 

ကွငထဵဆငထဵဝနထထမထဵတစထဦဵ စီစဲထထငဵရှုရမညထ။ ကေလဵ(၁၅)ဦဵလှေငထ ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထသူ အနညထဵဆသဳဵ 

(၁)ဦဵိှုနထဵဖည ငထ ဴအေခည ခဳ၍ ဖွဲ့စညထဵထငဵရှရုမညထ။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတငဝနထရှသုူမျငဵ၊ပ ဝနထထမထဵ 

မျငဵိှငထ ဴပ ပည ုစသေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵအေနဖည ငထ ဴ ေအငကထပါအချကထမျငဵအတုသငထဵပ ေဆငငထရွကထရမညထ ပဖည စထပါ 

သညထပ-  

 (က)  ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵသညထ                    စုတထပါဝငထစငဵမှုရှသုူမျငဵသင 

ပဖည စထရမညထ၊ 

( ခ)  ဝနထထမထဵတုသငထဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထအခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵဆုသငထရင(CRC)အချကထအလကထ 

မျငဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵိှငထ ဴသကထဆုသငထသညထဴပ ပည ဋ္ဌငနထဵချကထမျငဵ၊ပ ကေလဵသူငယထပ

ကငကွယထေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထေရဵိှငထ ဴပ ပည ုစသေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထေရဵဆုသငထရငပ အသုပညငမျငဵကုသပ

သုရှထုငဵရနထိှငထ ဴပ ေရှဵ ဦဵသူနငပည ုသငထတနထဵအပါအဝငထ အခည ငဵသငထတနထဵမျငဵ 

တကထေရငကထိုသငထရနထ စီစဥထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ။ မသနထစွမထဵ ေသင ကေလဵသူငယထ 

မျငဵကုသေစငငထဴေရှငကထမညထဴ ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵကုသ “                                  

                                                ”မျငဵ၊ပ ပအထူဵမွမထဵမဳ 

သငထတနထဵမျငဵေပဵရမညထ။ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအတွကထ အချုနထအလသဳအေလငကထ 

ေပဵ၍ေနရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ အကူအညီပုသ၍လုသအပထေသင ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသ 

အထူဵေစငငထေဴရှငကထမှုိှငထဴ ဂရသစုသကထမှုေပဵရမညထ၊ 

( ဂ)  ဝနထထမထဵတစထေယငကထအတွကထ ၎ငထဵအမီ ဲေစငငထေဴရှငကထရမညထဴ ကေလဵသူငယထ အေရ 

အတွကထကုသ သတထမှတထေပဵထငဵခည ငထဵဖည ငထဴ ကေလဵသူငယထိှငထဝဴနထထမထဵအကေ ငဵ မုဘိှငထ ဴ

သငဵသမီဵသဖွယထ အေနအထငဵတစထရပထကုသ ဖနထတီဵေပဵိုသငထမညထဖည စထသညထ။ သုသ့ရငတွငထ 

ဘကထလုသကထအေရဵေပဵခည ငထဵမျုု ဵကုသမူ လသဳဵဝေရှငငထကေ ဲထရမညထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထေပဵသူမျငဵသညထ ပသမှဳနထအစညထဵအေဝဵမျငဵကျငထဵပပီ ီဵ ကေလဵသူငယထ 

တုသ့၏ တုသဵ တကထမှုမျငဵကုသေဆွဵ ေိွဵကင လုသအပထချကထမျငဵကုသ မညထသုသ့ဖည ညထဴဆညထဵေပဵရ 

မညထကုသ ေဆွဵေိွဵရမညထ၊ 

( င)  မုမုတုသ့အသပထထုနထဵမှုေအငကထတွငထရှေုသင ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ မုသငဵစသရငဇဝငထ၊ 

ရသပထပုသငထဵဆုသငထရငဖွဳဖီ ုုဵမှု၊ လူမှုေရဵ၊ စုတထပုသငထဵဆုသငထရငခဳစငဵမှုိှငထဴ ယသဳကေ ညထမှုပုသငထဵဆုသငထရင 

စသညထဴအေခည အေနအရပထရပထကုသ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵက မျကထခည ညထမပည တထ ပသဳမှနထ 

၉ 



 

ေစငငထဴကေ ညထေဴပဵပီ ီဵ ေပည ငငထဵလဲလငသညထဴ လကထရှုအေခည အေနကုသ သုရှုထငဵရနထ 

လုသအပထပါမညထ၊ 

(စ)  ေဂဟငမှချမှတထထငဵေသင စညထဵကမထဵမျငဵကုသ ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵက ေလဵစငဵလုသကထနငပခည ငထဵပ

ရှ/ုမရှပုပကြ ီဵကေ ပထေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထ၊ 

(ဆ)  ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထသူမျငဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့ ေပည ငဆုသသညထဘဴငသငစကငဵကုသ 

အေလဵထငဵမှုရှရုမညထ၊ 

(ဇ)  ကေလဵသူငယထပည ုစသပျုု ဵေထငငထေရဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထ ကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထေရဵိှငထ ဴ

သကထဆုသငထသညထဴ အသုပညငမျငဵဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵလငေစရနထ သကထဆုသငထရင လူမှု၀နထထမထဵရသဳဵ ိှငထဴ 

ချတုထဆကထ၍ အသုပညငေပဵေဟငေပည ငပွဲမျငဵ ကျငထဵပေပဵရမညထ၊ 

(ဈ)ပ  ပပည ငထပဗဟသသသတမျငဵရရှေုစေရဵအတွကထ သကထဆုသငထရငဌငနဆုသငထရင အဖွဲ့အစညထဵမျငဵ 

(ကျနထဵမငေရဵ၊ ပမည နထမငိုသငထငဳရဲတပထဖွဲ့ )ိှငထဴချုတထဆကထ၍ အသုပညငေပဵ ေဟငေပည ငပွဲ 

မျငဵ ကျငထဵပေပဵရပါမညထ၊ 

 (ည)  စငကေ ညထဴတုသကထ သုသ့      ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ အလွယထတကူ လကထလှမထဵမီေစရနထ 

သသတ၊ ရသစငအသပထမျငဵ စနစထတကျ စသေဆငငထဵထငဵရှုရပါမညထ၊ 

 (ဋ)  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ ဘ        ရပထတညထိုသငထေစရနထိှငထ ဴ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵ 

ေကျငငထဵေရရှညထဖွဳ့ ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထေစရနထ အသကထေမွဵ၀မထဵေကျငငထဵအေခည ပည ု ၀ငထေငွရ 

လသပထငနထဵမျငဵထငဵရုှရပါမညထ။ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသလညထဵ အသကထေမွဵဝမထဵေကျငငထဵ 

ပညငသငထကေ ငဵေပဵခည ငထဵ အစီအစဥထမျငဵ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရပါမညထ၊ 

 (ဌ)  ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵ၊ပ ပပည ုစသေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵသညထပ ကေလဵသူငယထကငကွယထ 

ေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထေရဵဆုသငထရင သငထတနထဵမျငဵသုသ့ပတကထေရငကထရမညထ၊ 

 (ဍ)  ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသပ   ေနငကထဆသဳဵအဆငထ ပဴ

လကထခဳေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထခည ငထဵသငပဖည စထ၍ပ ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵ၊ပ ပည ုစသေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵသညထပ

ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ ဖွဳ့ ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထမှုတွငထပ မုသငဵစသထဳ ပပည နထလညထေပါငထဵစညထဵေရဵ 

ိှငထ ဴပ ရပထရွငအတွငထဵ အသုပညငေပဵလသပထငနထဵမျငဵကုသပ လူမှုဝနထထမထဵဦဵစီဵဌငနိှငထ ဴ 

ပူဵေပါငထဵ၍ပတစထတပထတစထအငဵပပါဝငထေဆငငထရွကထရမညထ။ 

 

 

၁၀ 



 

အခနထဵ(၅) 

ကေလဵအငဵလကထခဳခည ငထဵ၊ စီမဳခနထ့ခဲွခည ငထဵိှငထဴ မှတထတမထဵပည ုစသခည ငထဵ 

၁၈။ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ၌     လကထခဳ             ချုနထတွငထ 

၎ငထဵိှငထဴပတထသကထေသင ကုသယထေရဵရငဇဝငထကုသ စနစထတကျမှတထတမထဵတငထထငဵ                

လသဳခီ ုဳစုတထချရေသငေနရငတွငထ                              ပဖည စထသညထ။ ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီ 

အတွကထ ကုသယထေရဵမှတထတမထဵမျငဵကုသ (၃)လတစထကြ ုမထစုစစထ၍ ပပည ုစသထငဵရမညထပဖည စထပါသညထ။  

(           ကုသယထေရဵအချကထအလကထမျငဵကုသေနငကထဆကထတွဲ (က)ပဖည ငထဴေဖငထပည ထငဵပါသညထ) 

၁၉။             ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵသညထပ မုဘ                        ပပည နထလညထအပထိှဳခည ငထဵ မပည ုိုသငထ 

သညထ ဴကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအတွကထ သငထေဴလျငထမညထ ဴအစီအစဲထမျငဵကုသ ချမှတထရငတွငထပကေလဵသူငယထ၏ 

အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵအကျုုဵစီဵပွငဵကုသပေရှဵရှုပေဆငငထရွကထရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ။ပ 

၂၀။ ေမွဵစငရငထဵ၊ပ ဥပေဒိှငထ ဴအညီပ ကုသငထေဆငငထသငထ ဴေသငပ ကတထပည ငဵတစထမျုု ဵမျုု ဵပ မရှုေသငပ 

ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အတွကထ ဥပေဒေကေ ငငထဵအရ အေထငကထအထငဵ စငရွကထစငတမထဵမျငဵ ပပည ုလသပထေပဵ 

ရပါမညထ။ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏  သကထတမထဵတစထေလှေငကထတွငထ အိုသငထကျငထဴခဳရမှု ရုှ/မရုှိှငထ ဴကေလဵသူငယထ၏ 

စုတထေနသေဘငထငဵကုသသုေစရနထ အေခည အေနေပါ်မူတညထ၍ အတတထိုသငထဆသဳဵ  ေလဴလငစသဳစမထဵမှုမျငဵ 

ပပည ုလသပထေပဵရပါမညထ။ 

၂၁။ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ၎ငထဵ၏မုသငဵစသ၊ မုတထေဆွမျငဵိှငထဴ ပပည နထလညထအဆကထအသွယထလသပထေပဵရနထ 

စီစဲထထငဵပါက မုသငဵစသိှငထဴပတထသကထပီ ီဵ ေလဴလငစသဳစမထဵထငဵသညထဴ သတငထဵအချကထအလကထမျငဵကုသ 

အေခည ခဳ၍စဲထဵစငဵရပါမညထ။ သတငထဵအချကထအလကထစသေဆငငထဵရင၌ မုဘ၊ မုသငဵစသဝငထမျငဵ၊ ကေလဵ 

သူငယထကုသယထတုသငထ၊ အုမထနီဵနငဵချငထဵိှငထဴသကထဆုသငထရငတုသ့အငဵ ေမဵမည နထဵရနထိှငထဴ ရရှုလငေသငပ ကေလဵိှငထ ဴ 

ပတထသကထသညထ ဴ အချကထအလကထမျငဵအငဵ လှေုု့ဝှကထအဖည စထ မှတထတမထဵတငထ ထုနထဵသုမထဵထငဵရမညထ 

ပဖည စထပါသညထ။ 

၂၂။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထထငဵစဥထကငလအတွငထဵ 

ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ အပည ုအမူိှငထ ဴဘကထစသဖဳွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထမှု အေခည အေနမျငဵကုသ ေလဴလငအကဲဖည တထသညထဴ 

မှတထတမထဵမျငဵကုသ စနစထတကျပည ုစသထငဵရှုရမညထ။ 

 

 

 

၁၁ 



 

ကေလဵအငဵလကထခဳခည ငထဵိှငထဴစီမဳခနထ့ခွဲခည ငထဵ 

၂၃။ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵတွငထ လကထခဳ             ရင၌ 

ထညထသဴွငထဵစဲထဵစငဵရမညထဴ အချကထမျငဵတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ဖည စထရပထအေခည အေနကုသ ေသချငစွင 

စသဳစမထဵ၍ စုစစထမှု ပပည ုလသပထခည ငထဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ လုသအပထေသငအချကထအလကထမျငဵကုသ စနစထတကျ 

ေကငကထယူ၍ စငရငထဵသွငထဵခည ငထဵိှငထဴ  ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဲထမျငဵကုသ  ပပည ုစသထငဵရနထတုသ့  ပဖည စထပါသညထ။ 

အေရဵကြ ီဵဆသဳဵ  မဖည စထမေန ထညထသဴွငထဵစဲထဵစငဵရမညထဴအချကထမှင ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ မုသငဵစသိှငထဴ ၎ငထဵ 

ေမွဵဖွငဵရငရပထရွငတွငထ ပကြ ီဵပည ငထဵေစခည ငထဵ၏ အေရဵပါမှုကုသ ဦဵစငဵေပဵသတထမှတထချကထတစထခသအေနဖည ငထဴ 

ပါဝငထေစရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ။ပ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဲထထငဵရှုခည ငထဵိှငထဴ 

၎ငထဵအစီအစဲထအငဵ ပသဳမနှထေလဴလငသသဳဵသပထခည ငထဵဖည ငထဴ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏အနငဂတထကုသ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵ 

ေကျငငထဵမျငဵမှ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုေပဵသူမျငဵသညထပ ေသချငစွငကြ ုုတငထပည ငထဆငထ၍ ပဳဴပုသဵမှုမျငဵပည ုလသပထ 

ေပဵိုသငထမညထပဖည စထပါသညထ။ အစီအစဥထချမှတထရငတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထ၊ ၎ငထဵ၏အနီဵစပထဆသဳဵမုသငဵစသ 

သုသ့      အသပထထုနထဵသူတုသ့  ပါဝငထရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ ဆိ္ဒ၊ သေဘငထငဵအမည ငထတုသ့အငဵ 

ထညထသဴွငထဵစဥထဵစငဵရနထိှငထဴ ၎ငထဵနငဵလညထလကထခဳိုသငထရနထ ရှငထဵလငထဵေပည ငကေ ငဵရမညထဖည စထသညထ။ ကေလဵ 

သူငယထအတွကထ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထအငဵ အချနုထိှငထဴတေပည ဵညီ ေဆငငထရွကထထငဵခည ငထဵရှု/မရှ ု

ပသဳမနှထသသဳဵ သပထမှုမျငဵ ပပည ုလသပထေပဵရမညထ။ 

ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ေစငငထေဴရှငကထမှုေပဵရနထ  မဳခနထ့ခဲွခည ငထဵ (Child Care Management) 

၂၄။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတုသငထဵတွငထ လကထခဳထငဵေသင ကေလဵသူငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီ 

အတွကထ ၎ငထဵိှငထဴပတထသကထေသင အေကေ ငငထဵအရင၊ အချကထအလကထအငဵလသဳဵကုသပ မှတထတမထဵတငထ 

ထငဵေသင ဖုသငထတွမဲျငဵထငဵရှရုမညထဖည စထေကေ ငငထဵကုသ စနစထတကျ ေရဵသငဵေွှနထကေ ငဵထငဵရမညထ။ ကေလဵ 

သူငယထမျငဵိှငထဴပတထသကထေသင   အချကထအလကထမျငဵကုသ    လှေုု့ဝှကထ   သုမထဵဆညထဵထငဵရှုရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵပ 

ကေလဵသူငယထိှငထဴပတထသကထေသင ဖုသငထတွမဲျငဵပည ုစသရငတွငထ ေအငကထပါအချကထမျငဵ ပါဝငထသငထပဴါသညထ - 

 (က)  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ ကုသယထေရဵရငဇဝငထ                       အမညထ၊ 

ေမွဵသက္ကရ   ၊ ေမွဵဖွငဵသညထေဴနရင၊ ကျငဵ/မ၊ ဓငတထပသဳ၊ မုဘရငထဵချင သုသ့မဟသတထ 

အသပထထုနထဵသူတုသ့၏ အမညထ၊ အလသပထအကုသငထ၊ပ ေနရပထ၊ ေမငငထိှမသငဵချငထဵ၊ ေဆွမျုု ဵ 

သငဵချငထဵိှငထဴ ေဂဟငသုသ့မေရငကထမ        ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုေပဵခဲဴသူ               

             ၊           ၊           (    )                     

                              ၆၆/၆ (     )(            )(           - ) 

၁၂ 



 

(ခ)  ကျနထဵမငေရဵအချကထအလကထမျငဵပဖည စထေသငပ  - ေဂဟငေရငကထရှခုျနုထ ေဆဵစစထချကထ၊ 

ကငကွယထေဆဵထုသဵ မှတထတမထဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ ပသဳမနှထေဆဵစစထချကထမှတထတမထဵမျငဵ၊ 

အထူဵေဆဵကသသမှုပခဳယူေနခည ငထဵရှမုရှ၊ု 

 (ဂ)  ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ေဂဟငတွငထ                             ေလဴလင အကဲ 

ပဖည တထခည ငထဵ ပပည ုလသပထခဲသဴညထဴမှတထတမထဵမျငဵ၊ပ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵသုသ့ ေရငကထရှု 

လငရခည ငထဵ အေကေ ငငထဵအရငထဵ    ၊ 

 (ဃ)                                                                 

                             ၊                                

                                    ၊               /                 ၊ 

 ( )                                  ၍               ၊                  

                                ၊ 

(စ)  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအတွကထ စီစဲထထငဵရှေုသင ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထမှုအစီအစဲထ    ၊ 

ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ပပည နထလညထဆနထဵစစထခည ငထဵ၊ သသဳဵသပထခည ငထဵမျငဵပည ုလသပထရငတွငထ 

ရရှုေသင ေဆွဵေိွဵအကြ ဳပည ုချကထမှတထတမထဵမျငဵ။  

ကေလဵအတွကထေစငငထေဴရှငကထမှုအစီအစ ထဲ (Child Care Plan) 

၂၅။ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတွငထ စတငထလကထခဳသညထဴေန့မှစ၍ 

(၁၄)ရကထ အတွငထဵ ၎ငထဵအတွကထေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဲထကုသ ေရဵဆွဲချမှတထရမညထ။ ထုသသုသ့ေရဵဆွရဲငတွငထ 

ကေလဵ၏ အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵအကျုုဵစီဵပွငဵကုသေရှဵရှု၍ ေအငကထပါအချကထအလကထမျငဵ ပါဝငထရမညထ- 

(ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအတွကထ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုပသဳစဳမျငဵကုသ ေနငကထဆကထတွဲဖည ငထ ဴေဖငထပည ထငဵပါသညထ )  

 ( )   ေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ကငလတုသ၊ ကငလရညှထ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵိုသငထမညထဴပအစီအစဲထ 

မျငဵကုသ တုကျရှငထလငထဵစွင ရညထရွယထချကထိှငထဴတကွေရဵဆွဲရနထ၊ 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ေရဵဆဲွထငဵေသင ရညထရွယထချကထမျငဵကုသ အေကငငထအထညထ 

ေဖငထရငတွငထ အချနုထကငလအတုအကျ ေဖငထပပည ထငဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  တငဝနထရှသုူကုသ ေသချငစွငေရွဵ ချယထ၍ ေဆငငထရွကထရမညထမျငဵကုသ ေသချငစွင သုရှ ု

နငဵလညထေစရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  မုသငဵစသ၊ ေဆွမျုု ဵသငဵချငထဵ၊ ရပထေဆွရပထမျုုဵမျငဵိှငထ ဴ ေတွ့ဆသဳရနထ စီစဲထထငဵရှသုညထဴ 

အချုနထဇယငဵချမှတထထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

၁၃ 

၁၃ 



 

 (င)  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ေမွဵစငရငထဵိှငထဴ အသကထအရွယထအလုသကထရှုရမညထဴ ဥပေဒိှငထ ဴအညီပ

ကုသငထေဆငငထသငထ ဴေသငပကတထပည ငဵတစထမျုု ဵမျုု ဵရရှုိ ုသငထရနထ။ 

၂၆။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ အစီအစဲထမျငဵေရဵဆွဲရငတွငထ ေအငကထပါအချကထမျငဵကုသ ထညထသဴွငထဵ 

စဲထဵစငဵေပဵရမညထ - 

 (က)  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ထငထမည ငထယူဆချကထ၊ 

 (ခ)  ကေလဵသူငယထတွငထ မုဘ သုသ့မဟသတထ အသပထထုနထဵသူ သုသ့မဟသတထ မုသငဵစသဝငထမျငဵ 

ပါဝငထိုသငထပါက ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ထငထမည ငထယူဆချကထိှငထဴ ကနဦဵရရှထုငဵေသင ကေလဵိှငထဴ 

ပတထသကထ     အချကထအလကထမျငဵ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ကေလဵသူငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီ၏ လုသအပထချကထိှငထဴ ၎ငထဵိှငထ ဴသကထဆသုငထေသငပ အချကထ 

အလကထမျငဵ၊ပ 

 (ဃ)  ကေလဵသူငယထဘဝအတွကထ ေရရှညထသသဳဵ သပထမှုမျငဵ၊ ပပည ငထဆငထမှုမျငဵပပည ုလသပထ၍ 

၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ဘဝအငဵ အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ ပဖည စထေစိုသငထမညထဴ အစီအစဥထမျငဵကုသ ေဆငငထရွကထ 

ေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (င)  ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ အေခည အေနေပဵပါက မုသငဵစသ သုသ့မဟသတထ ေဆွမျုု ဵမျငဵိှငထဴ 

ပပည နထလညထေပါငထဵစညထဵေပဵေရဵအငဵပ ဦဵတညထေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ပ 

 (စ)  ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ေရရှညထအစီအစဥထမျငဵ ချမှတထရငတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ 

အသကထအရွယထိှငထ ဴရငထဴကျကထမှုအေပါ်မူတညထ၍ အစီအစဲထမျငဵေရဵဆွဲ   ။ 

ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထချမှတထထငဵေသငအစီအစ ထဲအငဵပည နထလညထသသဳဵ သပထခည ငထဵ(Child Care Review) 

၂၇။ ကေလဵသူငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအတွကထ ချမှတထထငဵေသင အစီအစဲထအငဵ ပပည နထလညထသသဳဵ သပထမှု 

ပပည ုလသပထရငတွငထ ေအငကထပါပသဂ္ဂုု လထမျငဵ ပါဝငထသငထပဴါသညထ - 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏မုဘ သုသ့မဟသတထ အသပထထုနထဵသူ၊ 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ေဆွမျုု ဵသငဵချငထဵမျငဵ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ေဂဟင/ သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမှေကျငငထဵအသပထ/အသပထချုပထသူ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ အနီဵကပထေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုေပဵသူ/ ကေလဵသူငယထိှငထဴ 

ပတထသကထ၍                             ၊ 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ ေကျငငထဵဆရင/ ဆရငမ၊ 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ပဘဝတွငထအေရဵပါသူ။ 

၁၄ 



 

၂၈။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ချမှတထထငဵေသင အစီအစဲထအငဵ ပပည နထလညထသသဳဵ သပထမှု ပပည ုလသပထရင 

တွငထ ယခငထဆသဳဵဖည တထသေဘငတူထငဵေသင အစီအစဲထေပါ်အေခည ခဳ၍ သသဳဵသပထရမညထ။ ကေလဵသူငယထပ

အတွကထ ထငဵရုှခဴဲေသင ရညထမှနထဵချကထမျငဵ အေကငငထအထညထေဖငထပ ေဆငငထရွကထိ ုသငထမှုရုှ/မရုှကုသ ေသချငစွင 

သသဳဵသပထရမညထ။ အေကငငထအထညထေဖါ် ေဆငငထရွကထိုသငထခည ငထဵမရှခုဲပဴါက တငဝနထယူထငဵေသင ပသဂ္ဂုု လထမှ 

အေကေ ငငထဵအရငထဵမျငဵကုသ ရှငထဵလငထဵတငထပည ေဆွဵေိွဵရမညထ။ ေဆွဵေိွဵသသဳဵ သပထမှုပည ုလသပထရငတွငထ ကေလဵ 

သူငယထ၏ တုသဵ တကထမှုမျငဵ၊ စုနထေခါ်မှုအခကထအခဲမျငဵအပါအဝငထ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ ေအငငထမည ငထမှုမျငဵ 

အေပါ်တွငထလညထဵ အသုအမှတထပည ုအငဵေပဵရမညထ။ လငမညထဴလမျငဵအတွကထ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ 

အစီအစဲထမျငဵ၊ ရညထမှနထဵချကထမျငဵကုသ ဆကထလကထချမှတထရမညထ။ ပပည နထလညထသသဳဵသပထမှု ပပည ုလသပထရငတွငထ 

ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ ပါဝငထေဆွဵေိွဵမှုကုသ အငဵေပဵရမညထဖည စထေသငထလညထဵ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ အသကထ 

အရွယထ၊ ရငထဴကျကထမှုိှငထ ဴ ေဆွဵေိွဵမညထဴ အေကေ ငငထဵအရငအေပါ်အေခည ခဳ၍ ဆသဳဵဖည တထရမညထ။ သုသ့ရငတွငထ 

ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ ထငထမည ငထယူဆချကထိှငထဴ အကြ ဳပည ုချကထမျငဵကုသ ထညထသဴွငထဵစဲထဵစငဵ၍ ၎ငထဵအတွကထ 

မညထသညထဴအစီအစဲထမျငဵ ချမှတထထငဵသညထကုသ ပသဳမှနထအသုေပဵရမညထ။ 

 

အခနထဵ(၆) 

ကျနထဵမငေရဵ၊ ပတထဝနထဵကျငထိှငထဴ တစထကုသယထေရသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵ 

ကျနထဵမငေရဵ 

၂၉။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵသုသ့ ေရငကထရှလုငေသင ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵကုသ ေရငကထရှုချုနထမှ 

စ၍ကျနထဵမငေရဵစစထေဆဵေပဵညခငထဵကုသ အေလဵထငဵေဆငငထရွကထသငထဴပါသညထ။ စစထေဆဵချကထမျငဵကုသ 

                          ိှငထဴပူဵတွဲထငဵရှုပီ ီဵေနငကထပုသငထဵတငွထလညထဵ ပသဳမနှထကျနထဵမငေရဵ 

စစထေဆဵချကထမျငဵ ပပည ုလသပထေပဵသွငဵရပါမညထ။ အထူဵေဆဵကသသမှုိှငထ ဴ အေရဵေပါ်ေဆဵကသသမှု 

လုသအပထေသင ကေလဵသူငယထကုသ သကထဆုသငထရငဌငနမျငဵိှငထ ဴ ချုတထဆကထေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထ 

ပဖည စထပါသညထ။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵအေနဖည ငထဴ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ ကျနထဵမငေရဵေစငငထ   

ေရငှကထမှုိငှထ ဴပတထသကထ၍ ေအငကထပါအချကထအလကထမျငဵအတုသငထဵ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ - 

 (က)   ကငကွယထေဆဵပသဳမှနထထုသဵေပဵခည ငထဵကုသ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ၌ လညထဵေကငငထဵ၊  

   နီဵစပထရငကျနထဵမငေရဵဌငနမျငဵတွငထလညထဵေကငငထဵ ပပည ုလသပထေပဵရနထ၊  

 (ခ)  ကေလဵသူငယထတစထဦဵစီ၏ ကျနထဵမငေရဵမှတထတမထဵမျငဵကုသ ပသဳမှနထစုစစထ၍ လှေုု ့ဝှကထ  

   အဖည စထ သုမထဵဆညထဵေပဵရနထ၊  

၁၅ 



 

 (ဂ)  ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵအေနဖည ငထ ဴ အေခည ခဳကျနထဵမငေရဵ                      

ေပဵိုသငထမညထဴ (ပွနထဵပဲဴ/သငမနထဖျငဵနင) ေရှဵ ဦဵသူနငပည ုစသနညထဵ တ ထကျွမထဵနငဵလညထရနထ၊ 

ကျနထဵမငေရဵိှငထဴပတထသကထသညထဴ ဗဟသသသတမျငဵ သုရှထုငဵရနထအတွကထ သငထတနထဵမျငဵ 

ေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ခဳတွငထဵကျနထဵမငေရဵအပါအဝငထ တစထကုသယထေရသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵရှေုအငငထ ေဆငငထရွကထ 

ေပဵရပါမညထ။ ေန့စဲထေရချုု ဵ၊ အဝတထေလှေငထိုသငထရနထ ေရအလသဳအေလငကထ ရရှေုစရနထ၊ပ 

 (င)ပ  ပခည ငထေပါကထပွါဵိုသငထေသင ေနရငမျငဵတွငထ ဖသဳဵ၊သွနထ၊လ  ၊စစထ       ေဂဟငအတွငထဵ/အပည ငထ 

အထူဵသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ 

 (စ)  ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵအငဵ ဘဝတွကထတငကျွမထဵကျငထစရင သငထတနထဵမျငဵေပဵ၍ 

ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအငဵ ဆကထလကထအသုပညငေပဵရနထ။ 

တစထကုသယထေရသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵ 

၃၀။ တစထကုသယထေရသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵအတွကထ အထူဵလုသအပထေသင 

အေခည ခဳကျနထဵမငေရဵ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုဖည စထသညထဴအတွကထ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵအေနဖည ငထဴ 

ေအငကထေဖငထပည ပါအချကထမျငဵိှငထဴအညီ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵသွငဵရမညထ - 

(က)  တစထကုသယထေရသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵအတွကထ လုသအပထေသင ေရချုုဵခနထဵ သသဳဵပစ္စညထဵမျငဵ 

(ဥပမင- မျကထိှငသသတထပသဝါ၊ ဆပထပည င၊ သွငဵတုသကထေဆဵ၊ သီဵသနထ့သွငဵပွတထတဳ) တုသ့ကုသ 

အလသဳအေလငကထ ထငဵရှုေပဵပီ ီဵ တစထဦဵချငထဵသီဵသနထ့အသသဳဵ ပည ုိုသငထေအငငထ စီစဥထေပဵ 

ရနထိှငထ ဴသွငဵပွတထတဳအငဵ (၆)လတစထကြ ုမထ လဲလှယထေပဵရနထ၊ 

(ခ)  ေရချုု ဵခနထဵ မျငဵတညထေဆငကထရင၌ ကေလဵတုသ့၏ကုသယထပုသငထလွတထလပထခွငထဴကုသ မထုခုသကထ 

ေစရနထပအေလဵထငဵေဆငငထရွကထရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ အမျုု ဵသငဵ/အမျုု ဵသမီဵ ေရချုု ဵခနထဵမျငဵ 

သီဵသနထ့ထငဵရှုပီ ီဵ လသဳခီ ုဳမှုရှေုအငငထ အကငအရဳမျငဵထငဵရှုေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  အမုထသငအသသဳဵပည ုပီ ီဵတုသငထဵ လကထကုသဆပထပည ငဖည ငထဴေဆဵေကေ ငရနထ အသုပညငေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

ေရ၊ ဆပထပည ငထငဵရှေုပဵခည ငထဵ၊ တကုသယထေရသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵိှငထ ဴပ ပတထသကထေသငပ အသု 

ပညငေပဵပုသစတငမျငဵ ထငဵရှုေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ ေဟငေပည ငပွဲမျငဵ ကျငထဵပေပဵခည ငထဵမျငဵ၊ 

ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ကေလဵသူငယထ(၁၀)ဦဵလှေငထ အမုထသင(၁)လသဳဵိှုနထဵ ဖည ငထဴ     /        ၍ ကေလဵ 

သူငယထအေရအတွကထအေပါ်မူတညထပပီ ီဵပထငဵရှေုပဵရနထ၊ 

၁၆ 



 

 (င)  ပျုု ေဖငထဝငထစအမျုု ဵသမီဵမျငဵအတွကထ အသကထအရ ယထအလုသကထ ခိ္ဓငကုသယထဇီဝကမတ 

ေပည ငငထဵလဲမှုမျငဵအငဵ နငဵလညထသေဘငေပါကထပီ ီဵ လုသကထေလျငညီေထွဖည စထေစရနထ 

အမျုု ဵသမီဵဝနထထမထဵမျငဵမှ အသုပညငေပဵညခငထဵိှငထဴ အမျုု ဵသမီဵအသသဳဵအေဆငငထ 

ပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသ လစဥထလသဳေလငကထစွင ပဖည ညထဴဆညထဵေပဵ   ၊ 

(စ)  သနထ့ရှငထဵပီ ီဵ အိ္တရငယထကငထဵေသင ေသငကထေရသနထ့ရရှုိုသငထေရဵပစီစဥထေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ပ 

 (ဆ)  သနထ့ရှငထဵပီ ီဵ တစထကုသယထေရကျနထဵမငေရဵိှငထ ဴ ပပည ညထစဴသဳရနထ ချမှတထထငဵေသင နညထဵစနစထ 

အတုသငထဵ အစငဵအေသငကထမျငဵကုသ ေဆဵေကေ င၊ သနထ့စငထ၊ ပပည ငထဆငထချကထပည ုတထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဇ)  သသဳဵစွဲရနထမသငထဴသညထဴ ပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသ အခါအငဵေလျငထစွင စစထေဆဵလဲလှယထေပဵပခည ငထဵ၊ပ

လကထသညထဵညှပထကုသ သီဵသနထ့ထငဵ၍ ပသဳမှနထေဆငငထရွကထိုသငထေရဵပအသုပညငေပဵရနထ၊ပ 

  

                                                                 အခနထဵ(၇) 

အစငဵအစငိှငထဴအငဟငရ 

၃၁။ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ ကျနထဵမငရှငထသနထဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵေစရနထ အငဟငရမှေတေသင အစငဵအစငမျငဵ 

ေကျွဵေမွဵိုသငထေရဵအတွကထ ေအငကထေဖငထပည ပါအေခည ခဳကျေသင အချကထမျငဵိှငထဴအညီ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵ 

ရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ - 

 (က)  အသငဵငါဵတစထပတထ (၂)ပကြ ုမထ၊ ဥ (၁)ပကြ ုမထ၊ ဂျုဳဖည ငထဴပည ုလသပထေသင အစငဵအစင 

(၁)ပကြ ုမထ၊ ကျနထရကထမျငဵတွငထ ပဲ၊ အငလူဵ၊ ဟငထဵသီဵဟငထဵရကွထမျငဵ၊ အငဟငရတနထဖုသဵ  

ပမည ငထဴပီ ီဵ ေဈဵိှုနထဵချုုသငေသင ေဒသထွကထ အစငဵအစငမျငဵ၊ ရငသီေပါ်သီဵိှဳမျငဵ 

ကုသလညထဵ အလျဥထဵသငထဴသလုသ ေကျွဵေမွဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  တစထေန့လှေငထအနညထဵဆသဳဵ  နဳနကထစင၊ ေန့လညထစင၊ ညစငအဖည စထ (၃)ပကြ ုမထ ေကျွဵေမွဵ 

ေပဵရမညထညဖစထပီ ီဵ၊ အဆငေပည အစငဵအစငအဖည စထ ဆနထပည ုတထ၊ သငကူ၊ ရငသီေပါ် 

ေဒသထွကထသီဵိှဳမျငဵ ေကျွဵေမွဵရနထိှငထ ဴအကယထ၍ အဆငေပည ေကျွဵေမွဵမှု အစီအစဥထ 

မရှုပါက ညေနစငေကျွဵေမွဵချုနထကုသ အချုနထညှုိုှုငထဵေကျွဵေမွဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)ပ  စငဵသသဳဵမညထဴအစငဵအစငမျငဵကုသ ေရငဂါပုသဵမွှငဵမျငဵ အိ္တရငယထမှ ကငကွယထေပဵသညထဴ 

အေနဖည ငထဴ အစငဵအစငချကထပည ုတထမညထဴ စငဵဖုသေဆငငထ၊ ထမငထဵစငဵေဆငငထမျငဵကုသ ပခည ငထ၊ 

ယငထ မရှုေစိုသငထေရဵအတွကထ သနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵစနစထတကျ ေဆငငထရွကထရနထိ ှငထ ဴ အစငဵ 

အစင ချကထပည ုတထရငတွငထသနထ့ရှငထဵေသငေရဖည ငထဴအသသဳဵပည ုရနထ၊ 

၁ ၇ 



 

 (ဃ)  အစငမစငဵမီိှငထ ဴ အစငစငဵပီ ီဵတုသငထဵ လကထကုသသနထ့ရှငထဵေအငငထ ဆပထပည ငဖည ငထဴ 

ေဆဵေကေ ငရမညထဴ အေလဴအကျငထဴကုသ ကေလဵတုသငထဵသုရှေုအငငထသငထကေ ငဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (င)  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအငဵ ဆသေပဵ/ဒဏထေပဵသညထဴပသစဳဳမျုု ဵဖည ငထဴ အစငဵအစငမျငဵ 

ေကျွဵေမွဵခည ငထဵမျုု ဵ မဖည စထေစရနထ၊ 

 (စ)  ေမွဵကငထဵစကေလဵသငူယထမျငဵ၊ မသနထစွမထဵ ကေလဵမျငဵ၊ မကျနထဵမငေသင သုသ့မဟသတထ 

အငဟငရချုု ့တဲေဴနသူမျငဵိှငထဴ မုမုတုသ့ရုသဵရငဓေလဴ သုသ့မဟသတထ ဘငသငေရဵကုသဵကွယထ 

မှုေကေ ငငထဴ အစငဵအေသငကထကုသ ေရွဵချယထစငဵသသဳဵရေသင ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ 

အတွကထလညထဵ လုသအပထသလုသစီမဳပည ုလသပထေပဵရနထ။ 

 

အခနထဵ(၈) 

အဝတထအထညထိှငထဴ အုပထယငအသသဳဵ အေဆငငထ 

၃၂။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵအေနဖည ငထဴ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအတွကထ ရငသီဥတသအလုသကထ 

ကျနထဵမငေရဵိှငထဴေလျငထညီေသင အဝတထအထညထ၊ အပုထယငအသသဳဵအေဆငငထပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသ ပဳဴပုသဵေပဵရင 

တွငထ ေအငကထပါအချကထမျငဵိှငထဴအညီ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ - 

 ( )  အပုထယင၊ ေခါငထဵအသဳဵ ၊ ေစငငထ၊ ပခည ငထေထငငထ အစရှသုညထတုသ့ကုသလညထဵ ပပည ညထဴစသစဳွင 

ထငဵရှုပီ ီဵ ပသဳမှနထလစဥထ(၁)လ (၁)ပကြ ုမထိငှထဴ လုသအပထသလုသ ေနလှနထဵ/ေလှေငထဖွတထရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီ လွတထလပထစွင အသသဳဵပည ုိုသငထရနထအတွကထ ကသတငထ၊ ေစငငထ၊ 

ပခည ငထေထငငထ၊ ေခါငထဵအသဳဵ ကုသ သီဵသနထ့စီစဥထေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထိှငထ ဴ အမီ ဲသနထ့ရှငထဵ 

သပထရပထစွငထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  အဝတထအထညထမျငဵ ေလှေငထဖွတထရငတွငထ ေန့စဥထအဖွဲ့လုသကထ တငဝနထေပဵေဆငငထရွကထ 

ေစရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ အသကထအရွယထ၊ ကျငဵ/မ၊ ရငသီဥတသိှငထဴအညီ လုသအပထေသင 

အဝတထအထညထ၊ ထီဵ၊ ဖုနပထ၊ မုသဵကင၊ အေိွဵထညထမျငဵကုသ အနညထဵဆသဳဵ  တစထိှစထလှေငထ 

တစထကြ ုမထ သကထဆုသငထရငေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵမှ                 ၊ 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသလညထဵ အဝတထအထညထ၊ အပုထယငပစ္စညထဵမျငဵ စနစထတကျ 

သနထ့ရှငထဵသပထရပထစွင ထုနထဵသုမထဵသသဳဵ စွဲတတထေစေရဵ သငထကေ ငဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

၁၈ 

၁၈ 



 

 (စ)  ကျငဵ/မအတွငထဵခဳအ၀တထအထညထ ပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသ           ပကြ ုမထ အသစထ 

ထသတထေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ပ အဝတထအထညထမျငဵ ေဟငငထဵိွမထဵ၊ ပျကထစီဵ၊ အခုသဵခဳရပါက အသစထ 

တစထခသဖည ငထဴ အစငဵထုသဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဆ)ပ  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ကုသယထပုသငထပစ္စညထဵမျငဵ သုမထဵဆညထဵရနထအတွကထပ ေသငဴခတထ၍ 

ရေသင သီဵသနထ့ဘီရုသ/ ေသတ္တငမျငဵ ထငဵရှေုပဵရနထ။ 

 

အခနထဵ(၉) 

ပညငေရဵ 

၃၃။ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵ ဖွဳ့ ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထေရဵအတွကထ အဓုကလုသအပထေသင ပညငသငထကေ ငဵ 

ိုသငထခငွထဴရရှေုစရနထ အခွငထဴအလမထဵမျငဵေပဵရမညထဖည စထပပီ ီဵ ေအငကထပါအချကထမျငဵိှငထဴအညီ ေဆငငထရွကထ 

ေပဵရမညထ ပဖည စထပါသညထ - 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသငထဵသညထ (မသနထစွမထဵ သူမျငဵအပါအဝငထ) မုမုတုသ့၏ဉငဏထရညထ 

ဉငဏထေသွဵအလုသကထ အတနထဵေကျငငထဵပညငပကေ ငဵသငထခွငထရဴရုှေအငငထပေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  အတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသုသ့ တကထေရငကထရနထ အရွယထလွနထေနေသင ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ 

အငဵ ေကျငငထဵပည ငထပ ပညငေရဵသငထကေ ငဵေပဵရနထိှငထ ဴကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ အရညထ 

အချငထဵိှငထဴ စုတထဝငထစငဵမှုကုသလုသကထ၍ အသကထေမွဵဝမထဵေကျငငထဵ အတတထပညငမျငဵ 

သငထကေ ငဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  စငကျကထရနထ၊ အမုထစငလသပထရနထအတွကထ တုတထဆုတထပီ ီဵအလငထဵေရငငထ လသေဳလငကထစွင 

ရရှုိုသငထသညထဴ သီဵသနထ့အခနထဵမျငဵ စီစဥထေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ပညငသငထကေ ငဵမှုတွငထအခကထအခဲရှေုသင၊ အငဵနညထဵေသင ကေလဵမျငဵအတွကထ 

လုသအပထေသငစီမဳမှုမျငဵ သုသ့မဟသတထ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏မသနထစွမထဵမှုအမျုု ဵအစငဵအလုသကထသငထကေ ငဵ 

သငထယူမှုအစီအစဥထမျငဵ၊ပသငထေထငကထကူပစ္စညထဵမျငဵထငဵရှုပေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊  

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵပညငသငထယူမှုတွငထအေထငကထအကူပည ုိုသငထမညထဴ ကေလဵဗဟုသပည ု 

သငထကေ ငဵနညထဵစနစထကုသ တတထေမည ငကထေသငသူမျငဵအငဵ အလျဥထဵသငထဴသလုသ ခနထ့အပထ 

ထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

 (စ)  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ အသကထအရွယထိှငထဴလုသကထေလျငညီေထွမှုရုှပီ ီဵ ဖဳွ့ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထမှု 

ကုသလညထဵ အေထငကထအကူဖည စထေစမညထဴ အခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵ၊ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏တငဝနထိ ှငထဴ 

၁၉ 



 

ဝတ္တရငဵမျငဵ၊ တစထကုသယထေရသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵ၊ ကျနထဵမငေရဵအပါအဝငထ အခည ငဵဗဟသသသတ 

ရေစမညထဴ အေကေ ငငထဵအရငမျငဵကုသ ပညငေပဵအေနဖည ငထဴေဟငေပည ငေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဆ)   အတနထဵပညင၊ အသကထေမွဵဝမထဵေကျငငထဵပညငတုသ့ိှငထဴ သကထဆုသငထေသင စငအသပထမျငဵ၊ 

ဖတထမှတထစရငမျငဵကုသ ကေလဵမျငဵအတွကထ အလသဳအေလငကထထငဵရှေုပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဇ)  ကေလဵမျငဵ၏ လစဥထပညငအရညထအချငထဵစစထ ရလဒထမျငဵကုသ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ ကုသယထေရဵ 

ဖုသငထတွငထမှတထတမထဵထငဵရှုရနထိှငထ ဴ ေကျငငထဵတွငထ ကေလဵမျငဵ၏ သငထကေ ငဵမှုအေပါ် 

စုတထဝငထစငဵမှုိှငထ ဴ စညထဵကမထဵလုသကထနငမှု ရှု/မရှု၊ပ ဆရင/ဆရငမျငဵိှငထ ဴ ေတွ့ဆသဳပီ ီဵ 

မှတထတမထဵထငဵရှေုပဵရနထ။ 

 

အခနထဵ(၁၀) 

ကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထေရဵ 

၃၄။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အေပါ်၌ အကေ မထဵဖကထခည ငထဵ၊ မေတငထ 

မတရငဵပည ုကျငထဴခည ငထဵမျငဵ၊ လျစထလျူရှုခည ငထဵ၊ ေခါငထဵပသဳဖည တထခည ငထဵမရှေုစရနထ ကငကွယထေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှု 

ေပဵရပါမညထ။ ေဂဟင/ သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတွငထေနထုသငထေသင ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ ရသပထပုသငထဵ၊ စုတထပုသငထဵ၊ 

စုတထလှုပထရှငဵခဳစငဵမှုပုသငထဵိှငထဴ ယသဳကေ ညထကုသဵ ကွယထမှုပုသငထဵ ပပည ညထဴဝေစရနထ အဓုကတငဝနထယူေဆငငထရွကထ 

ိုသငထေရဵအတွကထ ေအငကထပါအတုသငထဵေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရပါမညထ - 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ ေဘဵအိ္တရငယထအမျုုဵမျုု ဵမှ ကငထဵေဝဵေစေရဵအတွကထ 

လမထဵေွှနထချကထမျငဵ ေရဵဆွဲအေကငငထအထညထေဖငထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  သဘငဝေဘဵိှငထဴပတထသကထ၍ မီဵသတထေဆဵဗူဵ၊ အခည ငဵကငကွယထသညထဴ ပစ္စညထဵမျငဵ 

ထငဵရှုရနထ၊ ပကြ ုုတငထကငကွယထေရဵအသုပညငမျငဵ၊ အသသဳဵပည ုသညထဴနညထဵလမထဵမျငဵ၊ 

ဇငတထတုသကထေလဴကျငထဴခည ငထဵမျငဵ ေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအ ္ိတရငယထကငထဵပီ ီဵ လသဳခီ ုဳမှုရုှစွင ေနထုသငထိုသငထေရဵအတွကထ 

လသပထေဆငငထေပဵသငထသဴညထဴလသပထငနထဵစဥထမျငဵကုသ ချမှတထထငဵပီ ီဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထ 

မျငဵအေပါ် မတရငဵမှုတစထစသတဳစထရင ကျေရငကထခဲဴပါက ေဂဟငအသပထချုပထမှုေကငထမတီ 

မှတစထဆငထ ဴ သကထဆုသငထရငတငဝနထရှုသူမျငဵထဳ အဆငထဴဆငထ ဴ အသုေပဵတငထပည ရနထ၊ပ

ချမှတထထငဵေသင စညထဵကမထဵ/မူဝါဒမျငဵကုသ ချုု ဵေဖငကထပါက အေရဵယူေဆငငထရွကထ 

မညထဴ အစီအစဥထမျငဵကုသလညထဵ ထညထသဴွငထဵထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

၂၀ 



 

 (ဃ)  ဝနထထမထဵတစထဦဵတစထေယငကထ၏ ဆကထဆဳေရဵိှငထဴအပည ုအမူမျငဵမှင လကထမခဳိုသငထစရင 

ရှလုငပါကအခည ငဵဝနထထမထဵမျငဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵိှငထ ဴ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ ေဆွမျုုဵမျငဵက 

ေပည ငဆုသတုသငထကေ ငဵိုသငထခွငထဴရှုေအငငထ နညထဵလမထဵမျငဵစနစထတကျချမှတထေပဵပီ ီဵ လုသအပထ 

ပါက လှေုု့ဝှကထကုစ္စအဖည စထ သတထမှတထကင အေရဵယူေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (င)  ကေလဵမျငဵ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ ခဳစငဵမှု၊ အေတွဵအေခါ်စုတထကူဵိှငထဴ တီထွငထဆနထဵသစထမှု 

မျငဵကုသ လွတထလပထစွငေဖငထထသတထေပည ငဆုသိုသငထရနထ အေလဵထငဵပီ ီဵ ပဳဴပုသဵမှုေပဵိုသငထေသင 

ပတထဝနထဵကျငထမျုုဵရှေုစရနထ၊ 

 (စ)   ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့ကုသ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ မုဘအရငထဵအချငမျငဵ၊ ေဆွမျုု ဵသငဵချငထဵမျငဵ၊ 

မုတထေဆမွျငဵအပါအဝငထ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ အသုသငထဵအဝုသငထဵိှငထဴ အဆကထအသွယထမပည တထ 

ေစေရဵအတွကထပေဂဟင/ သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ၏ ပကြ ီဵကေ ပထမှုေအငကထတွငထ စီမဳေပဵရနထပ

ိှငထ ဴပထုသသုသ့အဆကထအသွယထလသပထခည ငထဵဖည ငထဴလညထဵ ကေလဵသူငယထအေပါ် တစထစသဳတစထရင 

ေဘဵအိ္တရငယထ မကျေရငကထေစရနထ၊ 

 (ဆ)  ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထသူမျငဵအငဵ ကျငဵ/မသီဵသနထ့ခွဲခည ငဵ ထငဵရှုရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ 

ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵ လုသကထနငရမညထဴ ကျငထဴဝတထ၊ တငဝနထတုသ့အငဵ ေသချငစွင 

ဖတထရှု၍ လကထမှတထေရဵထုသဵထငဵရှုရနထ။ 

 

အခနထဵ(၁၁) 

ပူဵေပါငထဵပါဝငထေဆငငထရွကထခည ငထဵ 

၃၅။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့  ပူဵေပါငထဵပါဝငထေဆငငထရွကထမှု 

ရှလုငေစရနထ ေအငကထပါအတုသငထဵ အခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵေပဵရမညထ - 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသမုမုတုသ့ဘဝအတွကထ ကုသယထပုသငထဆသဳဵ ဖည တထချကထချိုသငထရနထ၊ အနငဂတထ 

အစီအစဲထေရဵဆွဲတတထေစရနထ၊ မုမုတုသ့ေနထုသငထရင ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ၏ 

လသပထငနထဵ လညထပတထပသဳမျငဵအေပါ်၌ပ ေပည ငဆုသအကြ ဳေပဵိုသငထမှုမျငဵပ ပ ရှလုငေစရနထ 

အငဵေပဵကူညီမှုပည ုရမညထပဖည စထပီ ီဵ မညထသညထဴကေလဵတစထဦဵတစထေယငကထကုသမှေ 

ကုသယထပုသငထအေတွဵအမည ငထမျငဵကုသ ထသတထေဖငထိ ုသငထစွမထဵမရှသုူဟူ၍ သတထမှတထခည ငထဵ 

မပည ုရနထ၊ 

 

၂၁ 



 

 (ခ)  ေ ဂ ဟ င/သင ထတနထဵေက ျ ငငထ ဵ အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ လည ထပ တထိုသင ထရနထ လု သအပထမည ထဴ စ ညထဵ ကမ ထဵ 

မျငဵ သငမက စည ထဵက မထဵခ ျုု ဵ ေဖငကထလှေငထ ကြ ုဳ ေတွ့ ရမည ထဴ အကျ ုုဵ ဆကထ မျငဵ ကုသပ ါ 

ကေ လဵ သူငယ ထမျငဵ ိှငထဴ ၎ ငထဵ တုသ့ အ ငဵ ပပည ု စသေစငငထ ဴေရှ ငကထသူမျ ငဵ က ဝုသငထဵဝန ထဵတုသငထပ င ထ 

ေဆွဵေိ ွဵ ပကေ ရ နထိှငထ ဴပ ချမှ တထေသင စည ထဵက မထဵမ ျငဵ ကုသ ကေ လဵ သူငယ ထတု သ့ ပမည ငထိုသငထသ ည ထဴ 

ေနရငမျ ငဵ တွငထ ထ ငဵ ရှ ုေပဵ ရနထ ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့ ၏ အသကထအရွယထအလုသကထ အသပထစသဖဲွ့၍ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ 

အတွငထဵ သနထ့ ရှငထဵမှုိ ှငထ ဴ လသဳ ခီ ုဳ မှု ရှေုစ ရန ထ က ေ လ ဵ သူငယ ထမျငဵ      ညှုိုှုငထဵ ေ ဆွဵ ေိွဵ 

မှုမျငဵ ပပည ု လသပထေပဵ ၍ အသကထအရွယထ အလုသကထ တငဝနထမျငဵခဲွေဝေပဵရနထ  

(၎ငထဵတငဝနထမျငဵေ ကေ ငငထဴ ကေလဵမျငဵ၏ အ ခည ငဵ လသ ပထေဆငငထခ ျကထမျ ငဵ ကုသ အ ေိှင င ထ ဴ

အယှကထ မ ဖည စထေစ ရ)  

 (ဃ)  က ေ လ ဵ သူငယ ထမျငဵ ေ နထုသငထ ရ ငအခ နထဵက ုသလည ထဵ ေက ငငထဵ ၊ အေဆ ငကထ အအသဳက ုသ 

လည ထဵေက ငငထဵ ပကြ ီဵ ကေ ပထ သူမျငဵ ၏ခွငထဴ ပည ု ချကထ ဖည ငထ ဴ အလှဆငထမမွ ထဵမဳရ ငတ ွငထ ပါဝငထ 

ခွငထဴေပဵ ရန ထ၊ 

 (င )  မုသငဵစသဝင ထမျ ငဵ ိှငထဴ ပပည နထ လည ထေပါငထဵစည ထဵေရဵ၊ ရပထရ ွငအတ ွငထဵ ပည န ထလညထဝ ငထဆဳဴ ေ ရဵ 

စသ ညထဴကုစ္စမျုုဵ တ ုသ့ တွငထ ကေ လဵ သူငယ ထကုသယထ တုသငထ ဆသဳဵ ဖည တထချ ကထချို သငထခွငထဴ ၊ မုမ ု၏ 

အ မည ငထိှငထ ဴ သေ ဘငထ ငဵ ကုသ တငထ ပည ိ ုသငထခွင ထရဴ ှု ရနထ ၊ 

 (စ)  ကေ လဵ သူငယ ထတုသ့ ေ ဆွဵ ေ ိွဵလ ုသေသ င အေ ကေ ငင ထဵအရ ငမျ ငဵ ကုသ စငေ ရဵ တငထ ပည ိုသငထ ရ န ထ 

အတွက ထ အ ကြ ဳ ပည ု စငပ သဳဵ ကုသ ေ ဂ ဟ င/သင ထတန ထဵေက ျငငထဵ တ ုသငထဵ တ ွငထ ထ ငဵ ရှု ေပဵ ရမည ထ 

ပဖည စထ ပီ ီဵ ထုသ အေ ကေ ငငထဵ အရ ငမျ ငဵ အငဵ ကေ လဵ မျငဵ ိှ င  ထဴအ တူ ဝုသငထဵဝ နထဵေဆွဵေ ိွဵ အေ ဖည  

ရှငရ နထ၊                             ရ နထ 

 (ဆ)  အခမထဵအနငဵမျငဵ၊ ေပျငထပဲွရွှ ငထပဲွမျငဵိှငထ ဴေန့ထူဵေန့ မည တထ (ဥပမင-သ ကြ  နထ၊ သီတငထဵကျွတထ) 

ပွဲေတ ငထ မျ ငဵ တ ွငထကေလ ဵ တုသ့ ၏ဆိ္ဒ အေလျ ငကထ ပါဝ ငထဆငထိွှခဲ ွငထဴ ပည ု ရနထ ၊ 

(ဇ)  ကေ လဵ သူငယ ထတုသငထဵ သ ညထ မုမု တုသ့ ယသ ဳ ကေ ညထိ ှစထသ ကထရင ဘငသ ငတ ရ ငဵ ကုသ ကုသဵက ွယ ထ 

ိုသငထခငွထဴ ရှု ရမည ထ။ ထု သ့အ တွ ကထ ခွဲ ခည ငဵ ဆကထဆ ဳခဳ ရ ခည ငထဵ မျုု ဵ မရှုေစရ။ 

 

 

 

၂၂ 



 

အခနထဵ(၁၂) 

ကစငဵခည ငထဵိှငထဴ အပနထဵေဖည ခည ငထဵ 

၃၆။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵတွငထ လကထခဳေစငငထဴေရှငကထထငဵေသင ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ 

ဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထေရဵအတွကထ အငဵလပထချုနထမျငဵတွငထ ကစငဵခည ငထဵ၊ အပနထဵေဖည ခည ငထဵမျငဵကုသ တင၀နထရှသုူမျငဵ 

အေနဖည ငထဴ ေအငကထပါအတုသငထဵ စီစဥထေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ - 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသေန့စဲထအနညထဵဆသဳဵ တစထနငရီကစငဵခွငထဴေပဵပခည ငထဵ၊ပ ေကျငငထဵပုတထ 

ရကထမျငဵတွငထ ကစငဵချုနထပုသေပဵပခည ငထဵ၊ပ ပ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ စုတထကူဵစုတထသနထဵဖည ငထဴ 

ကစငဵလုသေသင ကစငဵနညထဵမျငဵကုသ ေရွဵ ချယထကစငဵခွငထဴရှုပီ ီဵ သငထေဴလျငထေသင 

အငဵကစငဵပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသလညထဵ စီမဳထငဵရှုေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  ကုသယထပုသငထဖနထတီဵမှုအတွကထလုသအပထေသင စက္ကူ၊ ခဲေရငငထစသ၊ဳ ေဆဵေရငငထစသဳ၊ ေကငထိ ှငထဴ 

အခည ငဵပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသလညထဵ ပဳဴပုသဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ပပည ငထပဗဟသသသတရရှေုစမညထဴ ေလဴလငေရဵခရီဵစဥထ၊ ေပျငထပွဲစငဵတုသ့ကုသလညထဵ အခါအငဵ 

ေလျငထစွင စီစဲထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအပနထဵေဖည ိုသငထေရဵိှငထ ဴ ဗဟသသသတရရှုိ ုသငထေရဵအတွကထ ရသပထမည ငထ 

သဳကေ ငဵ(TV) ိှငထဴ DVD၊  ၎ငထဵတုသ့အသကထအရွယထိ ှငထ ဴ လုသကထဖကထမညထဴ စငအသပထ 

စငတမထဵ၊ မဂ္ဂဇငထဵ၊ သတငထဵစင၊ ဂျငနယထမျငဵ ဖတထရှုိုသငထရနထ စီစဥထထငဵရှေုပဵရနထ၊ 

 (င)  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ပ အသကထအရွယထိှငထဴကုသကထညီသညထဴ ေဘဵပတထဝနထဵကျငထမှ ပပည ုလသပထ 

ေသင အပနထဵေဖည လှုပထရှငဵမှုမျငဵတွငထ မုမုဆိ္ဒအေလှေငကထ ပါဝငထိုသငထခွငထဴရှုရနထ၊ 

 (စ)  မသနထစွမထဵ ေသင ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအေနဖည ငထဴလညထဵ လှုပထရှငဵမှုတုသငထဵတွငထ ပါဝငထ 

ိုသငထရနထ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမှကူညီပဳပဴုသဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဆ)  တုသငထဵေဒသကြ ီဵ/ပပည ညထနယထ/ခရုသငထ/ပမီ ုု့နယထအတွငထဵ၌ တညထေထငငထဖွငထဴလှစထထငဵေသင 

ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵမှ ကေလဵသူငယထအချငထဵချငထဵ ရငထဵိှီဵချစထကေ ညထမှု 

ရရှုေစရနထိှငထဴအခည ငဵ ေဂဟင/       ေကျငငထဵမျငဵ၏ ေဆငငထရွကထထငဵရှမုှုမျငဵကုသ 

ေလဴလငကေ ညထဴရှုိုသငထရနထအတွကထ ေဂဟင/       ေကျငငထဵအချငထဵချငထဵ ေလဴလင 

ေရဵအစီအစဥထ သုသ့မဟသတထ ေမည ဧရယုငကျယထဝနထဵသညထဴ ေဂဟင/       ေကျငငထဵ 

တွငထစသေဝဵပီ ီဵ ေပျငထပွဲရွှငထပွဲမျငဵကုသ အခါအငဵေလျငထစွငေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ။ 

 

၂ ၃ 



 

အခနထဵ(၁၃) 

ရပထရွငမုသငဵစသိှငထဴပသမဳှနထဆကထသွယထခည ငထဵ၊ မုသငဵစသိှငထဴပည နထလညထေပါငထဵစညထဵေရဵ 

၃၇။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထအမျငဵစသအတွကထ မုသငဵစသိှငထ ဴ

ေဝဵကွငစဲထ ေခတ္တအသပထထုနထဵေစငငထေဴရှငကထေသင ေနရငမျငဵသငဖည စထသငထဴပါသညထ။ အဓုကအငဵဖည ငထဴ 

ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အငဵ မုသငဵစသိှငထဴအမည နထဆသဳဵပည နထလညထေပါငထဵစညထဵေပဵရနထ ေအငကထပါအတုသငထဵ 

ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ - 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အငဵ မုသငဵစသ သုသ့မဟသတထ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏အသုသငထဵအဝုသငထဵမျငဵက အသပထထုနထဵ 

ေစငငထေဴရှငကထမှု ပပည နထလညထေပဵိုသငထရနထ ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵက အစွမထဵကသနထ ပကြ ုုဵစငဵ ရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  စွနထ့ပစထခဳရေသင ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ မုဘမျငဵ၊ မုသငဵစသမျငဵအေကေ ငငထဵကုသ 

ေဂဟငသုသ့ ကေလဵသူငယထေရငကထလငချုနထမှစ၍ စသဳစမထဵရှငေဖွသငထဴပီ ီဵ ပဖည စထိုသငထပါက 

မုသငဵစသ ပပည နထလညထေပါငထဵဆသေဳပဵိုသငထရနထ ပကြ ုုဵစငဵေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ကေလဵမှမုသငဵစသထဳ သွငဵေရငကထလညထပတထိုသငထေရဵအတွကထပ ကသနထကျမညထဴခရီဵစရုတထ 

မျငဵကုသ စီစဥထေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ အမုထေထငငထစသလူဦဵေရစငရငထဵ၊                          

                                                              ၊ 

 ( )  ေဂဟငသုသ့ကေလဵသူငယထ စတငထေရငကထရှသုညထဴအချုနထမှစ၍ မုသငဵစသ/ေဆွမျုု ဵ 

သငဵချငထဵမျငဵိှငထ ဴပ ပပည နထလညထပူဵေပါငထဵေပဵေရဵအစီအစဲထကုသ ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵက 

ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအတွကထ ေရဵဆွေဲဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (စ)  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အငဵ မုသငဵစသိှငထ ဴပ ပပည နထလညထေပါငထဵစညထဵေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ပ ပ ရပထရွငအတွငထဵ 

ပပည နထလညထဝငထဆဳဴလငိုသငထခည ငထဵတုသ့  ေဆငငထရွကထရငတွငထ တငဝနထရှပုသဂ္ဂုုလထမှ မုသငဵစသ၊ 

ရပထရွငသုသ့ဦဵစွငပ သွငဵေရငကထေတွ့ဆသဳထငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ လုသအပထေသင ိှစထသုမထ ဴ

ေဆွဵေိွဵမှုမျငဵပည ုလသပထေပဵရနထိှငထ ဴ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ပပည နထလညထအပထိှဳပီ ီဵသညထဴ 

ေနငကထပုသငထဵတွငထလညထဵ ပသဳမနှထသွငဵေရငကထ ေလဴလငလညထပတထခည ငထဵမျငဵကုသ အချုနထ 

အတုသငထဵအတငတစထခသအထု ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဆ)  မုသငဵစသအတွငထဵ၌ အိုသငထကျငထမဴှုိှငထဴ လျစထလျူ ရှုထငဵမှုမျငဵမရုှေကေ ငငထဵ သုရုှရပါက 

အနညထဵဆသဳဵ  တစထိှစထတစထပကြ ုမထ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အမုထပည နထိုသငထရနထ အငဵေပဵပဳဴပုသဵရနထ၊ 

၂၄ 



 

 (ဇ)  မုဘမျငဵ၊ အသပထထုနထဵသူမျငဵိှငထဴ ေဆွမျုု ဵမျငဵကုသလညထဵ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့ထဳ 

အလညထအပတထ လငေရငကထိုသငထေရဵပအငဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဈ)  မုသငဵစသတစထစသထမဲှ ေပါကထဖွငဵလငေသင လုငထတသူညထဴကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသ 

ပဖည စထိုသငထပါက ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတစထခသထဲတွငထ တစထေဆငငထထဲ၊ တစထခနထဵ ထဲ 

အတူတူ ထငဵေပဵရနထ၊ပ 

 (ည)  တုသငထဵရငထဵသငဵလူမျုုဵစသမျငဵေနထုသငထရငေဒသမှ ေရငကထရုှလငေသင ကေလဵသူငယထပ

မျငဵကုသ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ဘငသငစကငဵ ေပည ငိုသငထေအငငထ ပဳဴပုသဵေပဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊ပ ပ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ 

ရုသဵ ရငဓေလဴထသဳဵ စဳမျငဵိှငထဴ ဘငသငတရငဵတုသ့ကုသ လုသကထစငဵခွငထဴရှေုအငငထ အငဵေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဋ)  ပပည နထလညထအပထိှဳခည ငထဵအငဵ ေဂဟငကြ ီဵကေ ပထမှုေကငထမတီမှ ဆသဳဵ ဖည တထရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ 

ေဆငငထရွကထပီ ီဵေကေ ငငထဵ အေကေ ငငထဵကေ ငဵသညထစဴငအငဵ ေဂဟငရှုရင တုသငထဵေဒသကြ ီဵ/ 

ပပည ညထနယထလူမှုဝနထထမထဵရသဳဵ သုသ့ ေပဵပုသ့ရနထ၊ပ 

 (ဌ)  ကေလဵအသစထ              ေရငကထ   သညထဴအေကေ ငငထဵရငထဵ၊ လငေရငကထ 

ပုသ့ေဆငငထသူ၊ ရပထ    /ေကျဵရွငမှ ေထငကထခဳချကထတုသ့ဖည ငထဴ စနစထတကျ မှတထတမထဵ 

တငထထငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ ပပည နထလညထအပထိဳှပါက ခုသငထလသေဳသငအေထငကထအထငဵပါရုှရနထ 

ိှငထ ဴပ လငေရငကထေခါ်ေဆငငထသူ၏ ကတုခဳဝနထချကထ၊ သကထဆုသငထရင ရပထကွကထ/ေကျဵရွငပ

အသပထချုပထေရဵမှူဵ၏ ေထငကထခဳချကထတုသ့ပါရှုရနထ၊ပ 

 (ဍ)  ေဂဟငသုသ့ဝငထ/ထွကထေနသညထ ဴ                  /            အငဵ စနစထတကျ 

မှတထတမထဵထငဵရှုရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ ေဂဟငအသပထချုပထေရဵအဖွဲ့ထဳ ေလှေငကထထငဵ၍ပ

ေလှေငကထထငဵသူအငဵစုစစထပခည ငထဵိှငထ ဴပခွငထဴပည ုခည ငထဵ/ပငည ငထဵပယထခည ငထဵတုသ့ကုသ ေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ 

 (ဎ)  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့က မုဘေဆမွျုု ဵမျငဵကုသ ေတွ့လုသလှေငထ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ အကျငထ ဴ

စငရုတ္တိှငထဴ စညထဵကမထဵလုသကထနငမှုေပါ်မူတညထ၍ သငထဴေလျငထသလုသ စီစဲထေဆငငထရွကထပ

ေပဵရနထ၊ပ 

 (ဏ)  ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵပည ငထပရှု အမုထနီဵချငထဵမျငဵ၊ ေကျငငထဵမှ 

သူငယထချငထဵမျငဵ၊ ပတထဝနထဵကျငထမှသူငယထချငထဵမျငဵိှငထဴ လွတထလပထစွငမုတထေဆဖွွဲ့ခွငထဴ 

ရှုိ ုသငထေရဵိှငထဴ မုသငဵစသ၊ သူငယထချငထဵမျငဵိှငထဴလညထဵ လွတထလပထစွငေတွ့ခွငထဴရှုေရဵပ

အတွကထသငထဴေလျငထေသင အချုနထသတထမှတထေပဵထငဵရပါမညထပဖည စထပီ ီဵ ဤသုသ့ေတွ့ဆသဳခွငထဴ 

၂၅ 



 

မျုု ဵေပဵရငတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ လသဳခီ ုဳမှုကုသစုသဵ ရုမထရေသင အေခည အေနမျုု ဵမဖည စထ 

ေစရနထ။ 

အခနထဵ(၁၄) 

အပည ုအမူထုနထဵေကျငငထဵေပဵခည ငထဵ 

၃၈။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအတွကထ ေအငကထေဖငထပည ပါ 

အပည ုအမူပည ုပည ငထထုနထဵေကျငငထဵမှုမျငဵအငဵ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထ  - 

 ( )  လူမှုေရဵနယထပယထတွငထ အမျငဵလကထခဳေသင အေနအထုသငထ၊ အပည ုအမူမျုု ဵရှုလငေစရနထ  

ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အငဵ  ေွှနထကေ ငဵဆသဳဵမေပဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊  မသငထဴေလျငထေသင အေန    

အထုသငထအပည ုအမူမျငဵရှလုငပါက ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵက ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ အကေ မထဵဖကထ 

မှုမပါပဲ အပည ုသေဘငေဆငငထသညထဴ ပသ ဳ မျုု ဵဖည ငထဴသင      ဆုသဆကထဆဳရနထ၊ပ 

 (ခ)  ေအငကထေဖငထပည ပါ နညထဵလမထဵမျုု ဵဖည ငထဴ ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ အေနအထုသငထ၊ အပည ုအမူကုသ  

   ထုနထဵကွပထခည ငထဵအငဵ ေရငှငထကေ ဲထရနထပ-  

   (၁)  ရုသကထိှကထဆသဳဵမပည စထဒဏထေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၂)  တစထေယငကထတညထဵ အခနထဵပုတထထငဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၃)  တသတထေိှငငထထငဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၄)  ေကျငငထဵသုသ့ေပဵမသွငဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၅)  အစငမေကျွဵ၊ ေရမတုသကထဘဲထငဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၆) အပုထစကထခွငထမဴေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၇)ပပပပ မသငထဴေလျငထေသငအဝတထအစငဵမျငဵဝတထခုသငထဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၈) ကေလဵသူငယထ၏အငဵနညထဵချကထအေပါ် ိုှ   ချေပည ငဆုသ၍ သုမထငယထအရှကထရ 

ေစခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၉) ေဆဵကသသမှုမေပဵဘဲထငဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၁၀) ကေလဵအချငထဵချငထဵအပည စထေပဵခုသငထဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၁၁) ရုသငထဵပျညစထညမထဵေသင စကငဵလသဳဵ မျငဵသသဳဵ၍ ပခီ ုမထဵေခည ငကထခည ငထဵ၊ 

   (၁၂) ေခါငထဵပသဳဖည တထအမည တထထသတထခည ငထဵ။ 

၂၆ 



 

 (ဂ)  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵသညထ သငထေဴလျငထေသင ထုနထဵေကျငငထဵမှုိှငထေဴွှနထပည ဆသဳဵ မမှုကုသ ရရုှိုသငထ 

ပပီ ီဵ၊ပ စညထဵကမထဵချမှတထရင၌ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ကြ ီဵထွငဵဖဳွ့ဖီ ုုဵမှုိှငထဴ ရငထဴကျကထမှု 

တုသဵ တကထေရဵကုသသငဦဵတညထရနထိှငထ ဴ ေကေ ငကထရဳွ့ပီ ီဵ              ခဳစငဵမှု မဖည စထေစရနထ၊  

 (ဃ)  မညထသညထဴအပည ုအမူမျုုဵသညထ မမှနထကနထေကေ ငငထဵ၊ မသငထဴေလျငထေကေ ငငထဵ၊ အမျငဵက 

လကထမခဳိုသငထေကေ ငငထဵကုသ ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵက ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့အငဵ နငဵလညထသေဘငပ

ေပါကထေအငငထပရှငထဵပည ေပဵရနထ၊ပ 

 (င)  ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ အပည ုအမူိှငထပဴတထသကထေသင ေဝဖနထေပည ငဆုသမှုမျငဵကုသ အခည ငဵ 

ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵိှငထဴ လူအမျငဵေရှ့ တွငထ မပည ုလသပထရနထ၊ 

 (စ)  ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵ၏ စညထဵမျဲထဵစညထဵကမထဵမျငဵကုသ ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵအငဵလသဳဵ 

ေလဴလငမှတထသငဵထငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ ၎ငထဵတုသ့ကုသယထတုသငထသညထပ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ 

အတွကထ စဳပည အဖည စထေနထုသငထရနထ။ 

 

အခနထဵ(၁၅) 

ဝငထဵခီ ဳဥပစငိှငထ ဴ အေဆငကထအအသဳ 

၃၉။ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ အိ္တရငယထကငထဵပီ ီဵ စုတထချလသဳ ခီ ုဳစွငေနထုသငထိုသငထေရဵအတွကထ ေအငကထပါ 

အတုသငထဵေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ -  

 (က)  ဝငထဵခီ ဳဥပစင ။ပပပေအငကထပါသတထမှတထချကထမျငဵပပါဝငထသညထပ- 

    (၁) ေ ဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵသညထ မုမုတုသ့ပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထေပဵမညထဴ 

ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ ေနထုသငထရနထအတွကထ လသဳေလငကထသညထဴ ေမည အကျယထ 

အဝနထဵ၊ အေဆငကထအအသဳိှငထ ဴပ ေဆငဴကစငဵိုသငထရနထအတွကထလညထဵ လသဳေလငကထ 

ေသငေနရငရရှုိ ုသငထေရဵပေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ပ 

   (၂) ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵအတွငထဵ၌ သနထ့ရှငထဵေသငေရ၊ လှေပထစစထမီဵ 

သုသ့မဟသတထ မီဵအငဵေပဵစကထ၊ စနစထတကျပည ုလသပထထငဵေသင မုလ္လင၊ ေရေမည ငငထဵ 

ိှငထ ဴေရ    စနွထ့စနစထမျငဵထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

   (၃) ေရအုသငထ၊ ေရကနထ၊ ိွဳ၊ ေရတွငထဵစေသင အိ္တရငယထဖည စထေစိုသငထသညထ ဴ ေနရင 

မျငဵကုသ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ မေရငကထရှုိ ုသငထေစရနထ စနစထတကျ ပခီ ဳဝငထဵ 

ခတထထငဵေပဵရနထ၊ပ 

၂ ၇ 



 

   (၄) ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသ  ပခီ ဳဝငထဵအတွငထဵ အိ္တရငယထကငထဵစွင ထငဵရှုိ ုသငထရနထ 

ပခီ ဳစညထဵရုသဵ မျငဵကုသ        ခတထထငဵရနထ၊ပ 

   (၅)                                                     

                             ။ 

 (ခ)     အေဆငကထအအသဳိ ှငထဴပရုေဘငဂပစ္စညထဵ။  ေအငကထပါသတထမှတထချကထမျငဵပါဝငထသညထပ- 

   (၁) အေဆငကထအအသဳမျငဵသညထ ခုသငထခနထ့ေကငငထဵမွနထပီ ီဵ ိုသငထငဳေတငထ၏ ပျမထဵမှေ 

ေနထုသငထမှု အဆငထဴအတနထဵိှငထဴကုသကထညီမှုရှုရနထ၊ပ 

   (၂) အေဆငကထအအသဳမျငဵတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵကုသ လသဳခီ ုဳမှုအပည ညထဴအဝ 

ေပဵိုသငထမညထ ဴ စနစထမျငဵကုသ အသသဳဵပည ုရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊ အခနထဵတုသငထဵသညထ 

လသဳေလငကထသညထ ဴ အလငထဵေရငငထိှငထဴ ေလဝငထေလထွကထ ေကငငထဵေအငငထ 

လညထဵပပည ုလသပထထငဵေပဵရနထ၊ပ 

   (၃) အေဆငကထအအသဳမျငဵတွငထ လသဳခီ ုဳမှု၊ ပကြ ဳ့ခုသငထမှုိှငထဴပ သဘငဝေဘဵဒဏထ 

ခဳိုသငထမှု ရှု/မရှု ိှငထဴ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ လသဳ ခီ ုဳမှုအတွကထ စစထေဆဵသညထဴ 

အစီအစဥထမျငဵ ထငဵရှု ေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ပ 

   (၄) အေဆငကထအအသဳသညထပ မသနထစွမထဵကေလဵမျငဵအတွကထပ အလွယထတကူပ

ဝငထေရငကထသွငဵလငိုသငထေအငငထပ ေဆငငထရွကထထငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵပ ပရုေဘငဂ 

ပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသလညထဵပ မသနထစွမထဵကေလဵမျငဵပ လကထလှမထဵမီပ လွယထကူစွင 

သသဳဵစွဲိုသငထေအငငထပစီမဳထငဵရှေုပဵရနထ၊  

   (၅) မသနထစွမထဵ ကေလဵမျငဵအပါအဝငထ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵလသဳဵ အချနုထမေရွဵ 

အသသဳဵပည ုိုသငထမညထဴ အမုထသင၊ ေရချုုဵခနထဵ တုသ့ကုသ စီစဲထေပဵထငဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ 

အမုထသငိှငထဴ ေရချုု ဵခနထဵ မျငဵကုသ     /        ၍ သီဵခည ငဵထငဵရှုရနထ၊ပ 

   (၆) အဝတထလှနထဵရနထ အဝတထတနထဵမျငဵအလသအဳေလငကထထငဵရှုေပဵရနထ၊ပ 

   (၇) ကေလဵသူငယထအေရအတွကထိှငထဴ ကုသကထညီသညထဴ အပုထခနထဵအကျယထအဝနထဵ၊ 

လသဳေလငကထသညထ ဴအကျယထအဝနထဵရှုေသင ထမငထဵစငဵခနထဵ ထငဵရှေုပဵရနထ၊ပ 

   (၈) ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအတွကထ အသကထအရွယထအလုသကထ ေလဴလငဖတထရှုိုသငထေသင 

သသတ/ရသစငအသပထ၊ မဂ္ဂဇငထဵ၊ ဂျငနယထမျငဵထငဵရှုိုသငထမညထ ဴ စငကေ ညထဴတုသကထ 

တစထခသလညထဵထငဵရှုပီ ီဵ အချနုထမေရွဵဖတထရှုိုသငထေရဵပစီစဥထေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

၂ ၈ 



 

   (၉)  ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့၏ ကုသယထေရဵမှတထတမထဵမျငဵ သုမထဵဆညထဵရနထ      

ေသငဴခတထ၍ရေသင ဗရီုသမျငဵိှငထ ဴ အခါအငဵေလျငထစွင ကေလဵသူငယထိှငထဴ 

ဝနထထမထဵတုသ့  သီဵသနထ့ေတွ့ဆသဳေဆွဵေိွဵိုသငထရနထ စငဵပွဲ၊ ကသလငဵထုသငထ၊ အကျယထ 

အဝနထဵအသငထအဴတငထဴရှေုသင ရသဳဵ ခနထဵ တစထခသကုသ ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထ 

မျငဵအငဵလသဳဵ အသသဳဵပည ုိုသငထေစေရဵ စီစဥထထငဵရှေုပဵရနထ၊ပ 

   (၁၀) ဝနထထမထဵမျငဵ၊ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵိှငထ ဴ၎ငထဵ၏ဧညထဴသညထမျငဵ အသသဳဵ ပည ုိုသငထရနထ 

စငဵပွဲ၊ ကသလငဵထုသငထတုသ့ပါဝငထသညထဴ ဧညထခဴနထဵထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

   (၁၁)  ဝနထထမထဵအမုထရငသညထလညထဵ လသဳေလငကထေသင အကျယထအဝနထဵရှုရမညထ 

ပဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊ သီဵသနထ့လွတထလပထမှုလညထဵရှုကင ဝနထထမထဵအေရအတွကထိှငထဴ ကျငဵ/မ 

ိှစထမျုု ဵလသဳဵ ေနထုသငထိုသငထေရဵအတွကထ အဆငထေပည ေအငငထ စီစဲထေပဵရနထ၊ 

   (၁၂) အမုှုကထခည ငထဵမျငဵကုသ အေဆငကထအအသဳအတွငထဵ/အပည ငထ၌ထငဵရှုေပဵရနထ။ 

 

အခနထဵ(၁၆) 

တုသငထတနထဵမှုမျငဵိှငထ ဴဥပေဒ ေ ကေ ငငထဵအရ အကငအကွယထေပဵခည ငထဵ 

၄၀။ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵသညထ မုမုတုသ့၏ ရပုသငထခွငထဴ၊ အခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵိှငထဴ တုသငထတနထဵမှုမျငဵ ပပည ုလသပထ 

ိုသငထသညထဴအချကထအလကထမျငဵကုသ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵဝနထထမထဵမျငဵက ရှငထဵလငထဵေပည ငကေ ငဵေပဵရ 

ပါမညထ။ ကေလဵသူငယထတုသ့ိှငထဴပတထသကထ၍ စွပထစွေဲပည ငဆုသခည ငထဵ၊ မတရငဵပည ုမူဆကထဆဳခည ငထဵမျငဵ 

ေပါ်ေပါကထလငပါက အေရဵယူေဆငငထရွကထိုသငထရနထ စီမဳချကထမျငဵကုသ စနစထတကျ ချမှတထထငဵရပါမညထ။ 

အမှုအခငထဵမျငဵေဖည ရှငထဵေပဵရငတွငထ ပါဝငထရမညထ ဴကဏ္ဍမျငဵမှင - 

 ( )  ဥပေဒေကေ ငငထဵအရ ပပည ညထဴစသဳတုကျစွင တုသငထတနထဵမှုပည ုလသပထရနထ လသပထထသဳဵ လသပထနညထဵ 

  အဆငထဴဆငထဴမျငဵ၊ 

 (ခ)  ိှစထသုမထေဴဆွဵ ေိွဵခည ငထဵိှငထဴ အခည ငဵဝနထေဆငငထမှုမျငဵကုသ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵရရှေုစိုသငထ 

မညထေဴွှနထဵပုသ့ေသင အစီအစဲထမျငဵ၊ 

 (ဂ)  တုသငထတနထဵစွပထစွဲမှုမျငဵကုသ ေသချငစွငဆနထဵစစထသသဳဵသပထပီ ီဵ တရငဵဥပေဒေကေ ငငထဵအရ 

လညထဵ မှနထမှနထကနထကနထ အေရဵယူေဆငငထရွကထမှု ရှု/မရှုကုသ ေစငငထဴကေ ညထဴေပဵမညထဴ 

အမှုအခငထဵကုသငထတွယထေဖည ရှငထဵေပဵေရဵ           တစထဦဵကုသ ေရွဵချယထခနထ့ထငဵရနထ 

၂ ၉ 



 

ိှငထ ဴ   စသဳစမထဵေဖငထထသတထ၍ သုရှလုငေသငအခါ ေလျငထေကေ ဵေပဵရသဳဖည ငထဴ အမှုေကေ ေအဵ 

ခွငထဴမျုုဵမရှုေစရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  စသဳစမထဵစစထေဆဵမှု ပပည ုလသပထေနစဲထကငလတစထေလှေငကထလသဳဵတငွထ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ 

  လုသအပထေသငကူညီပဳပဴုသဵမှုေပဵရနထိှငထ ဴပအလွတထတနထဵေလဴလငသူအေနဖည ငထဴ             

           /                                     တငဝနထေပဵခနထ့အပထရနထ၊ 

 (င)  အမှုရငထဆုသငထခည ငထဵိှငထဴစပထလျဥထဵ၍ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ ၎ငထဵနငဵလညထိုသငထမညထဴ အသသဳဵ 

အိှုနထဵဖည ငထဴ ရှငထဵလငထဵေပည ငဆုသေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ အမှုရငထဆုသငထစဥထကငလအတွငထဵ ၎ငထဵ၏ 

သေဘငထငဵအမည ငထ၊ ခဳစငဵချကထတုသ့ကုသ ေဆွဵေိွဵခည ငထဵမျငဵေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (စ)  ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထအခွငထဴအေရဵ ချုု ဵေဖငကထခဳရခည ငထဵ 

သုသ့      ဥပေဒိှငထဴရငထဆုသငထရမညထဴ ပဖည စထရပထမျငဵဖည စထပွငဵပါက သကထဆုသငထရင လူမှု 

ဝနထထမထဵရသဳဵ သုသ့ အမည နထဆသဳဵ သတငထဵပုသ့၍ပေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ 

 (ဆ)  ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတုသငထဵတွငထ ကေလဵသူငယထအခွငထဴအေရဵမျငဵအငဵ ထငထသင 

ပမည ငထသငရှေုစမညထဴပေနရငတွငထပပချုတထဆွဲထငဵရှုရနထ။ 

၄၁။ အမှုကုသဥပေဒေကေ ငငထဵအရ ပကေ ငဵနငစစထေဆဵေနစဲထကငလအတွငထဵ ကေလဵသူငယထအေပါ်၌ 

တစထစသဳတစထရငေသင  ေဘဵအ ္ိတရငယထကျေရငကထမှုမရုှေစရနထမှင တငဝနထေပဵအပထခည ငထဵခဳရေသင  ဝနထထမထဵ၏  

တငဝနထသငဖည စထသညထ။ အမှုအခငထဵေဖည ရှငထဵေရဵအစီအစဲထသညထ ေအငကထပါေဆငငထရွကထချကထမျငဵ ပါဝငထ 

ေစရမညထ - 

 ( )  ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ မေလျငထကနထစွင ပပည ုမူဆကထဆဳမှုရုှပါက ၎ငထဵအေနဖည ငထဴ မညထသူပ 

   အငဵ ေပည ငဆုသတုသငထတနထဵရမညထကုသ သုရှထုငဵေစရနထ ေသချငစွင ေွှနထကေ ငဵထငဵရနထ၊ပ 

 (ခ)  လသပထေဆငငထမှုတုသငထဵသညထ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ အကငအကွယထေပဵရနထသငဖည စထပီ ီဵ 

ကေလဵသူငယထကုသ မှုခငထဵ၏သငဵေကငငထဘဝသုသ့  ေရငကထရှုမသွငဵေအငငထ အထူဵပ

ဂရသစုသကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ကေလဵသူငယထအေပါ်၌ မတရငဵမှုကျေရငကထေကေ ငငထဵ သဳသယရုှပါက အေသအချင 

စသဳစမထဵစစထေဆဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊ စွပထစွဲခဳရေသငမတရငဵမှုပည ုသူ၏ အခွငထဴအေရဵိှငထဴ 

ရပုသငထခွငထမဴျငဵသညထလညထဵ စသဳစမထဵမှုအေဖည မထွကထမချငထဵ ဆုသငထဵငဳထဴငဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ေဂဟငဝနထထမထဵတစထဦဵဦဵအငဵ ပပည ငထဵပည ငထဵထနထထနထစွပထစွမဲှုရှပုါက စသဳစမထဵမှုအေဖည  

မထွကထမချငထဵ အဆုသပါဝနထထမထဵကုသ ယငယီတငဝနထမှ ရပထစဲထငဵရနထ။ 

၃ ၀ 



 

၄၂။ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵ၏ တုသငထတနထဵမှုမျငဵကုသ ေသချငနငဵလညထသေဘငေပါကထေအငငထ ပကြ ုုဵစငဵ 

ပပီ ီဵပေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵ၏ စညထဵကမထဵမျငဵ၊ CRC ပပည ဋ္ဌငနထဵချကထမျငဵိှငထဴအညီ ချကထချငထဵ အေရဵယူ 

ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရပါမညထ။ တုသငထတနထဵမှုပပည ုလသပထေသင ကေလဵသူငယထိ ှငထဴ ၎ငထဵ၏တုသငထတနထဵမှုကုသ 

ေစငငထဴကေ ညထပဴဳဴပုသဵ ေပဵေသင                    /                                     

ေဂဟငအသပထချုပထေရဵအဖွဲ့ မှ တုသငထတနထဵမှုကုသ မညထသုသ့ေဖည ရှငထဵေနေကေ ငငထဵ၊ မညထသညထအဴဆငထသဴုသ့ ေရငကထရုှ 

ေနပီ ီဖည စထေကေ ငငထဵိှငထဴ ရလဒထမျငဵကုသ ပသဳမှနထအသုေပဵခည ငထဵမျုု ဵ ရှရုပါမညထ။ မသကထဆုသငထသူမျငဵကုသပ

သုရှခုွငထမဴေပဵပဲ အမှုအငဵ လှေုု့ဝှကထေပဵထငဵရမညထ။ 

၄၃။ စသဳစမထဵစစထေဆဵမှုမျငဵ ပပီ ီဵဆသဳဵသွငဵသညထအဴခါ သကထဆုသငထရငဌငနမျငဵသုသ့ အမှုအခငထဵကုသငထတွယထ 

ေဖည ရှငထဵေပဵေရဵ                  အစီရငထခဳစငမျငဵ တငထသွငထဵရမညထဖည စထပီ ီဵ၊ ၎ငထဵဌငနမျငဵမှ 

စညထဵကမထဵပုသငထဵိှငထဴ ဥပေဒေကေ ငငထဵအရ မညထသုသ့အေရဵယူေဆငငထရွကထရမညထကုသ ဆသဳဵဖည တထချကထမျငဵပ ချေပဵ 

ရမညထဖည စထပါသညထ။ 

     (၁၇) 

            (၅)                                                          

၄၄။            (၅)                                                    

                                                                                     

              - 

 ( )  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵအတွကထ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူကုသပ တတထိုသငထသမှေပ တစထဦဵတညထဵကပ

ပသဳမနှထေစငငထဴဴေရှငကထမှုေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအတွကထ အသကထထအပုသငထဵအခည ငဵအလုသကထပ ဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵမှုရရှုေစရနထပ

သီဵသနထ့ေစငငဴထေရငှကထမှုေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဥပမင - ကစငဵေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ကေလဵိှငထဴစကငဵေပည ငေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ ကေလဵအငဵ ေပွ့ဖကထခည ငထဵ) 

 ( )  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵကုသပ အစငအငဟငရေကျွဵေမွဵခည ငထဵ (ိုသ့တုသကထခည ငထဵ သုသ့      

ပဖည ညထဴစွကထစငေကျွဵေမွဵပခည ငထဵ)၊ပ သနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵလသပထခည ငထဵတုသ့ကုသပ ချကထချငထဵေဆငငထရွကထ 

ေပဵရနထိှငထဴပလသပထေဆငငထထေနစဥထပကေလဵသူငယထိ ှငထဴပရငထဵိှီဵေိွဵေထွဵစွငေနရနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵကုသ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူမရှဘုဲ တစထေယငကထတညထဵမထငဵရနထိှငထဴ 

ကေလဵလကထလှမထဵမှီရငေနရငမျငဵတွငထ အိ္တရငယထရှုိ ုသငထေသင အရငဝတ္ထုမျငဵ 

မထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

 (င)  ပပည ုစသေစငငထေဴရှငကထသူမျငဵမှ အလွယထတကူမည ငထိုသငထေသင ေနရငတွငထကေလဵသူငယထပ

မျငဵအငဵ ထငဵရှုေစငငထဴေရှငကထရနထ၊ 

၃၁ 



 

 (စ)   ကေလဵငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအတွကထ လသဳေလငကထေသင ေနရငထုသငထခငထဵကုသ သီဵသနထ့  

စီစဥထေပဵရနထ (ကေလဵကသတငထ၊ဖျင၊ပသခကထ)ိှငထ ဴ အလွယထတကူ ေလှေငထဖွတထိုသငထေသင 

အခငထဵမျငဵထငဵရှေုပဵရနထိှငထ ဴယငထဵတုသ့ကုသ ေန့စဥထပသမဳှနထသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵလသပထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဆ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵအငဵ ကသတငထ၊ ဖျင၊ ပသခကထအတွငထဵ အချုနထကေ ငမည ငထဴစွငမထငဵဘဲ 

အပည ငထသုသ့ မကေ ငခဏထသတထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဇ)  ကေလဵငယထ၏ပ အသကထအပုသငထဵခည ငဵအလုသကထ ရသပထပုသငထဵ၊ စုတထပုသငထဵ၊ ဉငဏထရညထပုသငထဵ 

ဆုသငထရငမျငဵ ဘကထစသဖဳွွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵမှုရရုှေစရနထ လှုဳ့ေဆငထေပဵိုသငထမညထဴ သငထဴေလျငထေသင 

အေထငကထအကူပစ္စညထဵမျငဵ ထငဵရှုရနထိှငထ ဴ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵမှ အသသဳဵပည ု၍ 

ေပည ငဆုသဆကထဆဳေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဈ)  ကေလဵငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီ၏ အေခည အေနအလုသကထ အနငဵယူအုပထစကထိုသငထရနထ စီစဥထ 

ေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ည)  လမထဵေလှေငကထတတထစအရွယထ ကေလဵငယထမျငဵအတွကထ မကေ ငခဏကစငဵေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ 

ကေလဵငယထိ ှငထဴစကငဵေပည ငေပဵခည ငထဵ၊ ကေလဵအငဵေပွ့ဖကထ၍ ေိွဵေထွဵမှုေပဵခည ငထဵ 

မျငဵကုသ ပုသမုသလသပထေဆငငထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဋ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵ စကငဵေပည ငတတထေစရနထ အေခါ်အေဝါ်မျငဵ ပီသစွငေပည ငဆုသိ ုသငထေရဵ 

ေလဴကျငထပဴျုုဵေထငငထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဌ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵ၏ ကငယ၊ ဉငဏ၊ စငရုတ္တ  ဘကထစသဖဳွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထလငေစေရဵ 

အတွကထ ေလဴကျငထပဴပည ုစသပျုု ဵေထငငထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဍ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵအငဵ မုမုတုသ့အသကထအရွယထအလုသကထ လုသအပထမညထအဴငဟငရမျငဵကုသ 

ကျနထဵမငေရဵဌငနမှ ချမှတထထငဵရှသုညထ ဴ အငဟငရစဳိှုနထဵမျငဵိှငထဴအညီ ေန့စဥထ 

ေကျွဵေမွဵေပဵရနထိှငထ ဴ အသကထေခည ငကထလေအငကထပ ကေလဵငယထမျငဵကုသပ ိှစထနငရီပ

တစထကြ ုမထပိုသ့တုသကထေကျွဵရမညထ။ပအသကထေခည ငကထလိှငထဴပတစထိှစထကေ ငဵပကေလဵသူငယထ 

မျငဵကုသပအစငေပျငဴိှငထဴပဖည ညထဴစွကထအငဟငရတုသ့ကုသပ(၄)နငရီတစထကြ ုမထပတုသကထေကျွဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဎ)  လကထခဳေစငငထဴေရှငကထထငဵေသင ကေလဵငယထမျငဵကုသ ေရှဵ ဦဵအရွယထ ကေလဵသူငယထ 

မျငဵပည ုစသပျုု ဵေထငငထေရဵိှငထဴ ဘကထစသဖဳွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထေရဵ နညထဵစနစထအလုသကထ 

ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဏ)  ကေလဵငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအလုသကထ ဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵမှုမှတထတမထဵ စနစထတကျထငဵရှုပီ ီဵ ဘကထစသ ဳ

ဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵေရဵကုသ ဦဵတညထလသပထေဆငငထေပဵရနထ၊ 

၃၂ 



 

 (တ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵအငဵ အနီဵကပထကေ ညထဴရှုေစငငထဴေရှငကထေပဵမညထဴ သူနငပည ုဆရငမမျငဵ 

ထငဵရုှပီ ီဵ ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအလုသကထ ကျနထဵမငေရဵေစငငထေဴရှငကထမှုမှတထတမထဵထငဵရုှ 

ရနထိှငထဴလုသအပထပါက နီဵစပထရငကျနထဵမငေရဵဌငနမျငဵိှငထဴ ချုတထဆကထေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ 

 (ထ)  ေမွဵစမှအသကထ(၂)ိှစထအထု ကေလဵသူငယထ(၃)ဦဵလှေငထ ပပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူ 

(၁)ဦဵ ှိုနထဵ၊ အသကထ(၂)ိှစထမှ (၃)ိှစထအထု ကေလဵ(၅)ဦဵလှေငထပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူ 

(၁)ဦဵိှုနထဵ၊ အသကထ(၃)ိှစထမှ (၅)ိှစထအထကုေလဵ(၁၀)ဦဵလှေငထပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူ 

(၁)ဦဵိှုနထဵဖည ငထ ဴေစငငထေဴရငှကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဒ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵထငဵရှသုညထဴ အေဆငကထအအသဳကုသ အခည ငဵအေဆငငထမျငဵိှငထ ဴသီဵခည ငဵ 

ထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

 (ဓ)  အေဆငကထအအသဳသညထ ေလဝငထေလထွကထေကငငထဵမွနထပီ ီဵ၊ အလငထဵေရငငထေကငငထဵစွင 

ရရှုရနထိ ှငထ ဴသနထ့ရှငထဵသပထရပထမှုရှုေရဵေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ 

 (န)  ကေလဵငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအတွကထ အနညထဵဆသဳဵဧရုယငပျမထဵ မှေ (၁၈)စတသရနထဵေပစီ 

အကျယထအဝနထဵရှုရနထ၊ 

 (ပ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵ၏ တစထကုသယထရညထသနထ့ရှငထဵေရဵကုသ အထူဵအေလဵေပဵ ေဆငငထရွကထ 

ေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဖ)  ကေလဵငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအလုသကထ အဝတထအထညထ၊ အပုထယငအသသဳဵအေဆငငထ 

ပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသ လသဳေလငကထစွငိှငထ ဴသနထ့ရှငထဵသပထရပထမှုရှေုစေရဵ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (ဗ)  အစငဵအေသငကထချကထပည ုတထရငတွငထ အသသဳဵ ပည ုသညထဴ အသသဳဵအေဆငငထပစ္စညထဵမျငဵ၊ 

ေကျွဵေမွဵသညထဴ အသသဳဵအေဆငငထပစ္စညထဵမျငဵကုသ သနထ့ရှငထဵသပထရပထစွငထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

 (ဘ)  ေဂဟင/ေကျငငထဵပတထဝနထဵကျငထ သနထ့ရှငထဵသပထရပထေရဵကုသ အထူဵအေလဵေပဵ 

ေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ 

 (မ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵအတွကထ ေန့စဥထေကျွဵေမွဵမှုိှငထဴေဆငငထရွကထမညထဴ အစီအစဥထမျငဵ 

ထငဵရှုရနထ၊ 

 (ယ)  ေမွဵစငရငထဵမရုှသညထ ဴကေလဵမျငဵအတွကထ ကျနထဵမငေရဵဌငနိှငထဴ ချုတထဆကထေဆငငထရွကထရနထ၊ 

 (ရ)  ကေလဵငယထအသစထေရငကထရှလုငပါက သကထဆုသငထရငလူမှုဝနထထမထဵရသဳဵ မျငဵသုသ့ စငရငထဵ 

ေပဵပုသ့ရနထ၊ 

 (လ)  ကေလဵငယထမျငဵ ေပျငကထဆသဳဵ /ေသဆသဳဵမှုမျငဵ ပဖည စထေပါ်ပါက သကထဆုသငထရင 

လူမှုဝနထထမထဵရသဳဵ မျငဵသုသ့ အေကေ ငငထဵကေ ငဵရနထ၊ 

၃၃ 



 

 (ဝ)  ေစငငထဴေရှငကထထငဵေသင ကေလဵငယထမျငဵကုသ သငထေဴလျငထေသင မုဘမျငဵအငဵ 

တညထဆဲဥပေဒိှငထဴအညီ ေမွဵစငဵခွငထဴေပဵရနထ၊ 

 (သ)  ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအတွကထ ကငကွယထေစငငထေဴရှငကထမှု အစီအစဥထမျငဵထငဵရုှေပဵရနထ၊ 

 ပည ုစသေစငငထဴေရှငကထသူမျငဵ၏အရညထအချငထဵမျငဵ  

၄၅။            (၅)                                                         

                                                                                      

                      - 

 ( ) အသကထ (၆လမ၃ှိှစထ)၊ (၃ိှစထမ၅ှိှစထ) အရွယထရှုကေလဵမျငဵအတွကထ လူမှုဝနထထမထဵ  

ဦဵစီဵဌငနမှဖွငထဴလှစထေသင ေရှဵ ဦဵအရွယထ ကေလဵသူငယထပည ုစသပျုု ဵေထငငထေရဵိှငထဴ 

ဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵေရဵဆုသငထရငသငထတနထဵသုသ့ တကထေရငကထပီ ီဵဖည စထရနထ၊ 

 (ခ)  အသကထ(၁၈)ိှစထမ ှ(၅၀)ိှစထအတွငထဵဖည စထရနထ၊ 

 (ဂ)  ေရှဵ ဦဵသူနငပည ုစသနညထဵသငထတနထဵသုသ့  တကထေရငကထပီ ီဵ၊ အေခည ခဳကျနထဵမငေရဵိှငထ ဴ

ပတထသကထသညထဴ ဗဟသသသတရှရုနထ၊ 

 (ဃ)  အနညထဵဆသဳဵ  အေခည ခဳပညငအလယထတနထဵေအငငထအဆငထဴရှုရနထ၊ 

 ( )  ပမီ ုု့နယထဆရငဝနထ၏ကျနထဵမငေကေ ငငထဵေထငကထခဳစငရှုရနထ၊ 

 ( )  ပပည စထမှုကငထဵရှငထဵရနထ၊ 

 ( )   ကေလဵတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအလုသကထ ကုသယထေရဵ        ၊ ဖဳွ့ဖီ ုုဵမှု               ကျနထဵမငေရဵ 

မှတထတမထဵမျငဵကုသ စနစထတကျ မှတထတမထဵတငထိုသငထေရဵအတွကထ သတငထဵေပဵပုသ့ိုသငထရနထ။ 

နုဂသဳဵ  

၄၆။ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵတွငထ အနုမထဴဆသဳဵ ရုှရမညထပဴ ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵပည ုစသေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထပ

ပခည ငထဵိှငထ ဴပ အကငအကွယထေပဵခည ငထဵဆုသငထရငပ စဳချုနထစဳေွှနထဵမျငဵကုသပ  ကေလဵသူငယထမျငဵအငဵပ လကထခဳပ

ေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထမှုေပဵေနသညထပဴ  ဌငနဆုသငထရငမျငဵလကထေအငကထရုှပ  ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵ၊ပေစတနငဴ 

ဝနထထမထဵအဖွဲ့အစညထဵမျငဵက တညထေထငငထထငဵရှုေသငပ ေဂဟငမျငဵအေနဖည ငထ  ဴ တုကျစွငလုသကထနင 

ေဆငငထရွကထရနထလုသအပထပါသညထ။ပ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမျငဵကပ  ကေလဵသူငယထပပည ုစသေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထခည ငထဵ၊ 

အကငအကွယထေပဵခည ငထဵလသပထငနထဵမျငဵကုသပ အေကငငထအထညထေဖငထေဆငငထရွကထရငတွငထပ လွယထကူပ

ေချငေမွ့စွငပေဆငငထရွကထိုသငထေရဵအတွကထပပဤစဳချုနထစဳေွှနထဵမျငဵကုသပထသတထပည နထ လုသကထသညထ။  

 

ေွှနထကေ ငဵေရဵမှူဵချုပထ 

လူမှုဝနထထမထဵဦဵစီဵဌငန 

၃၄ 



 

ေနငကထဆကထတဲွ(က) 

ကုသယထေရဵအချကထအလကထမျငဵ 

၁။ အမညထ            

၂။ ေမွဵသက္ကရငဇထ/အသကထ                                              

၃။ ေမွဵရငဇငတု 

၄။ ိုသငထငဳသငဵစုစစထေရဵကတထပည ငဵအမှတထ(သုသ့)ေမွဵစငရငထဵ 

၅။ လူမျုုဵ/ဘငသင      

၆။ လုငထ (ကျငဵ/မ) 

၇။ ေမွဵချငထဵေမငငထိှမဦဵေရ  

၈။ ကုသယထတွငထထငထရှငဵသညထဴအမှတထအသငဵ 

၉။ အရပထ 

၁၀။ ဆပဳငထအေရငငထ 

၁၁။ ကုသယထအေလဵချုနထ 

၁၂။ မုဘအမညထ    

၁၃။ မုဘအလသပထအကုသငထ   

၁၄။ ေနရပထလုပထစင     

၁၅။ ေဂဟငသုသ့စတငထေရငကထရှုသညထေဴန့  

၁၆။ ေရငကထရှုသညထဴအေကေ ငငထဵအရငထဵ  

၁၇။                                             

၁၈။                                

၁၉။                             

၂၀။ ကေလဵအမျုု ဵအစငဵ(မုဘမဲဴ၊မုမဲဴ၊ဘမဲဴ၊ဆငထဵရဲ) 

၂၁။ မသနထစွမထဵ ေဂဟငဖည စထပါကမသနထစွမထဵမှုအမျုု ဵအစငဵ  

၂၂။ ဝါသနငပါမှု     

၂၃။ ကျနထဵမငေရဵအေခည အေန   

၂၄။ ပညငအရညထအချငထဵ   

၂၅။ အတနထဵပညငသငထကေ ငဵိုသငထခည ငထဵမရှုပါကအသကထေမွဵဝမထဵေကျငငထဵပညငသငထကေ ငဵမှုအေခည အေန 

၂၆။ မုဘထဳပည နထလညထအပထိှပဳါကအပထိှဳသညထအဴေကေ ငငထဵအရငထဵ 

၂၇။ ပပည နထလညထအပထိှဳသညထဴေန့ 



 

           ( ) 

ကေလဵသူငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအတွကထ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထ 

၁။ အမညထ      အခည ငဵအမညထရှုလှေငထ 

 

၂။ ိုသငထငဳသငဵစုစစထေရဵကတထပည ငဵအမှတထ(သုသ့မဟသတထ) ေမွဵစငရငထဵ 

 

၃။ ကျငဵ/မ       

          ကျငဵ     မ 

၄။ ေမွဵသက္ကရငဇထ     

        ရကထ          လ     ိှစထ 

၅။ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထေရဵဆွသဲညထဴရကထစွဲ 

   ရကထ    လ      ိှစထ 

၆။ ကေလဵသူငယထသညထ ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵသုသ့ ေရငကထရှလုငေသင အေကေ ငငထဵအရငထဵ 

 

 

 

၇။ ကေလဵသူငယထအငဵ မုသငဵစသ သုသ့မဟသတထ အသပထထုနထဵသူ သုသ့မဟသတထ ေဆွမျုု ဵသငဵချငထဵမျငဵမှ 

ဆကထလကထေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုေပဵိုသငထရနထ မညထသညထ ဴဝနထေဆငငထမှုမျုု ဵပလုသအပထသနညထဵ။ပ 

 

 

၈။ ( ) ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထေရဵဆွဲရငတွငထ ၎ငထဵတုသ့၏ပ

အေကငငထဵဆသဳဵ အကျုု ဵစီဵပွငဵကုသေရှဵရှုကင  ပူဵေပါငထဵေဆွဵ ေိွဵတုသငထပငထမှုမျငဵ ပပည ုလသပထ 

ရမညထပဖည စထပီ ီဵပေအငကထေဖငထပည ပါပပသဂ္ဂုု လထမျငဵပပါဝငထရပါမညထပ- 

  (၁) ကေလဵကုသယထတုသငထ (အသကထအရွယထအရသငထဴေတငထမှုရုှပါက)၊  

  (၂) ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ မုဘ သုသ့မဟသတထ အသပထထုနထဵသူ (ကေလဵအတွကထ တငဝနထယူ 

ထငဵသူ)၊  

  (၃) ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵမှ တငဝနထရှသုူမျငဵ (ေဂဟငမှူဵ/ကေလဵအငဵပ

အနီဵကပထပည ုစသပေစငငထ ဴေရှငကထသူ)။   



 

 (ခ)ပ ေဆွဵေိွဵတုသငထပငထမှုမျငဵကုသပ စနစထတကျပ မှတထတမထဵထငဵရှုရမညထပ ဖည စထပီ ီဵပ ကေလဵသူငယထပ

ိှငထပဴပတထသကထ၍ပ ချမှတထသညထဴအစီအစဥထမျငဵကုသပ ၎ငထဵ၏အသကထိှငထပဴပ ရငထဴကျကထမှုကုသပ

လုသကထ၍ပအသုေပဵထငဵရမညထ။ပ 

၉။ ေလဴလငဆနထဵစစထမှုမျငဵအေပါ်အေခည ခဳ၍ပကေလဵသူငယထ၏လုသအပထချကထမျငဵကုသေဖငထပည ပါ။ 

 ကျနထဵမငေရဵ - ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ပ ရသပထပုသငထဵ၊ပ စုတထပုသငထဵ၊ပ သွငဵိှငထဴခဳတွငထဵပ အေခည အေန၊ပ ဖျငဵနငမှုပ

တစသဳတရငပ ရှု/မရှု၊ပ မသနထစွမထဵမှုတစသဳတရငပ ရှု/မရှုကုသပဆနထဵစစထ၍ပပဳဴပုသဵရနထပလုသအပထေသငပအချကထပ

မျငဵကုသေဖငထပည ရနထိှငထပဴ ကေလဵအတွကထပ အထူဵအငဟငရပ လုသအပထချကထရှပုါသလငဵ၊ပ ပသဳမှနထပ

ကျနထဵမငေရဵပဝနထေဆငငထမှုရယူရနထလုသအပထပါသလငဵ၊ပအေသဵစုတထေဖငထပည ရနထ - 

  

 

 

 

ပညငေရဵ - ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ပ လကထရှုပညငေရဵအေခည အေန၊ပ သငထကေ ငဵမှုရယူိုသငထခည ငထဵပ

အေနအထငဵ၊ပ ယခငထေကျငငထဵေနခဲဘဴူဵပါကပကေလဵ၏ပညငေရဵမှတထတမထဵမျငဵိှငထပဴ ဆကထလကထပ

ေဆငငထရွကထရနထအချကထမျငဵပေဖငထပည ရနထ - 

 

 

 

 

ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ကုသယထပုသငထလက္ခဏင - ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ပ ရှုရငထဵစွဲပ ကုသယထပုသငထလက္ခဏငမျငဵကုသပ

အေခည ခဳ၍ကေလဵ၏ယဥထေကျဵမှုဘငသငစကငဵ၊ပ ကုသဵကွယထသညထဴဘငသင၊ပ အသုပညငပ

ဗဟသသသတ၊ပမုသငဵစသ/ပတထဝနထဵ ကျငထပအေခည အေနမျငဵကုသပထညထသဴွငထဵစဥထဵစငဵေဖငထပည ရနထ - 

 

 

 

 

 

၂ 



 

 

လူမှုဆကထဆဳေရဵ - ကေလဵသူငယထသညထ လူမှုဆကထဆေဳရဵအငဵေကငငထဵရနထ လုသအပထချကထမျငဵ 

 

 

မုသငဵစသိှငထဴလူမှုဆကထသွယထမှုအေနအထငဵ -ကေလဵသူငယထသညထ မုသငဵစသ၊ ေမငငထိှမသငဵချငထဵ၊ 

ေဆွမျုု ဵ/မုတထေဆွအသုသငထဵအဝနထဵိှငထ ဴဆကထသွယထမှုအငဵေကငငထဵရနထ လုသအပထသညထအဴချကထမျငဵ 

 

 

 

စုတထပုသငထဵိှငထဴ အပည ုအမူပုသငထဵဆုသငထရငဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵမှု - ကေလဵသူငယထသညထစုတထပုသငထဵိှငထ ဴ အပည ုအမူပုသငထဵ 

တုသ့တွငထ ဖွဳ့ဖီ ုုဵတုသဵ တကထမှုရှုရနထ လုသအပထချကထမျငဵ (ကေလဵသူငယထ၏ပ ဝါသနင၊ပ ေတွဵ ေခါ်ပ

ရငထဴကျကထမှု၊ပလုမတငေရဵခည ငဵရှမုှု၊ပ၎ငထဵ၏ဆိ္ဒိငှထ ဴသေဘငထငဵအမည ငထ) 

 

 

 

                                                - 

 

 

 

 

၁၀။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ မညထသညထဴေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုမျုုဵသညထ အသငထဴေတငထဆသဳဵဖည စထသနညထဵ?  

(ဥပမင- ေဂဟင/သငထတနထဵေကျငငထဵတွငထေစငငထဴေရှငကထပခည ငထဵ၊ မုဘရငထဵသဖွယထ ယငယီေစငငထ ဴ

ေရငှကထမှုေပဵခည ငထဵ  (ေရတုသ/ေရရှညထ)၊ တရငဵဝငထေမွဵစငဵခည ငထဵ) 

 

 

 

 

၃ 



 

၁၁။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ မုသငဵစသ၊ ေဆွမျုု ဵသငဵချငထဵ၊ မုတထေဆသွူငယထချငထဵိှငထ ဴပသဳမနှထဆကထသွယထမှု 

ရှုရနထ စီစဥထထငဵရှမုှုအေခည အေန  

 

 

 

 

 

၁၂။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထတွငထ အခည ငဵထညထဴသွငထဵရနထအချကထမျငဵ 

ရှပုါက ေဖငထပည ရနထ 

 

 

 

 

 

၁၃။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ေဆငငထရွကထရနထအစီအစဥထအကျဥထဵချုပထ 

စဥထ 
လုသအပထေသင 

ေဆငငထရွကထမှု 

              

         

တငဝနထရုှေသင 

ပသဂ္ဂုု လထမျငဵ 

ခနထ့မှနထဵ 

 ကေ ငချုနထ 

     

     

     

     

     

     

 

 

 

 

၄ 



 

၁ ၄။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထပ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထကုသပ ေရဵဆွဲရငတွငထပ ေအငကထတွငထေဖငထပည ပ

ထငဵေသငပပသဂု္ုဂ လထမျငဵိှငထဴေဆွဵေိွဵတုသငထပငထ၍ပသေဘငတူညီချကထရယူခဲပဴါသညထ။  

                            

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

၅ 



 

           ( ) 

ကေလဵသူငယထတစထဦဵချငထဵစီအတွကထ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထအေပါ်  

 ပည နထလညထသသဳဵ သပထခည ငထဵ 

                  

၁။ ေနငကထဆကထတွ(ဲခ)ပါပ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထပ ချမှတထထငဵေသငပ အစီအစဥထအေပါ်ပ လကထရှု 

ေဆငငထရွကထထငဵရှမုှုအေခည အေန  

စဥထ 
လုသအပထေသင 

ေဆငငထရွကထမှု 

          

           

   /     

               

        

            

 ကေ ငချုနထ 

         
     

      

      

     

       

       

       

 

၂။                                                  

 (     -       ၊           ၊                   ၊           ၊                  ) 

                                      

   

   

   

 

၃။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ေဆငငထရွကထေပဵရမညထဴ လသပထငနထဵ မျငဵမှ အေကငငထအထညထေဖငထရနထ 

မဖည စထိုသငထေသဵသညထဴ အချကထမျငဵိှငထ ဴမေဆငငထရွကထိုသငထသညထဴ အေကေ ငငထဵအရငထဵမျငဵ 

  

 

  



 

၄။ ေနငကထတစထကြ ုမထကျငထဵပမညထဴအချုနထ 

 ေန့ရကထ -  

 အချုနထ   - 

 ေနရင   - 

 

၅။ ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထကုသေရဵဆွဲရငတွငထ သေဘငထငဵတူညီမှု 

မရှုေသငအချကထမျငဵိှငထဴ ဆကထလကထလသပထေဆငငထရနထအချကထမျငဵ 

 

 

 

 

၆။ 

 

 

 

 

  

            ( ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ကေလဵသူငယထအတွကထပ ေစငငထဴေရှငကထမှုအစီအစဥထအငဵပ ေသချငစွငေလဴလငသသဳဵသပထ၍ပ

စီစဥထမှုပည ုလသပထခဲပဴါေကေ ငငထဵပတငဝနထယူပါသညထ။ 

လကထမှတထ   ---------------------------  

အမညထ    --------------------------- 

ရကထစွဲ    ---------------------------  

ရငထူဵ/တငဝနထယူထငဵသညထဴ --------------------------- 

ေနရင 

 

၂ 
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